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Abstract
Magnetic confinement fusion research currently favours the tokamak design in conjunction with
a “divertor” chamber, which is intended to isolate the main plasma from the intense areas of
contact between the peripheral plasma and the material surfaces of the containment vessel. The
mechanical design of a “closed” divertor has a number of purported benefits as compared to an
“open” divertor, but closed divertors are more costly and difficult to implement, and many of the
suggested advantages have yet to be conclusively demonstrated.
In an effort to resolve a number of the related issues, a divertor bypass was installed on
the Alcator C-Mod tokamak that can be opened in situ, so that the plasma performance can be
evaluated for varying degrees of divertor closure. The divertor neutral pressure was found to
decrease by a factor ∼2 when the bypass was opened, but rather unexpectedly, there was no
discernable effect on the plasma measurements [Pitcher, Phys. Plasmas 7 (2000) 1894].
Initial attempts to investigate the bypass experiments with a computer model met with
limited success; the calculated divertor neutral pressures were an order of magnitude lower than
the measured values [Stotler, J. Nucl. Mater. 290-293 (2001) 967]. This was chiefly attributed to
inaccuracies in the calculated divertor plasma solution, which was complicated by the presence
of plasma detachment. The validation of the neutral model for partially detached plasmas is
essential for the predictive modeling of next-generation fusion devices.
This thesis is a computational physics exercise that investigates the neutral particle
dynamics in the C-Mod divertor, primarily focusing on the bypass experiments. The principle
objectives are to develop a detailed approximation of the experimental plasma, to determine how
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the various aspects of the neutral dynamics affect the neutral population, and to quantitatively
evaluate the retention of neutrals by the divertor. Simultaneous agreement was achieved with the
majority of divertor plasma measurements, and the divertor neutral pressure was reproduced to
within a factor ∼2. The insensitivity of the plasma data to the bypass state is a result of the
significant intrinsic neutral leakage that is present even when the bypass is closed.
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1. Introduction
The need to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels is well established, and nuclear fusion
represents an inexhaustible and sufficiently clean alternative source of energy.

A brief

introduction to magnetic confinement fusion is presented in section 1.1, with emphasis on the
interaction between a hot plasma and the material surfaces of the containment vessel. The
motivation for the thesis is given in section 1.2, and the research objectives are listed in section
1.3. A brief overview of this document can be found in section 1.4.
1.1 Nuclear fusion
A significant obstacle to the development of a fusion-based power plant is the requirement that
the reactor withstand the hostile environment necessary for the ignition of the fusion fuel.
Fusion occurs readily in the sun, where the gravitational field confines the reactants at estimated
temperatures of 15 million Kelvin (or 1.2 keV) and particle densities of 1030 m-3 (for reference,
the particle densities of air and water are 1025 and 1028 m-3, respectively). At these high
temperatures, matter exists in the plasma state where electrons are separated from atomic nuclei,
resulting in an ensemble of electrically charged particles. Atomic nuclei will only fuse at high
temperatures since their kinetic energy must be large enough to overcome the electrostatic
repulsion that exists between like-charged particles.
Needless to say, an alternative method of confining high temperature plasma is required
for a terrestrial fusion device. The present work relates to magnetic confinement fusion (MCF),
which exploits the fact that the Lorentz force causes charged particles to gyrate around magnetic
field lines, so that unrestricted transport is limited to the direction parallel to the field lines. If
the magnetic field is arranged so that the field lines close on themselves without intersecting a
material surface, then in principle the plasma can be isolated from the containment vessel. But in
practice the confinement is not perfect, as elastic collisions between particles, drift effects1,2, and
collective transport driven by turbulence3,4 result in the migration of the plasma across field
lines. As a result, some degree of plasma-surface interaction (PSI) is unavoidable, and the
resulting adverse effects on both the plasma and the vessel must be moderated5. For instance,
power loads to the wall must remain below the material thresholds for high erosion rates and
melting. The central plasma temperatures of present day MCF research devices are 1–10 keV,
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and while densities are typically 1020 m-3 (a “vacuum” essentially), the machines still operate
near the heat flux tolerance of the vessel components. The required temperatures for a power
plant are projected to be 10 keV, which highlights the challenge of building a reactor with a
lifetime sufficient for economic viability.
Plasma-surface interactions have two principal results: the neutralization of incident ions
as a result of recombination with surface electrons (“surface recombination”), and the production
of impurity (non-fuel) particles via surface erosion. Neutrals released from the surface undergo a
variety of collisions with the plasma particles, but in the absence of mechanical pumps and
gettering, they eventually re-ionize and are transported back to a material surface.

The

distribution of ionisation can strongly influence the flow field of the plasma ions parallel to the
magnetic field, and friction between the impurity ions and the fuel ions affects impurity
transport. If this results in a high concentration of impurity ions in the central plasma, then fuel
dilution and radiative power losses can significantly reduce the rate of fusion reactions. This
interdependency between neutrals and impurity transport, and impurity density and the
conditions in the central plasma, is an example of how fusion performance can be significantly
affected by processes in the periphery.
The fuel for the first generation of fusion reactors will be the hydrogen isotopes
deuterium (D) and tritium (T),
D + T → He 4 (3.5 MeV) + n (14.1 MeV) ,

(1.1)

which has the highest reaction rate of all candidate fuels. The energy released appears as the
kinetic motions of the resultant He nucleus (α-particle) and neutron (n), and is given in
parentheses in reaction 1.1. Radiation in the plasma volume and the particle flux to the wall
represent power losses from the confined plasma, so energy input is required to prevent the
plasma temperature from decreasing. In research devices, this is accomplished by auxiliary
heating, but a necessary condition for a reactor is the achievement of thermonuclear fusion,
where the plasma temperature is predominately maintained by α-particle heating, i.e. ignition.
However, this requires a method for removing the He “ash” from the system, because if the He
concentration becomes sufficiently large, it will stifle the fusion reactions in the same manner as
impurities from PSIs. Energy can be extracted from the system via the neutron product, which is
not confined by the magnetic field or the plasma vessel (for the most part), and can be used to
generate electricity in the same manner as conventional nuclear fission power plants.
Unfortunately, the vessel will develop a radioactive inventory due to neutron activation, although
careful engineering can reduce the amount of this material and its radioactive half-life. Attention
11

must also be paid to moderating the effects of neutral damage. Tritium is also radioactive, so
absorption and retention in the structure are also critical issues.
The MCF device of interest here is known as a tokamak6. It employs a toroidal (donut)
geometry to generate a core region of closed magnetic field lines, and a boundary region where
“open” field lines intersect the vessel wall. In an effort to reduce the impurity levels in the core,
the open field lines can be diverted so that the confined plasma is increasingly isolated from the
most intense regions of plasma-wall contact7; see figure 1.1. The material components where
PSIs are concentrated are referred to as the targets, and are designed to minimize impurity
production and maximize the tolerable power load. The region containing the targets is referred
to as the divertor, and the remaining volume is the main chamber (MC).
The next-step fusion device is based on the tokamak design, and is known as the
Thermonuclear International Experimental Reactor (ITER). It represents one of the largest
scientific collaborations in history, with active participants from Canada, Europe, Japan, the
Russian Federation, the United States and China. A large portion of contemporary fusion
research has been related to ITER design and operation8, and the goal of the project is to test
physics and engineering concepts in a reactor relevant environment.
1.2 Physics motivation of the thesis
The focus of this thesis is the study of neutral particle (non-impurity) dynamics in the divertor of
the Alcator C-Mod tokamak. Topics related to impurities, large-scale plasma transport in the
main chamber, and the stability and performance of the core plasma are not addressed. C-Mod is
a particularly interesting device for neutral studies, because it employs a strong magnetic field
that allows operation at higher divertor plasma and neutral densities than other existing
tokamaks.
It is well known that neutrals are an integral part of the plasma dynamics in the periphery
of a MCF device9.
Neutrals can have a significant effect on the distribution of particle, momentum and
energy sources for the plasma. As mentioned above, the distribution of ionisation (ion source)
and surface recombination (ion sink), directly influences the plasma flow parallel to the magnetic
field lines, v||. For divertor conditions with electron temperatures, Te, below ∼5 eV, plasma
momentum losses due to elastic collisions with neutral particles can cause the plasma to “detach”
from the targets, significantly reducing the ion flux to material surfaces; see section 3.2. Partial
12

detachment may be a component of a physics solution for the problem of excessive target heat
loads in a reactor10. Low Te and high plasma density, ne, can also result in substantial levels of
ion-electron recombination in the plasma volume (“volume recombination”)11, which also affects
v||, and can represent a significant source of neutrals. Neutral line radiation and charge-exchange
can also distribute the power flux into the divertor over a larger area, reducing the power
deposition at the targets.
High neutral pressures in the divertor can improve control of the plasma density by
increasing the efficiency of vacuum pumps. “Puff and pump” impurity control becomes feasible,
where neutral fueling in the MC and pumping in the divertor creates plasma flow that sweeps
impurities toward the targets and away from the confined plasma12. This could also alleviate
“flow-reversal”, where a local ionisation imbalance can result in v|| away from the targets, and
friction promoting impurity transport toward the core13. For thermonuclear plasmas, neutral
compression in the divertor also facilitates the removal of the He ash14.
Neutral densities in the MC are directly related to the high-energy neutral flux to the
vessel walls from ion-neutral charge-exchange, and therefore to impurity production in the MC
due to neutral sputtering. It has also been speculated that core confinement improves for lower
neutral pressures in the MC15.
All of the above neutral dynamics are fundamentally related to the performance of a
fusion reactor. It is essential, therefore, to understand the processes governing plasma-neutral
interactions (and also the surface-plasma interactions that generate neutrals), so that a detailed
physical description of the plasma periphery can be formulated.
1.2.1 Modeling divertor neutrals
The “ultimate goal” of computer modeling is the ability to predict the plasma conditions for a
future device, so that the design can be evaluated and optimized well before construction begins.
This is particularly relevant to a large-scale project such as ITER, which represents billions of
dollars and thousands of person-years of investment. Unfortunately, it is difficult to assess the
validity of the predictive modeling that has been done for ITER because a comprehensive
understanding of the physical processes governing present day research tokamaks has not been
fully demonstrated.
A clear example of this is the fact that neutral modeling studies have yet to adequately
reproduce the measured divertor neutral pressures in C-Mod.
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The DEGAS2 Monte-Carlo neutral code16 was applied to a moderate density C-Mod
e xpt
discharge with a measured divertor pressure, pdiv
, of ∼25 mTorr17. However, the divertor
model
, was only ∼2 mTorr. Neutral codes require a description
pressure calculated by the code, pdiv

of the plasma as input, and in this case the plasma solution was based on target measurements
and a simple 2-point model. Spectroscopic measurements indicate that volume recombination
was occurring in the divertor, and the level of volume recombination in the model was set from
comparisons with Dα line radiation measurements (which are dominated by volume
recombination processes for the plasma conditions in question). A comprehensive set of atomic
and molecular processes was incorporated in the neutral model, including neutral viscosity.
Stotler et al suggested that the most significant deficiency in the modeling was the plasma
solution input to DEGAS218.
A subsequent effort19 was made to model the same discharge, but in this case the OEDGE
suite of interpretive modeling codes was used. OEDGE consists of the “Onion-Skin Method”
(OSM) plasma solver20, the EIRENE Monte-Carlo neutral code21, and the DIVIMP impurity
code20* (not used in the study). A prescription-based OSM solver was used to calculate the
divertor plasma solution, where “prescription” refers to the ad hoc specification of the plasma
quantities in an effort to generate agreement with the experimental data. In this rather pragmatic
method, there is no specific requirement that the solution is internally consistent, in contrast to
fluid models based on conservation. Despite this apparent shortcoming, the OSM approach is a
significant improvement over the 2-point model that was used with DEGAS2. Additionally,
spectroscopic measurements of Te and ne in the volume of the divertor were confronted, and a
“reasonable” level of agreement with the experimental data was achieved.

However, the

model
refinements to the plasma solution only increased pdiv
to ∼3 mTorr. The OSM plasma solution

was also used with DEGAS2, which confirmed the EIRENE result18*.
Clearly, there are significant errors in the neutral simulations. Two possible explanations
model
for the low pdiv
values are: the plasma solutions used with the neutral codes are not accurate

representations of the experimental plasma, and/or important neutral processes are not included
in the neutral model. The calculated pressure also depends on the assigned neutral source from
surface recombination, but this source is set from measurements of the ion flux to probes
embedded in the divertor targets, and it is highly unlikely that errors in the probe signals could
account for the discrepancy.
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Calculating a plasma solution for the C-Mod divertor can be challenging, however,
because it is typical for at least part of the divertor to be partially detached. This is the case for
the discharge studied in the DEGAS2 and EIRENE modeling described above, where
spectroscopic measurements of Te and ne indicate that Te < 1 eV and ne > 1021 m-3 are present in
some regions of the divertor. For these “sub-eV” and “high-density” plasma conditions, the
neutral-plasma interactions become far more complex than at higher Te. Volume recombination
becomes important, as do photon trapping, molecular dynamics, and elastic collisions between
ions and neutrals. The rate of volume recombination is particularly sensitive to Te and ne for Te <
1 eV. As a result, it is not immediately clear whether or not the plasma solutions employed in
the above neutral modeling exercises represented the experimental plasma in sufficient detail.
This is in contrast to higher Te plasmas, where ionisation and dissociation dominate the neutral
distributions near the targets (“conduction limited”), or lower ne plasmas, where neutrals tend to
penetrate to the core (“sheath limited”)22.
The standard method of calculating the plasma solution is to use sophisticated 2D plasma
fluid codes, such as B223, UEDGE24, EDGE2D25, PLANET26 and UEDA27. However, the 2D
fluid approach has also not produced a comprehensive model of the sub-eV C-Mod plasma thus
far, as the published UEDGE28 and B229 results have been limited to the outer region of the
divertor, and only reported qualitative agreement with a subset of the experimental data. This is
indicative of a larger trend in 2D fluid modeling, in that many of the general features of detached
divertor plasmas have been reproduced, but not the detailed distributions of Te and ne for specific
discharges. Therefore, it is questionable that plasma solutions from 2D fluid codes are sufficient
for quantitative neutral studies of low temperature plasmas, since, again, the results can be
highly sensitive to the details of the plasma solution that is input to the neutral code.
It is apparent that an alternate method for calculating the divertor plasma in C-Mod is
required, at least until more capable 2D fluid models are available. An empirically based OSM
plasma solver is developed for the present work that employs a simple physical model for
detachment. The plasma solution is validated by simultaneously confronting all of the available
experimental data for the divertor.
The neutral solution is also a function of the neutral physics included in the simulation,
and as mentioned above, low Te, high ne operation significantly increases the number of relevant
neutral processes. In particular, molecular effects are more prevalent because lower dissociation
rates result in longer residence times, and these processes are typically invoked to explain
e xpt
model
discrepancies with experiment. pdiv
was found to be much higher than pdiv
for the DITE
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bundle divertor30, and Fielding et al suggested that collisions between the molecular gas outside
the plasma and energetic charge-exchange and Frank-Condon atoms emanating from the plasma
(that were not included in the model) were responsible for the high neutrals pressures in the
e xpt
model
divertor. Haas et al also reported much higher pdiv
than pdiv
in JET, but in this case the

proposed explanation was elastic collisions between neutral hydrogen molecules and plasma
model
ions31. This may have also been the mechanism involved in low values of pdiv
for DIII-D, as

described Allen and coworkers32. Niemczewski et al and Pitcher et al proposed that both of
these effects were associated with the high divertor neutral pressures measured in C-Mod33,47*.
model
EIRENEa can be used to determine the sensitivity of pdiv
to the various neutral

processes. Ion-molecule elastic collisions are included in the neutral model used in the present
work, along with neutral viscosity34. Additional processes that are investigated include the
dependence of H + − H 2 charge exchange on the vibrational excitation of molecules35 (in the
equilibrium approximation), and the effect (a crude estimate only) of photon trapping on the
volume recombination rate in detached plasmas36. The options to explicitly include photon
transport37, molecular chemistry ( D 2+ and D 3+ as charge carriers38), and the individual states of
vibrationally excited molecules39 are in development, but are not available for the current study.
A goal of the thesis, therefore, is to revisit the C-Mod modeling exercise using OEDGE.
The attempt is made to refine the plasma solution, and determine the neutral processes that are
responsible for the high values of the measured divertor pressure. This interpretive modeling,
which is intended to improve our understanding of the physical processes governing existing
experiments, should eventually lead to increased confidence in the validity of predictive
modeling studies. The results of this study should be relevant to the ITER divertor, which will
likely operate with low Te and high ne values similar to those in C-Mod40.
1.2.2 Divertor leakage
Reasons have been identified above for investigating plasma-neutral interactions, but the
development of magnetic fusion energy also requires the ability to manipulate the neutral
population in the vessel. The principal method proposed for accomplishing this is the use of
divertor vacuum pumps in conjunction with a “closed divertor” geometry, where the vessel
a

The version of EIRENE currently used in OEDGE is based on a copy of the master version that was acquired in
February, 1999.
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structure is arranged so that the transport of neutrals from the divertor into the main chamber is
restricted (“neutral baffling”), as depicted in figure 1.1. The baffling should increase the divertor
neutral pressure, and therefore the efficiency of the pumps. The neutral flux that is not confined
to the divertor is referred to as “leakage”.
Due to the potential advantages, closed divertors have been installed on many tokamaks,
generally at considerable cost and effort. The anticipated benefits were not always realized,
however, and explanations for this are hampered by our weak understanding of the plasma-gas
interaction in a tokamak environment. To quantify the impact of increased neutral baffling,
several studies have compared plasma operation for varying degrees of divertor closure, i.e.
divertor structures were modified to reduce the neutral leakage15*,41,42,43,44,45. But while increases
in divertor neutral pressures were universally observed, limited progress has been made in
evaluating the other proposed advantages of closed geometries (better impurity retention in the
divertor, lower main chamber neutral pressures), with often inconclusive or contradictory results
from the various tokamaks. Such studies have been hindered by the fact that the necessary
changes to the divertor configurations were made between experimental campaigns. Therefore,
the diagnostic calibrations, the magnetic geometry, and the conditioning of the vacuum vessel
surfaces often changed as well.
To avoid these problems, a divertor bypass was installed on the Alcator C-Mod tokamak
that can be opened and closed in situ, so that changes in neutral baffling can be investigated
under identical machine conditions46. It was found, however, that opening the bypass has no
discernible effect on the MC measurements, which include neutral pressures, v|| just upstream of
the divertor, the screening of non-recycling impurities, global energy confinement, and access to
H-mode47,48. The divertor plasma measurements also appear to be unaffected, in particular the Te
and ne data for the outer target. The state of the bypass does influence the divertor pressure,
however, which decreases by a factor ∼2 when the bypass is opened. The free-molecular
conductance of the bypass suggests that the associated neutral flux into the MC is a substantial
fraction of the estimated neutral production in the divertor, but this is not consistent with the
above observation that the plasma measurements are independent of the bypass state, since a
large change in the neutral population in the divertor would presumably cause noticeable
changes in the plasma conditions.
It is therefore appropriate to ask whether or not there really is a large increase in the
divertor leakage when the bypass is opened? It has been suggested that C-Mod is operating in a
“flux-limited” regime, where the leakage flux is determined by the neutral production rate at the
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targets and the probability of the neutrals escaping the divertor plasma, and not by the
conductance between the divertor substructure and the MC47*. However, this assertion is based
on a simple 1D model, which makes considerable simplifying assumptions.
A more detailed analysis is complicated by several factors:
A. The bypass is just one of 4 leakage pathways. Figure 1.2 shows a photograph of a
portion of the C-Mod divertor, including the individual bypass units (green). Neutrals
can enter the MC through the divertor throat (purple), which is unavoidable, but there are
also 5 toroidal gaps (red) in the outer divertor that are used for diagnostic access. They
represent a significant leakage path through the divertor substructure, independent of the
state of the bypass. In addition, there are 5 smaller toroidal gaps that are 3 mm in width
(not visible in figure 1.2). There is also a poloidal gap (blue, not directly visible)
between the outer divertor modules and the main vessel. Loose fitting glass block has
been inserted in an attempt to close this gap, but spaces up to 5 mm in width remain.
Therefore, the neutral flux through the bypass is an unknown fraction of the total leakage,
which is a function of the complex geometry of the divertor substructure.
e xpt
≈ 25 mTorr pressure measurement mentioned above was made at the bottom of
B. The pdiv

a 2 m vertical access port that descends from the divertor floor. More extensive pressure
measurements (not available for recent discharges) have shown that this pressure should
be representative of the pressure below the neighbouring bypass unit49. However, this
result only applies when the bypass is closed, since there are gussets that support the
outer divertor modules and they almost completely subdivide the plenum (the gas box
behind the outer target) in the toroidal direction. This significantly decreases neutral
transport between the port where the pressure measurement is made and the plenum
volume beneath the neighbouring bypass unit. The reduced toroidal conductance and the
proximity of the divertor plasma to the plenum entrance suggest that it is not trivial to
relate the port pressure to the pressure below the opened bypass, and it is the latter
pressure that drives the leakage flux.
C. There is plasma in the main chamber above the bypass and divertor gaps, and the albedo
of the plasma for neutrals exiting the divertor through these pathways is difficult to
characterize analytically. It is possible that “plasma plugging” of the gaps significantly
reduces the neutral leakage50.
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D. Neutral transport in the divertor substructure is in the transition flow regime between
free-molecular and fluid transport, so that neutral viscosity may be important and result in
a non-linear relationship between the divertor pressure and changes in leakage flux.
Viscous conductance is also larger than free-molecular conductance, which can further
complicate analytic treatments.
Therefore, the bypass flux is an unknown fraction of the total leakage, and characterizing neutral
transport in the divertor substructure is complicated by several factors. Fortunately, a detailed
accounting that includes the effects of the 3D geometry, the plasma-neutral interactions, and
neutral-neutral collisionality is the province of Monte-Carlo neutral codes, such as EIRENE.
Stotler et al have used DEGAS2 to analyse leakage through the bypass, but the simulations were
preliminary since modest efforts were made to refine the plasma solution and the geometry was
assumed to be toroidally symmetric.
In summary, neutrals are an important aspect of the plasma dynamics in the periphery, and
understanding the controlling processes related to neutral interactions should improve confidence
in predictive models. The complex physics and geometry require interpretive methods that
employ sophisticated neutral codes and detailed descriptions of the plasma conditions. It has
been suggested that increased neutral baffling in the divertor can improve plasma performance,
but most of the preconceived benefits were not evident in the C-Mod bypass experiments. A
detailed analysis of this result could provide insight into the factors affecting neutral leakage, and
may offer guidance for future divertor designs.
1.3 Research objectives
The following research objectives are identified for the present work:
A. Generate a plasma solution that agrees with all of the available spectroscopic and
Langmuir probe data for the divertor region, within diagnostic uncertainties. The
aim is limited to determining the general features of the Te and ne distributions in the
divertor for input to EIRENE, which includes an approximation of detached plasma
profiles. Consequently, consideration of the physical processes controlling the plasma
profiles is largely beyond the scope of this work; the focus is on semi-empirical OSMs
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that make generous use of prescription and experimental input. Improving the plasma
model
solution may be critical to determining why pdiv
was an order of magnitude lower than

the measured pressure in the previous studies.
B. Examine the importance of neutral viscosity when calculating the divertor neutral
pressure.

This requires the development of a 3D “vacuum grid” generator that

discretizes the volume outside the standard computational grid, so that the neutral profiles
can be spatially resolved throughout the divertor region. The high neutral densities in the
C-Mod divertor provide a unique opportunity for modeling interactions between neutral
particles, and this is the first application of EIRENE to the interpretive study of neutral
viscosity in a highly collisional tokamak environment.
C. Investigate the sensitivity of the calculated divertor pressure to the neutral model
parameters. Several issues related to neutral production and transport have not been
extensively studied for sub-eV, high-density tokamak plasmas. Enhancements to the
EIRENE code over the last decade by Reiter and coworkers have made it possible to
investigate these effects with increasing levels of sophistication. A rough estimate will
be made of the volume recombination source in the divertor.
D. Include 3D representations of the toroidally asymmetric structures in the divertor.
This is required for resolving toroidal variations in the divertor pressure, but note that
toroidal symmetry is still assumed for the plasma solution.
E. Replicate the change in divertor pressure when the bypass is opened.

Neutral

pressure is the most direct measurement of the neutral population in the divertor
substructure.

If the model can replicate the experimentally observed change in the

divertor pressure when the bypass is opened, then it can be assumed that the toroidal
transport in the divertor and “plasma plugging” above the bypass are reasonably well
represented.
F. Calculate the flux through the bypass and the change in total leakage flux when the
bypass is opened. This is an effort to explain the apparent insensitivity of the plasma to
the state of the bypass, and to assess the capacity of the divertor to contain neutrals for
the discharge in question. An accurate estimate of the leakage flux requires that all of the
above objectives have been satisfactorily met.
A related topic of recent interest is the origin of neutrals in the main chamber, and to
what extent divertor leakage contributes to the neutral population there51. A comprehensive
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model of the entire MC that includes recycling from 3D structures in the far-periphery of the
vacuum vessel is required to address this question properly, and is not developed here. It is also
not clear if sufficient experimental data are presently available in the main chamber to constrain
the solution. However, the modeling infrastructure for the present work should permit the
investigation of MC recycling with a relatively modest amount of additional effort, should the
study be deemed feasible and worthwhile.
1.4 Overview
The C-Mod tokamak is described in chapter 2. The geometries of the vacuum vessel and
magnetic field are presented, and the divertor diagnostics are described.
The concepts and methodology underlying the plasma solution are discussed in chapter 3,
including an introduction to detached plasmas and the related OSM solvers developed for the
current study. The meaning of “interpretive modeling” is clarified as it pertains to the present
work, and the experimental data used to constrain the plasma solution are presented.
In chapter 4, the EIRENE neutral code is briefly discussed, along with the neutral
processes that are relevant to low temperature, high-density divertor plasmas.
Chapter 5 details the plasma solution for the divertor. The “standard case” is developed,
which is assumed to be a sufficiently accurate representation of the experimental plasma so as to
allow the identification of the dominant plasma-related processes that affect the divertor
pressure. The exposition is somewhat linear in an attempt to convey the pragmatic approach to
plasma modeling that is adopted here, which is focused on “building” a plasma solution rather
than calculating the solution from boundary conditions and a detailed physical model.
The neutral solution for the standard case is presented in chapter 6. The sensitivity of the
calculated divertor pressure to the neutral model parameters is investigated, i.e. the importance of
neutral viscosity, elastic collisions, and the vibrational excitation of molecules. Issues related to
the model parameters for neutral-surface collisions are also discussed.
In chapter 7, the divertor leakage is calculated, and the importance of including the 3D
geometry of the divertor structures is reported, as well as the effect of “plasma plugging” above
the bypass.
A summary of the modeling results, a list of original contributions, and suggestions for
future work are presented in chapter 8.
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Figure 1.1: Poloidal cross-section of a tokamak MCF device
Figure 1.1: Poloidal cross-section of a divertor tokamak. The vacuum vessel is a torus and
extends toroidally into and out of the page. The region of closed magnetic field lines (green) is
referred to as the core. The “open” field lines closest to the confined plasma are arranged so that
they intersect material surfaces in a region remote from the core, which is referred to the divertor
chamber (blue). The volume outside the divertor is the main chamber (orange + green).
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Figure 1.2:
Figure 1.2: A photograph of the Alcator C-Mod vacuum vessel that looks down on the divertor
from the main chamber. Neutral leakage from the divertor to the main chamber can occur
through the divertor throat (purple), the toroidal gaps in the outer divertor (red), the poloidal gap
(blue, not directly visible) and the divertor bypass (green). The narrow toroidal gaps in the outer
target are not shown.
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2. The Alcator C-Mod Tokamak
Alcator C-Mod is a high magnetic field tokamak with a compact design52,53. The divertor targets
and inner wall are comprised of high-Z molybdenum tiles, in contrast to most other divertor
machines that use low-Z carbon-based materials in an effort to minimize the impact of impurities
on the core. However, boronizations are routinely applied to improve plasma purity. Liquid
nitrogen cooled copper coils generate the magnetic field, and the entire machine is contained in a
cryostat. The combination of compact geometry and high magnetic field result in edge particle
and power densities that should be representative of ITER values (the C-Mod magnetic geometry
is similar to the ITER specifications, but is approximately a factor of 10 smaller). Auxiliary
power is provided by ICRH, and minority heating of hydrogen (10%) in deuterium is preferred,
i.e. the plasmas are primarily composed of deuterium.

Selected machine parameters are

compared with other major divertor tokamaks in table 2.1.
Section 2.1 discusses the C-Mod vessel features pertinent to the current modeling
exercise, section 2.2 briefly describes the tokamak magnetic geometry of a divertor tokamak, and
section 2.3 introduces the diagnostics that provide data for input to the plasma model. The labels
introduced here for discussing the tokamak geometry are referred to extensively in the
subsequent chapters.
2.1 Vacuum vessel design
The transport of neutral particles is not influenced by the magnetic field, so it is necessary to
consider the vessel geometry when modeling neutral transport. The details of the divertor
substructure are particularly important to the present study because they produce toroidal
variations in the measured divertor pressure, and must therefore be accurately reproduced for
meaningful comparisons between the model and experiment.
A 3D cut-away of the C-Mod vacuum vessel (green) is presented in figure 2.1, and shows
the location of the vertical and horizontal ports, which are used for maintenance and diagnostic
access. The divertor target plates in the outer half of the divertor are not shown, so that the
gusset plates (red) can be seen, which are used to mount the outer divertor (the outer divertor is
made up of modular “cassettes”). The divertor pressure measurements are made at the bottom of
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the lower vertical port tubes (purple), and the upper opening of each tube is located between a
pair of gussets. The toroidal angular coordinate, φ, is indicated.
Figure 2.2 is a top-view schematic of the divertor, which is divided into 10 toroidal
sections labeled A–K (note that “I” is omitted to avoid possible confusion with “1”). The
toroidal gaps in the outer divertor (gray) are visible. The ports with gaps are called open ports,
and the rest are closed ports, although it must be noted that there are still ∼3 mm wide toroidal
gaps at the “closed” ports to allow for thermal expansion.

The bypass units (green) are

equispaced around the torus, and located midway between the ports. A close-up photograph is
shown in figure 2.3. Louvered flaps are connected to a small solenoid that can interact with
magnetic field and open a bypass unit in as little as 20 ms46*. Each unit is approximately 14 ×
5.5 cm.
Figure 2.4 shows a poloidal cross-section of the vacuum vessel at a closed port, and
shows the labels used to describe the vessel structures. The throat extends between the noses,
and defines the boundary between the divertor and the MC. The plenum refers to the gas box
behind the outer divertor target, which contains the bypass, gussets and entrances to the vertical
port tubes. The plenum and ports are collectively referred to as the divertor substructure, and the
plasma region is referred to as the divertor proper. C-Mod also has an upper divertor with a
more open geometry, but it is not relevant to the present study. The coordinates in the poloidal
plane are shown: the poloidal coordinate, θ, and the minor radial coordinate, r, are everywhere
parallel and perpendicular, respectively, to the field lines.
2.2 Tokamak magnetic geometry
The field lines in a tokamak are helical, due to the superposition of poloidal and toroidal
magnetic fields, Bφ and Bθ, respectively, where Bθ ≈ 0.1Bφ is typical. The assumption of toroidal
symmetry for the plasma solution is a reasonable approximation for most tokamak geometries,
and as a result the helical magnetic field can be fully represented in the poloidal cross-section so
that the majority of the results can be presented as 2D poloidal distributions, without having to
explicitly render the more complex helical geometry.
The OSM plasma modeling in this study is limited to the open field lines that terminate in
the divertor region. Figure 2.5 identifies the nomenclature used with the various plasma regions
as defined by the magnetic geometry. The separatrix is the boundary between the core and open
field lines of the scrape-off layer (SOL), and it also separates the SOL from the private-flux zone
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(PFZ), which is a region of open field lines that are not adjacent to the core. The x-point is a null
in Bθ, and therefore the magnetic field lines that pass near the x-point are long, i.e. B ≈ Bφ so the
pitch angle of the magnetic field is very small.

A vertical surface through the x-point

(arbitrarily) divides the inner SOL/PFZ from the outer. The SOL and PFZ taken together are
referred to as the plasma boundary.
The vertical target plates result in small angles between the targets and the magnetic
field, and this causes the computational grid to be highly “non-orthogonal” near the targets, i.e.
radial cell boundaries are not perpendicular to poloidal cell boundaries. This is contrary to the
assumption of orthogonality that is incorporated into several prominent 2D-fluid codes54, but it is
not an issue for the OSM plasma solvers employed here.
2.3 Diagnostics
Considerable experimental effort has been made to characterize the boundary plasma in C-Mod,
which has resulted in a comprehensive arrangement of diagnostic devices. OSM interpretive
modeling requires experimental data as input, and the minimal data set for modeling attached
plasmas must contain measurements of the plasma temperature and ion flux at the target. The
semi-empirical methods that have been developed to model detachment, are, by their nature,
much more dependent on experimental data than the standard OSM methods or 2D edge fluid
codes. Given the importance of the measurements to the modeling effort, it is appropriate to
briefly describe each of the divertor diagnostics that were in operation for the plasma discharge
being investigated. A schematic is provided in figure 2.6.
2.3.1 Target Langmuir probes
The divertor Langmuir probe (LP) arrays55 are embedded in the target plates. They are located at
F-port, and provide radial profiles of Te and the ion flux density to the probes, jsat. There is no
direct measurement of the ion temperature, Ti, but C-Mod is highly collisional and the energy
equipartition times between ions and electrons in the SOL are much shorter than characteristic
parallel transport times; see section 3.4. Therefore, Ti = Te is assumed. The parallel plasma flow
velocity, v||, at the target can be found by assuming the Mach number, M, is equal to 1, in
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accordance with the Bohm criterion56,57. This also gives ne from ne = jsat / (e cs ) , where e is the
unit charge and cs = (Te + Ti ) / mi (mi is the ion mass) is the plasma sound speed.
Unfortunately, the ease of constructing and installating target LPs can be offset by
difficulties with interpreting the probe signals58. For example, comparisons with Thomson
scattering (TS) Te measurements59,60 have shown that LPs can give Te values that are a factor of
∼2 higher than Te,TS for Te,TS < 5 eV. Recent results from DIII-D have also shown Te,TS = 0.8 eV
and Te,LP = 15 eV for plasma conditions nearing detachment61, which is particularly troubling. It
has been suggested that low electron collisionality is responsible, where the target probes
effectively sample electrons that originate in the higher Te plasma upstream62,63, but recent
efforts to test this hypothesis have met with limited success64. It is not clear if the higher plasma
collisionality in C-Mod suppresses such effects, but outer divertor measurements of Te,LP ≈ 1 eV
are routinely made at the outer target, indicating that relatively accurate low Te LP measurements
are possible there. Similar low Te data are not recorded for the inner divertor probes, and there is
no explanation for this difference at present.
The probes used for the current study are “angled”, so that the angles between the surface
tangent and the incident field lines are well defined (> 10°) and standard probe theory can be
applied. As discussed by Niemczewski et al, the LP array on C-Mod previously included triplets
of flush mounted probes, which were problematic because the ion current did not saturate,
increasing the uncertainties in the jsat data33*.
2.3.2 F-port scanning probe
The F-port scanning probe55* (FSP) is a reciprocating probe that can cycle in and out of the
plasma at velocities up to 2 m s-1. Four LPs are located on the probe head and give radial
profiles of ne and Te along the probe trajectory. FSP Te measurements are generally considered
more reliable than the target LP measurements since upstream Te gradients are smaller than those
near the targets.
The FSP can operate as a Mach probe by measuring jsat for LPs that are on opposite sides
of the probe head and aligned with the magnetic field. An estimate of the Mach number, M, of
the parallel flow is given by
M = M c ln( R) ;

M c = 0.4 ,
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where R is the ratio of the upstream to downstream jsat values65. Unfortunately, the uncertainty
in Mc is large, particularly for large Mach numbers. Therefore, the Mach probe is limited to
indicating the direction of v||, but this is still extremely valuable because it is the only routine
measurement of upstream plasma flow.
2.3.3 The visible spectrometer
The visible spectrometer has a spectral range of 200–1300 nm and an instrumental resolution of
∼0.2 nm. Volume recombination can produce atoms that are electronically excited, and it is the
dominant process populating the n > 5 states, where n is the principle quantum number. Analysis
of the distribution and shape of the Balmer series (n = 6,7,8,9→2) spectrum gives measurements
of Te and ne, which are strongly weighted to the regions of highest emissivity66. An example is
provided in figure 2.7. In figure 2.7b, the full-width, half-maximum of the peak and standard
Stark broadening analysis methods are used to obtain a value for ne with an uncertainty of 2–
3×1020 m-3 (independent of ne). Values of ne for individual peaks typically agree within 10%, i.e.
less than the absolute uncertainty. The Te values are found from the population densities of the
peaks, which should vary according to the Saha-Boltzmann distribution
N peak ∝

 13.6 
n2

exp
3
2 
2
Te
 Te n 

for the plasma conditions associated with significant volume recombination (Te < 5 eV, ne > 1020
m-3). The fit for the sample spectrum is shown in figure 2.7c. The uncertainty is 0.2 eV for Te <
1 eV, but increases above 1 eV to the extent that it is difficult to distinguish between 1 and 2 eV
fits to the data67.
2.3.4 The Hα diode arrays
The high-resolution photo-diode arrays68 are filtered to give LOS measurements of Dα line
radiation. The B-port and K-port arrays have angular resolutions of 0.6° and 0.3°, respectively,
which translate into spatial resolutions in the divertor of approximately 1 and 0.2 cm.
Uncertainties in each measurement are dominated by a potential factor ∼2 degradation in the
signal due to contamination of the viewing window by sputtered metal deposition and vessel
boronizations. Browning of the transmissions fibers between the lens and the diodes may
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contribute an additional factor ∼2 reduction in the signal69. Note that these are limiting cases,
and if the window is clean at the start of the campaign and a calibration was recently done then
uncertainties are ∼20%. However, there is no specific information on how rapidly the signal
deteriorates during the experimental campaign, which makes it difficult to narrow the estimate of
the error in the Dα measurements, i.e. it is somewhere between 20% and 400%.

Photon

reflections from the metallic tiles are another potential source of error, but they should only be an
issue for viewing chords that do not pass through the strongly emitting regions.
2.3.5 Toroidally viewing CCD camera
A CCD camera views the divertor toroidally and a Dγ filter was in place for the discharge under
consideration70. The viewing window for the camera is shuttered, and therefore reductions in the
transmission factor from window deposits should be much less than for the diode arrays. The
camera is also placed directly behind the window so fiber browning is not an issue. As a result,
the stated uncertainties for the camera data are ∼30%. Reflections are estimated to contribute
∼10% to the regions of highest emission, based on comparisons of the signals from views of the
divertor tiles with views of the gaps between the tiles (non-reflecting).
If toroidal symmetry is assumed, then the image can be tomographically inverted to give
a 2D distribution of emissivity in the poloidal plane. Interestingly, LOS integrations through the
inversion profile have been shown to agree with the diode measurements (same filter) to within
∼10% (presumably the comparison was made a short time after the Dα arrays were calibrated,
but this information was not recorded).
2.3.6 Pressure gauges
The pressure gauges used in the present study are capacitance manometers located at the bottom
of the 1.3 m long vertical tubes at B-port (closed) and E-port (open) 71. Their response time is
∼30 ms, and they have an accuracy of better than 5%.
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2.4 Summary
C-Mod modeling is particularly interesting because the high-density conditions enhance the
plasma-neutral and neutral-neutral interactions, although this makes the development of an
accurate model inherently more difficult, given the limited understanding of the controlling
processes in a tokamak environment. In addition, the lack of toroidal symmetry in the outer
divertor structure requires a 3D representation of the vessel. Fortunately, considerable effort has
been made to diagnose the divertor, and so there is reason to be optimistic that the data is
sufficient to constrain the plasma solution.
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Device

R (m)

a (m)

B (Tesla)

Targets

C-Mod

0.68

0.22

8

Mo/B

JET (MkII)

2.9

0.90

3.4

C/Be

DIII-D

1.7

0.65

2.2

C/B

JT-60U

3.5

1.1

4.4

C/B

ASDEX Upgrade

1.6

0.50

3

C/W

ITER-FEAT

6.2

2.0

5.3

C(?)

Table 2.1: A comparison of selected parameters for major research tokamaks and ITER-FEAT.
R is the major radius, a is the minor radius, B is the peak magnetic field strength at the center of
the confined plasma, and “Targets” refers to the target materials used primary
material/coating)7*,72*,73*. C-Mod is much smaller than the other tokamaks, but operates with a
significantly higher magnetic field.
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Figure 2.1: A 3D schematic of the C-Mod vacuum vessel (outlined in green), and a photograph
of a partially assembled divertor mock-up. The outer divertor targets are not included so that the
gusset plates (red) are visible. These are used to mount the 10 outer divertor “cassettes”. The
lower vertical access ports (purple) descend from the bottom of the divertor and the upper
opening is between a pair of gussets. The photograph also shows the mounting bracket used to
attached the cassette. (Based on a figure in reference [49] and a photograph provided by B.
LaBombard.)
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Figure 2.2: Top-view (toroidal cross-section) of the vacuum vessel. The letters are the 10 port
designations (only some of the horizontal ports are visible, but the vertical ports share the same
letter). The toroidal gaps in the outer divertor are shown: the “open” ports are D, E, G, H and K.
The bypass units are equispaced around the torus, and located midway between the ports, so that
there is always a gusset between a bypass unit and the nearest port. (Based on a figure from
reference [49].)

Figure 2.3: A photograph of a divertor bypass unit from above46*. The 7 louvered flaps are
connected to small solenoids that interact with the magnetic field to open the bypass.
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Figure 2.4: Labels for the material structures in the vacuum vessel (at a closed port). The
plenum and port-tube are collectively referred to as the divertor substructure. The poloidal and
radial coordinates are also shown.
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Figure 2.5: The features of the magnetic geometry. The plasma boundary is divided into the
scrape-off layer (SOL, red) and the private flux zone (PFZ, blue). The boundary between the
core and the SOL, and the PFZ and the SOL, is referred to as the separatrix. The SOL extends
out to the vessel wall, but usually only a narrow region adjacent to the core is included in the
modeling, as illustrated here.
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Figure 2.6: The available divertor diagnostics. See text for detailed descriptions.
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N
Figure 2.7: An illustration74 of the spectroscopic techniques used to measure Te and ne for the
plasma regions where significant volume recombination is occurring. (a) A Balmer series
spectrum, (b) a Voigt fit to the emission peak for the n=8→2 transition gives ne,Stark, and (c)
fitting the population densities of the peaks in (a) to a Saha-Boltzman distribution give Te,Saha.
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3. Plasma Modeling
The plasma boundary of a divertor tokamak is difficult to diagnose. Only some of the basic
plasma quantities are routinely measured, such as Te and ne, and even then, the data are usually
only available at a small number of discrete locations throughout the plasma, such as at the
targets and a few locations upstream. Notable exceptions are divertor Thomson scattering
systems, such as the one at DIII-D60* and to a certain extent, the Te,Saha and ne,Stark measurements
on C-Mod, although the spatial resolution is much lower for the latter technique.

Ti, an

obviously important quantity, is rarely measured directly, and reliable, spatially resolved data for
v|| are almost non-existent. This lack of detailed measurements of the plasma boundary has
slowed the development of a complete plasma transport model.
In comparison, the individual neutral interactions are relatively well understood and
documented. The full set of processes can still form a very complex system, due to the variety of
neutral interactions, but this can be accommodated by careful accounting within neutral codes.
However, the neutral solution is a strong function of the plasma solution, so that accurate
descriptions of the 2D distributions (assuming toroidal symmetry) of the plasma quantities are
required. This is particularly true for the detached plasma conditions, where neutral-plasma
interactions are more extensive due to molecular effects and much longer neutral residence times
than at higher Te. The focus of the present study is on neutral dynamics, and as a result, the
associated plasma modeling exercise is more limited in scope than most 2D fluid code studies.
The aim is to determine, by whatever means, the distributions of Te and ne throughout the
divertor region, with ni = ne from quasineutrality and Ti = Te assumed due to the short thermal
equilibration times indicated by the Te and ne measurements in the C-Mod divertor (see below).
v|| is not emphasised because it has a second order effect on the calculated neutral pressures; see
section 5.3. The methodology used for the plasma modeling employs a semi-empirical approach
that relies extensively on experimental data and prescription of the plasma quantities. There is
no specific attempt to identify the physical processes controlling the structure of the divertor
plasma, although a better understanding of the 2D Te and ne distributions should benefit future
efforts to refine the standard plasma transport model.
Section 3.1 discusses interpretive modeling in the context of the present study. A brief
review of plasma detachment is provided in section 3.2. Section 3.3 discusses the general onionskin method (OSM) approach, section 3.4 describes the experimental data used to constrain the
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solution for the C-Mod discharge in question, and section 3.5 describes the particular OSM
plasma solvers used to generate the plasma solution. The magnetic grid was generalized in order
to extend the plasma solution in the PFZ past the entrance to the plenum, and this discussed in
section 3.6
3.1 Interpretive modeling
The purpose of interpretive modeling is to improve our understanding of existing experiments.
A simulation is compared with the available experimental data, and the model parameters are
adjusted to reduce discrepancies. An underlying assumption of the present study is that if good
agreement can be achieved with the available experimental data, then the inherent selfconsistency in the measurements will also be present in the solution. This is critical because
limited effort has been made to ensure internal self-consistency in the plasma model. The
validity of the solution increases with the amount of data confronted, but there are no formal
criteria for assessing the uniqueness of the solution. It is proposed that if there is agreement with
the majority of the available measurements, within their stated uncertainties, then the plasma
solution is a sufficiently accurate representation of the experimental plasma to at least allow the
identification of the dominant processes affecting neutral production and transport in the divertor
(within the limits of neutral code and its minder).
Note that “input” to the plasma model includes all of the experimental data, whether it is
included directly as boundary conditions, or indirectly as a posteriori constraints on model
parameters. “Output” from the model is any quantity that is not directly measured, such as the
neutral flux through the bypass, or information relating to neutral dynamics, i.e. the importance
of the various collision processes to the calculated value of the divertor pressure.
3.2 Plasma detachment
It is pertinent to review the basic features of plasma detachment because it is often present in the
C-Mod divertor to some degree, and so any useful plasma model of the divertor must include
some representation of detachment.
“Plasma detachment” has been discussed by Matthews75 and was defined as “[a] state in
which large pressure gradients (static plus dynamic) are observed parallel to the magnetic field
with consequently low plasma power and ion fluxes to the material surfaces bounding the
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system”. This definition is adopted here, and is illustrated by C-Mod measurements for the outer
SOL in figure 3.1. Further characteristics of detachment include an increase in hydrogenic line
radiation near the target as the measured jsat decreases, and low target Te values that are typically
less than ∼5 eV. Poloidal Dα profiles for the C-Mod divertor in various stages of detachment are
shown in figure 3.2. For the C-Mod PFZ, there is no midstream pressure measurement with
which to identify pressure loss along a field line, so determinations of detachment are instead
based on line emission measurements (a somewhat weaker condition). It should be noted that all
references to “detachment” herein actually mean “partial detachment”, for two reasons: (a) it is
often the case that only a portion of the divertor is detached, and (b) jsat is always detectable at
the target, even for “deeply” detached plasmas.
The pressure loss that defines detachment is primarily attributed to friction between
neutrals and ions in the vicinity of the target, but ion-neutral elastic collisions can only remove a
significant fraction of the plasma pressure if the ionisation MFP, λion, is much longer than the
elastic collision MFP, λel, near the target. Otherwise, the neutrals would simply be “pumped” by
the plasma via ionisation, with minimal loss of plasma pressure. This restriction on λion is
consistent with the low Te target measurements. Spectroscopic analysis has determined that the
high levels of line radiation are due to volume recombination66*,76,77, again, consistent with low
Te.
An analytic treatment that examines the role of ion-neutral friction employs a simple,
idealized description of the plasma region near the target78; see figure 3.3. Neutral ionisation
occurs upstream, and the energy required to ionize the neutrals reduces the plasma temperature
to Te < 5 eV (impurity ionisation and radiation can also contribute significantly to the plasma
cooling in the divertor region). The loss of plasma pressure occurs in an elastic collision zone
between the target and the ionizing region, which can form due to the low Te near the target.
This basic picture is reproduced by 2D plasma modeling codes79*,88*, and is adopted by the semiempirical modeling methods developed for the present work (see below).
Understanding detachment is of considerable importance since the associated low jsat and
Te at the target may contribute to a physics solution for the problem of surface erosion in a fusion
reactor.

But as mentioned above, this study focuses on neutral dynamics and there is no

discussion or investigation per se of the physical processes governing detachment (a recent essay
on detachment is provided by Stangeby79). It is more important that volume recombination and
neutral scattering along the detachment front be included in the simulation, so that neutral
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production and transport effects associated with detached plasmas are more accurately
represented.
3.3 The Onion-Skin Method (OSM)
When modeling tokamak plasmas, the dimensionality of the problem is typically reduced by
assuming toroidal symmetry. The standard method for calculating the boundary plasma solution
is to use sophisticated 2D fluid codes, such as B223* and UEDGE24*. A derivative of the 2D
Braginskii plasma fluid equations80 is then solved, with radial terms often replaced by simpler
expressions due to the anomalous nature of cross-field transport. Comparisons can be made with
experimental data, and the model parameters adjusted to reduce discrepancies. However, as
mentioned in chapter 1, there has been some difficulty generating detailed descriptions of the
divertor plasma for specific discharges. The principal reasons for this appear to be:
A. The nature of cross-field transport is anomalous (unknown), and the diffusive cross-field
transport particle and energy coefficients, D⊥ and χ ⊥ , respectfully, in the plasma
boundary are critical input quantities in the 2D codes (assuming that transport is in fact
diffusive)54*. By contrast, D⊥ and χ ⊥ can be extracted from the OSM solution81,84*.
B. The boundary conditions are specified upstream, and for high-recycling and detached
plasma conditions, the divertor quantities are highly sensitive to nearly all of the upstream
values82. Therefore, even modest changes to the upstream conditions or the parallel
transport physics can have a significant effect on the plasma solution in the divertor.
C. The calculated neutral sources are primarily located in the divertor, and are sensitive to
the plasma quantities near the target. This exacerbates the difficulties associated with
(B), and can significantly slow convergence.
As a result, the standard methods are not appropriate for the present work, since comprehensive
descriptions of the experimental divertor plasma are required.
The onion-skin method is used instead, wherein the dimensionality (and therefore the
complexity) of the numerics is further reduced by limiting the calculations to the coordinate
along the magnetic field line83, i.e. a 1D numerical formulation is all that is required. The
magnetic volume in question is divided into rings (see figure 3.16 below), as for 2D modeling,
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but the standard 1D plasma equations are solved individually on each ring, with the complete set
of 1D solutions comprising the full 2D solution.
The radial structure of the plasma is usually included in the following ways:
A. The boundary conditions are specified across the targets from experimental data.
Incorporating the radial structure of the experimental plasma near the target is expected
to be sufficient for capturing the upstream radial profiles.
B. The volumetric source terms from plasma-neutral interactions are calculated by a MonteCarlo neutral code, and since neutrals are not confined by the magnetic field, neutral
production on a particular ring can affect sources on other rings.
C. The cross-field source terms are approximated, and appear in the equations as volumetric
source terms.
Therefore, OSM solutions are not strictly 1D, which is a common misconception. Issues related
to the validity of the onion-skin approach are discussed by Stangeby83*, and Fundamenski has
identified the range of plasma conditions over which a fluid-based OSM approach should be
applicable84:
A. parallel plasma flux densities are much greater than cross-field plasma flux densities,
B. parallel conductivity is a strongly increasing function of temperature, and
C. the ionisation deficit or excess on a particular ring does not differ from the neutral source
by more than a factor ∼2.
It should be noted that OSM based plasma solvers can be implemented with arbitrary levels of
sophistication, both in the numerics and in the treatment of cross-field transport and particle
drifts. The methods are always approximate, but comparisons85,86 of fluid-based OSM solutions
with 2D fluid code results have shown agreement that is typically within ∼10%.
3.4 C-Mod discharge 990429019
Interpretive OSMs require experimental data as input, and this is especially true for the semiempirical methods used here to model detachment. Therefore, it is appropriate to introduce and
analyse the available diagnostic data before discussing these methods. Recall that the labels used
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to describe the structural and magnetic geometries are given in sections 2.1 and 2.2, respectively,
and that the diagnostics are discussed in section 2.3.
The plasma being studied is from C-Mod “shot” number 990429019, 950 ms after the
start of the discharge. The core line average density, ne , is equal to 1.46×1020 m-3, which is
considered a moderate density shot. The magnetic geometry is a single-null, lower x-point
discharge with the ion B×∇B drift toward the divertor.
LP data for the inner and outer targets are plotted in figure 3.4, where ρ is the normalized
radial coordinate that is equal to the cross-field distance from the separatrix when the field line is
mapped to the outer midplane. jsat is very low below the inner nose and suggests that the plasma
is deeply detached in the inner divertor. This is consistent with the corresponding target Te,LP
data where Te < 5 eV, especially considering that LPs are known to overestimate Te at low
temperatures. Te is also below 5 eV above the inner nose, but jsat is much higher so the level of
detachment, if any, is unclear. There is no LP data for the inner PFZ. jsat for the outer SOL
peaks at the OSP, which is indicative of attached plasmas, and Te is also much higher than for the
inner target. The values for the outer PFZ are considerably lower, and the accuracy of the Te,LP ≈
1 eV measurements is uncertain (although there is some cause for optimism, given that LPs do
not usually indicate such low values of Te). The sharp decrease in jsat in the outer PFZ could be
due to the radial attenuation of the plasma at the target, but in conjunction with the low Te values,
it is also consistent with a weakly detached plasma for ρ ∝ -1 mm.
The FSP measurements are plotted in figure 3.5. The exponential decay of the Te and ne
profiles is typical. The M data indicates low levels of flow reversal near the separatrix and
significant flow toward the target farther out in the SOL, but the uncertainties inherent to Mach
probe measurements limit the conclusions that can be drawn from the data. It is merely claimed
that M is small near the separatrix, and the upstream particle flux toward the target above the
outer nose increases with ρ.
Figure 3.6 compares the upstream plasma pressure from the FSP data with the pressure
from the LP data at the inner and outer targets (Ti = Te is assumed). The inner divertor is
definitely detached, and it is likely that the inner bridge is detached as well, especially if Te is
lower there than the LP measurements suggest. However, the upstream measurements are made
relatively far from the inner target, and it is possible that parallel drift effects influence the
pressure comparison1. The state of the outer SOL is almost certainly attached based on the target
LP measurements, but there is a factor of ∼2 difference in the target and upstream pressures at ρ
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≈ 1, 2 mm.

The 2-point model82* that relates upstream and target quantities states that

pu ∝ jsat ,t Te ,t2 , where pu is the upstream pressure and jsat,t and Te,t are target data. Given the
1

stronger jsat,t dependence and the similar drop in jsat,t for ρ ≈ 1, 2 mm in figure 3.4d, it is
suggested that errors in the jsat,t measurements are responsible for the upstream pressure
discrepancies, rather than volumetric pressure loss in the divertor.
The side-view Te,Saha, ne,Stark and Dα measurements from K-port are plotted in figure 3.7,
where ζ is the viewing angle that progresses counter-clockwise and has the origin in the direction
of the major radius. The data in figure 3.7a is representative of the inner divertor plasma since
the outer divertor is attached, with negligible volume recombinationb, and the viewing chords do
not pass through the outer PFZ. Te is below 1 eV in the inner divertor and above the inner nose,
which reveals that the inner target LPs have overestimated Te. Therefore, the plasma pressure
along the inner bridge should be reduced by a factor ∼3½=1.7, which provides a stronger
indication of detachment when the target pressure in figure 3.6a is lowered by this amount.
Modeling is required in order to relate Dα to the plasma quantities.
The corresponding top-view data is plotted in figure 3.8. Te,Saha and ne,Stark are from Kport, and the Dα data are from B-port. The Te,Saha data for the inner divertor are generally
consistent with the side-view data in figure 3.7a. In addition, the view of the slot (ζ = 260.3°)
shows Te,Saha = 1.6 eV, which is in agreement with the Te,LP in the outer PFZ. The measurement
for the view above the outer nose, however, gives Te,Saha ≈ 0.5 eV, which is not consistent with Te
≈ 8 eV measured by the nearest target LP. The distributions of the upper n-states in the Balmer
spectra (not shown) for both the slot and above the outer nose indicate that volume
recombination is occurring. There are two likely explanations for this observation: the views of
the outer divertor are a result of photon reflections from the metallic divertor tiles and are
actually representative of the inner divertor plasma, or the outer PFZ is detached and the
associated emissions are detected by both outer divertor views. However, the stated resolution of
the spectrometer suggests that the view above the outer nose does not sample the outer PFZ (and
if it did, then Te,Saha should be above 1 eV as for the slot). This suggests that photon reflections
are responsible for the sub-eV value of Te measured above the outer nose. A more detailed
evaluation of photon reflections is provided in section 5.3.1.

b

Recall that the Te,Saha and ne,Stark measurements are representative of plasma regions that are recombining in the
volume66*.
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The image recorded by the toroidally viewing CCD camera is shown in figure 3.9a, and
is enhanced in 3.10b in an effort to reveal the less visible features of the emission pattern (see
figure caption). The 2D Dγ distribution from the tomographic inversion of the camera image is
plotted in figure 3.10a, and the profile is dissected in figure 3.10b in an attempt to identify the
plasma structure:
A. The region of low Te along the inner bridge does not extend far from the target.
B. A region of relatively low emission level, perhaps due to higher Te values resulting from
the proximity of the core.
C. A band of high emissions in the inner PFZ. There are no LP measurements as for the
outer PFZ target, but the high Dγ levels (along with the top-view spectrometer data for the
slot) strongly suggest that the plasma is recombining, and this is typically associated with
detachment.
D. The emissions indicate a broad region of volume recombination that extends half-way to
the outer PFZ target, that must be associated with low Te plasma.
E. The lack of emissions suggests relatively high Te (and lower ne if loss of plasma pressure
is limited to the regions near the targets) where recombination levels are reduced.
F. Dγ in the outer PFZ is consistent with the outer PFZ plasma being weakly recombining.
G. A region of significant emissions near the outer leg of the separatrix. However, it is
difficult to assess the reliability of the smaller features of the inversion.
H. The high emission levels are inconsistent with the outer target Te measurements and may
be the result of photon reflections87.
I. An inversion artifact.
Clearly, the Dγ inversion provides a considerable amount of information, and most importantly, it
reveals the spatial distribution of the plasma structures in the divertor. However, it is not
immediately clear how reliable the inversion data is, given the apparent influence of reflections
and the presence of artifacts. Presently, it is assumed that the data is valid, and this supposition
will be considered again in section 5.4.
The bypass was open for the duration of the discharge.

(When denoting divertor

pressures, “open” and “closed” refer to the state of the bypass, and not whether the port in
question is an open or closed port.) At 950 ms, the measured divertor pressure at B-port (a
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closed port, see figure 2.2) was pBe xpt
,open = 15 mTorr and the pressure at E-port (an open port) was
pEe xpt
,open = 5 mTorr. The pressures with the bypass closed must be inferred since there was no
corresponding closed-bypass discharge with otherwise identical shot parameters. Figure 3.11
plots B-port pressure data for a range of ne , and for the discharge under consideration 22 <
e xpt
pBe xpt
,closed < 28 mTorr based on the scatter in the data, giving p B ,closed ≈ 25 mTorr. Similarly, 6 <

pEe xpt
,closed < 8 mTorr (data not shown). Therefore, the pressures at B-port and E-port increase by a
factor 1.5–2 when the bypass is closed.
In summary, the following assertions are made based on the review of the experimental
data, and will be used to guide the OSM modeling of the divertor plasma:
A. Inner SOL Te,LP measurements are incorrect and high by a factor ∼3.
B. The inner SOL and PFZ are detached.
C. The inner PFZ consists of an extended region of low Te.
D. Te in the PFZ has a maximum midstream, which is high enough to suppress Dγ emissions
(to the extent that they are not registered on the scale of the plot in figure 3.10).
E. The outer SOL is attached. The measured TeSaha ≈ 0.5 eV and ne,Stark ≈ 5×1020 m-3 values
at the outer nose are likely the result of photon reflections or sampling of the outer PFZ
plasma.
F. The outer PFZ may be weakly detached, but photon reflections need to be considered in
order to evaluate the nature of the Te,Saha and ne,Stark measurements for the slot.
There is no rigorous method for relating the size of the experimental data set to the accuracy of
the plasma solution, but this extensive set of data places considerable constraints on the model.
3.5 OSM plasma solvers
The OSM code allows a different solution method to be applied to each “half-ring”, where a
half-ring extends from the target to a designated “symmetry” point on the ring, located at ssym,
where s denotes the distance along the field line. This flexibility is an advantage of the 1D
approach, and arises from the fact that local cross-field flux conservation does not have to be
strictly enforced (local conservation on a cell by cell basis is not required). As a result, the
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appropriate solver can be applied to a particular region of the plasma depending on the plasma
conditions, as determined from the analysis of the experimental data. In the present work, 3
OSM solvers are employed: SOL22, which solves the standard conservation equations and is
typically used in OEDGE to model attached plasmas, and SOL24 and SOL28, which were
developed for the present work and employ prescription-basedc, semi-empirical methods for
approximating detached plasmas.
3.5.1 SOL22
SOL2220* solves the following subset of the 1D Braginskii plasma fluid equations80* to give Te,
Ti, ne and v|| along a half-ring (Te = Ti and ne = ni are assumed):
∂
(ne v|| ) = Sion ( s) + Srec ( s) + S⊥ ( s)
∂s

(3.1)

∂
( p + mi ne v||2 ) = Smom ( s)
∂s

(3.2)

∂
(qi ,conv | + qi ,cond + qe ,cond ) = Qi ( s) + Qe ( s) + Q⊥ ( s)
∂s

(3.3)

where s is the coordinate along the magnetic field line, p is the static pressure, mi is the mass of
the plasma ion, qi,conv is the power convected by ions, and qi,cond and qe,cond are the conducted
powers. The volumetric sources included are ionisation Sion, recombination Srec, momentum
Smom, and the ion and electron power terms Qi and Qe. S⊥ and Q⊥ are the cross-field particle and
power fluxes, which appear as volume sources in the 1D formulation. For a given half-ring, the
boundary conditions are typically assigned at the target from LP jsat and Te data. A 5th order
Runge-Kutta method is used to solve for the temperature gradient, starting at the target and
marching spatially in the upstream direction.
SOL22 is iteratively coupled to the EIRENE neutral code, which calculates the
volumetric source terms for plasma-neutral interactions (Sion, Srec, Smom, Qi and Qe).

The

magnitudes of Γion and Γpow can then be calculated from conservation: the target fluxes and the
volumetric source terms are known, so for a given ring the particle and power balance must be
satisfied by the net cross-field flux into or out of the ring. The distributions of Γion and Γpow are
c

“Prescription” refers to the pragmatic assignment of the plasma quantities in order to generate agreement with the
experimental data. There is no requirement that the plasma solution be internally consistent (conserve quantities).
If there is a match to the available data, it is assumed that the processes that produced the experimental profiles are
implicitly included in the prescribed plasma.
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poorly characterized due to the anomalous nature of cross-field transport, so a uniform
distribution is usually assumed. Fortunately, the solution is relatively insensitive to the assigned
spatial distributions for the modeling conditions listed in section 3.3.
SOL22 has traditionally had difficulty converging solutions for Te < 5 eV in the divertor.
In order to improve stability, boundary condition relaxation and source relaxation were
implemented. Boundary condition relaxation was defined by
χ i = f bc χ n + (1 − f bc ) χ 1

;

f bc =

i −1
n −1

(3.4)

where χ ∈{ jsat , Te } , i is the current iteration of SOL22 with EIRENE and n is the total number of
iterations specified. The source term relaxation was based on
ξ i′ = f sξ i + (1 − f s )ξ i −1

(3.5)

where ξ ∈{Sion , Srec , Smom , Qe , Qi } and fs is the source relaxation fraction (typically 5-10%). These
relaxation measures allowed convergence for Te down to ∼2 eV at the target.

For target

temperatures below 2 eV, detachment-like Te and ne profiles would evolve that included shallow
temperature gradients near the target and significant plasma momentum loss. However, the
solutions were inherently unstable and it became clear that the physics and/or numerics in
SOL22 are not sufficient to capture detached plasma profiles. This led to development of the
prescription-based methods that are described in the following sections.
It should be noted that a more advanced OSM fluid equation solver, dubbed OSM2, was
developed concurrently with the present work by Fundamenski88. It contains more physics than
SOL22, and employs implicit numerical methods that are borrowed from computational fluid
dynamics.

OSM2 has successfully modeled ∼1 eV detached plasmas for a JET divertor

geometry, but it is not yet known if it is capable of resolving the sub-eV, 1021 m-3 conditions in
the closed C-Mod divertor. The application of OSM2 to C-Mod is the subject of future work.
3.5.2 SOL24
Semi-empirical methods of specifying the plasma quantities have been developed so that
detachment-like profiles can be included in the modeling. The first of these methods is referred
to as SOL24, which utilizes prescription to model the detached plasma region and then solves the
1D fluid equations for the region farther upstream, i.e. equations 3.1–3.3. The extent of the
detached plasma region is identified from the diagnostic data, and the idealized detachment
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profiles in figure 3.3 are used as a template for prescribing the solution. The calculation of a
fluid solution upstream allows SOL24 and SOL22 to be solved self-consistently when they are
applied to corresponding half-rings, as is the case for the discharge in question, where it appears
the inner target is detached and the outer target attached.
Figure 3.12 defines the model parameters. Tmin and nmax are specified from comparisons
with spectroscopic data and it is assumed that qi,conv dominates power transport between the
density peak and the target, i.e. the temperature gradient there is small. Qe is prescribed so that
both Te( s2 ) = T2 and Te(ssym-∆) ≈ Te(ssym+∆) across the symmetry point are satisfied. The latter
condition is not guaranteed for arbitrary Qe (even with power balance satisfied on the full ring).
Qe is found using an iterative algorithm that exploits the rapid computation time for the RungeKutta method (∼100 ms per half-ring solution), and solves for the initial Qe in ∼10 s on a GHz
PC (subsequent determinations are much faster due to the use of source relaxation). s1 and s2
are assigned from inspection of the Dγ inversion, as illustrated in figure 3.13.
In reality, the physical picture of detachment is probably far more complicated than the
simple depiction in the above model. For instance, it is unlikely that there is a distinct division
between the regions of momentum and power loss, and this would result in more complex Te and
ne profiles. That being said, it is assumed that the basic features of detached plasma profiles are
included, and that this is sufficient for neutral studies involving detachment.
3.5.3 SOL28
The PFZ is well diagnosed for this C-Mod discharge. The Dγ data covers a large fraction of the
PFZ, and there are Te,Saha, ne,Stark and Dα data for both the top-view and the side-view diagnostics.
The outer target LPs also appear to give meaningful measurements at low Te.

This

comprehensive data set suggests that it is feasible to use prescription for the entire PFZ, not just
along the detachment front as for the inner SOL. Therefore, a simple detachment model is
applied to the inner PFZ, as with SOL24, but Te is now prescribed for the entire ring; see figure
3.14. Tmin and nmax are again set from experimental data, and s1 , s2 and s3 are specified based
on the Dγ inversion; see figure 3.15. Tmax is, for the most part, a free parameter since it
represents the region of the PFZ region where Dγ data is absent; the only explicit restriction is
that Tmax be high enough to avoid significant Dγ emissions midstream, as indicated in figure
3.10b E. For a given Te profile, equations 3.1 and 3.2 can then be solved to give ne and v|| along
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the ring (although for the present work, v|| is also prescribed because the calculated pressure
insensitive to the hydrogenic flow profile; see section 5.3).
3.6 Generalization of the magnetic geometry
The representation of the magnetic geometry has been generalized for the present work, which
involved extensive changes to both the OSM and EIRENE codes.

Initially, the following

restrictions were imposed on the structure of the magnetic grid:
A. Each ring in the SOL has the same number of cells, NSOL. Each PFZ ring has the same
number of cells, NPFZ, and corresponds to a particular core ring where Ncore + NPFZ =
NSOL.
B. The nearest neighbour on adjacent rings must be well defined, i.e. neighbouring cells on
adjacent rings must share vertices on the boundary between the rings.
These conditions originated from the traditional requirements for 2D fluid modeling grids.
The above restrictions have been relaxed, and an example of the generalized magnetic
geometry is presented in figure 3.16. The generalization was made less complicated by the 1D
nature of the OSM solvers, where cross-field plasma transport is approximate so that calculating
the perpendicular particle flux into or out of a cell does not involve the grid structure on the
neighbouring rings, unlike in the standard 2D fluid code configuration. The region near the xpoint (blue) highlights local mesh refinement (LMR), which can improve solver stability when
modeling detached plasmas by increasing the resolution of parallel gradients along the
detachment front. This was originally developed for SOL22 modeling, and is not essential for
SOL24 and SOL28 because prescriptions are employed, but LMR may prove valuable when
detachment is re-examined with improved OSM fluid models. In addition, the B2 2D fluid code,
which is coupled with EIRENE, has introduced LMR89 and the modifications made to EIRENE
may prove useful to the B2 community. The generalization also allows targets to be included
that are not continuous, as illustrated by the rings with “floor” targets in figure 3.16 (red+green).
This allows self-consistent OSM modeling of plasma recycling from divertor floor without
altering the geometry of the material surfaces near the plenum entrance, and it also increases the
fraction of the PFZ volume that is represented by the magnetic grid. Including discontinuous
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targets was found to be necessary for the accurate calculation of the divertor gas-box pressure on
the DIII-D tokamak90.
3.7 Summary
The major points of interest discussed in this chapter include:
A. The present work is primarily concerned with studying neutral behaviour in the divertor,
and the plasma solution is to be developed in this context.
B. Detached plasma conditions influence the neutral solution through the associated volume
recombination neutral source and the elastic scattering of neutrals from the low Te, high
ne plasma.
C. The experimental data for the discharge in question indicates that the inner divertor is
deeply detached and the inner SOL plasma above the outer nose weakly detached. The
outer SOL is attached, but the status of the outer PFZ targets is less clear, with some
indications that it is weakly detached.
D. Semi-empirical, prescription-based methods have been developed for approximating the
basic features of detached plasma profiles. By definition, these methods are reliant on the
comprehensive experimental data set available for the discharge being studied, and as a
result, are not readily applied to tokamaks that are not as well diagnosed, or even to other
C-Mod discharges where the diagnostic data set is less complete.
E. The representation of the magnetic geometry in OEDGE has been generalized, which
allows the resolution of steep poloidal gradients, and the accurate portrayal of the
structural geometry when the target segments in the model are extended to the divertor
floor.
The approach to calculating the plasma solution has been tailored based on the particulars of the
experimental data, and is therefore an illustration of the methodology, and not a direct template
for divertor modeling in general. It is maintained that semi-empirical methods have a greater
potential than the current 2D methods for capturing the details of the divertor plasma required for
quantitative Monte-Carlo neutral studies.
The next chapter discusses the EIRENE neutral code and the topics of interest to the
modeling of neutral interactions with low temperature plasmas.
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Figure 3.1: The evolution of pressure balance91 in the outer C-Mod SOL for increasing line averaged core
density, ne . The normalized radial coordinate, ρ, is the cross-field distance from the separatrix when a
field line is mapped to the outer midplane. For ne = 1.0×1020 m-3, the pressure at the divertor target
matches the FSP pressure measurement, but as ne increases, so does the momentum loss between the
target and the FSP, until there is a large discrepancy at 1.8×1020 m-3 for 0 < ρ < 5 mm, indicating
detachment.

Figure 3.2: Dγ emission profiles from the inversion of the toroidally viewing CCD camera image92.
Detachment is often associated with high levels of hydrogenic line radiation. (a) A “low density” shot
with ne = 1.16×1020 m-3. (b) ne = 1.66×1020 m-3. The inner divertor is detached and there are strong
emissions throughout the PFZ and the inner SOL. (c) ne = 1.86×1020 m-3 and the outer SOL begins to
detach. (d) ne = 2.30×1020 m-3. The outer SOL detachment front has expanded, and there are appreciable
levels of line radiation in the core.
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Figure 3.3: An idealized detachment profile. s is the distance parallel to the magnetic field, Te is
the plasma temperature, ne is the density, and p is the plasma pressure. The ionisation zone
moves upstream when Te near the target drops below ∼5 eV as a result of volumetric power
losses, Qe, and an ion-neutral elastic collision zone develops that is associated with significant
volumetric momentum loss, Smom.
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Figure 3.4: Langmuir probe data for the divertor region of shot 990429019 at 950 ms. (a-c)
Inner target jsat, ne(jsat,Te), and Te, respectively. Note the lack of data for the inner PFZ. (d-e)
Outer target jsat, ne, and Te, respectively.
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Figure 3.5: Upstream FSP measurements. (a) Plasma density, ne. (b) Plasma temperature, Te.
(c) Mach number, M, of the plasma velocity parallel to the magnetic field line. The negative
values near the separatrix indicate flow-reversal away from the outer divertor.

Figure 3.6: Comparison of the target (LP) and upstream (FSP) plasma pressures. Pressure loss
between the inner target and the FSP indicates detachment, particularly below the inner nose
where the plasma is deeply detached. The outer SOL is believed to be attached (see text), with
the pressure discrepancies at ρ = 1, 2 mm attributed to errors in the jsat,LP measurements; see
figure 3.5d.
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Figure 3.7: The “side-view” spectroscopic data measured at K-port. Figure 3.8: The “top-view” spectroscopic data. (a) Te,Saha, and (b)
(a) Te,Saha, (b) ne,Stark and (c) LOS Dα. The top pane is intended to ne,Stark are measured at K-port, and the (c) LOS Dα data is recorded at
provide some reference for the diagnostic viewing chords. The origin B-port.
of the angular viewing coordinate, ζ, is in the direction of the major
radius, and proceeds counter clockwise. Therefore, the uppermost
view indicated in the top pane corresponds to ζ = 155°.
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(a)

(b)
OUTER
NOSE
INNER
NOSE

Figure 3.9: Image of Dγ light from the toroidally viewing CCD camera. The camera is looking
toroidally and down at the divertor from just below the midplane, and has been corrected for lens
distortions. (a) Calibrated image, (b) enhanced image that attempts to identify the prominent
features (some conjecture of course, since it is difficult to interpret the toroidal geometry
directly): emissions on the inner bridge (green), strong emission band near the x-point (red), faint
emission band (blue), bright region at the outer nose (purple), and possibly diffuse reflections
above the outer nose (white).
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Figure 3.10: Experimental 2D Dγ profile. (a) Tomographic inversion of the camera image in figure 3.10. (b) Speculation regarding the
features of the Dγ profile as they relate to the divertor plasma: (A) emissions from volume recombination due to Te < 1 eV on the inner
bridge, and presumably at the inner nose (from figure 3.8a), (B) region of reduced Dγ in the inner divertor, possibly from higher Te due to the
proximity of the field lines to the core, (C) line of peak emissions in the inner PFZ possibly due to minimum Te and/or maximum ne values on
a given field line, (D) extended region of volume recombination, and therefore low Te eV, in the inner divertor, (E) region of higher Te (and
lower ne for constant p) where volume recombination is suppressed, (F) Dγ in the outer PFZ that may indicate detachment (potentially
influenced by reflections or artifacts due to the low emission levels relative to the inner divertor), (G) emissions near the outer leg of the
separatrix, which may imply steep radial temperature gradients in the PFZ (it is difficult to assess the reliability of smaller structures in the
inversion however), (H) emissions from the outer SOL that are inconsistent with the target LP measurements, and are believed to the result of
reflections, (I) inversion artifact.
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Figure 3.11: An estimation of pBexpt
Divertor pressure measurements at B-port (closed port) for a
,closed .
range of ne . pBexpt
= 15 mTorr for discharge 990429019, and ne = 1.46×1020 m-3 puts pBexpt
in the
,open
,closed
range 22–28 mTorr based on the scatter in the data.
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T2
Qe

ne(Tmin,jsat)
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s2

Figure 3.12: Detachment profiles used with SOL24, which are based on the simple detachment model
shown in figure 3.3. s is the distance along the magnetic field line, with s = s0 at the target. Te is set
equal to Tmin for s0 < s < s1 . Smom is prescribed so that ne( s1 ) = nmax for Te( s1 ) = Tmin, and a Gaussian
distribution is assumed. Qe is prescribed to give Te( s2 ) = T2 and continuity in Te at the symmetry point.
The fluid equations employed by SOL22 are solved for s > s1 , with the boundary conditions set from
Te(s1) and ne(s1). Cross-field source terms are included for s > s1 . The parameters are set from
experimental data.
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Figure 3.13: Parameters s1 and s2 parameters in SOL24 are set from the Dγ inversion.
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Figure 3.14: Parameter set used with SOL28. Te is prescribed for the entire field line, and polynomial
interpolation is used for the regions between the parameter s-values. ne and v|| are found by solving the
continuity and momentum equations (equations 3.1 and 3.2 in the text). s = s0 at the inner target. The
detachment profile can be applied to the outer target as well.
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Figure 3.15: Parameters s1 , s2 and s3 in SOL 24 are set from the Dγ inversion.
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Figure 3.16: The ring structure of the magnetic grid used with OEDGE in the current modeling exercise is shown on the left. Each ring is divided in half
and a separate OSM plasma solution is generated on each half-ring (although full ring conservation can be enforced for the fluid based solvers). The righthand pane is a close-up of the divertor region and illustrates the generalized nature of the magnetic grid. The outer target in the model is discontinuous
(green), so that the floor targets can be included without modifying the structural geometry at the plenum entrance. This allows a larger portion of the
lower PFZ (red) to be included in the grid. Local mesh refinement (LMR) is used to increase the resolution of the grid near the x-point (blue).
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4. EIRENE Neutral Modeling
The modeling of divertor plasma conditions in contemporary tokamaks requires a kinetic
treatment of neutral hydrogen transport because the neutral mean free paths are typically longer
than the gradient scale lengths of the plasma quantities (or the neutral quantities in the case of
neutral-neutral collisions). Monte-Carlo methods are well suited to this task because of their
flexibility with respect to magnetic and structural geometries, and the straightforward
implementation for most of the established concepts in atomic and molecular physics that relate
to particle production and transport.
The EIRENE code is introduced in section 4.1. Several issues relevant to the lowtemperature, high-density solutions calculated in the present work are also discussed: selfcollisions between neutral particles in section 4.2, the influence of Lyα photon trapping on the
effective volume recombination rate in section 4.3, the vibrational excitation of molecules in
section 4.4, and molecular chemistry in section 4.5. The basic features of the surface reflection
model for neutrals are given in section 4.6. In section 4.7, the “vacuum grid” used to discretize
the volume outside the magnetic grid is described.
4.1 The EIRENE code
The EIRENE Monte-Carlo neutral code was developed by Reiter and coworkers21*. For the
present study, a hydrogenic “background” plasma solution from the OSM code is supplied as
input to EIRENE, which then determines the neutral distribution function
r
v v
f ( x ) = f (r , v , i )

(4.1)

by solving the steady-state Boltzmann transport equation
r
r
v
v ⋅∇ r f ( x ) = C ( f )( x ) ,
(4.2)
r
v
v
where x is a state in phase space with position r , velocity v and particle species i , and C(f) is
the neutral particle collision term. Overviews of topics related to neutral transport modeling in
fusion devices is presented by Heifetz10* and Tendler et al 93, and an introduction to the EIRENE
formalism is provided by Reiter94. EIRENE calculates the particle, momentum and energy
volumetric source terms for the plasma that result from plasma-neutral interactions, and the OSM
code can iterate with EIRENE so that the plasma and neutral solutions are self-consistent
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(assuming convergence), i.e. the SOL22 plasma solver in the OSM code that is described in
section 3.5.1.
D and D 2 are included explicitly in the simulation, and D 2+ is incorporated via a
collisional equilibrium approximation (transport along the field lines is not included). Reviews
of the neutral-plasma interactions relevant to fusion plasmas are provided by Harrison95 and
Post

96

. The default processes included in the collision term in equation 4.2 are listed in table

4.1.
Calculating a valid neutral solution requires that a relatively complete set of neutral
collisions is included in the model, but it also depends on the accuracy of the corresponding
cross-section data. An assessment97 of the sensitivity of plasma modeling to the collision rates
suggested that the atomic data were sufficiently accurate for fusion modelinga (∼25%
uncertainty), but that the molecular database was “weak”. Subsequently, Krstic and Schultz have
published98 a comprehensive set of cross-sections for elastic collisions between distinguishable
collision partners, that was calculated using fully quantal methods and included data for all of the
hydrogen isotopes (atoms and molecules). The corresponding cross-sections currently used in
EIRENE are derived using classical methods129*, but are in general agreement with the quantal
calculationsb. However, neutral processes associated with detached plasmas, such as photon
trapping and the vibrational excitation of molecules, can significantly change the effective crosssections, and are discussed briefly below. The relevance of these processes to divertor dynamics
is actively being researched by the community99.
EIRENE can also operate in a time-dependent mode, where collisions with “time
surfaces” are included to allow the temporal evolution of the solution to be catalogued. This is
necessary for studying non-steady-state phenomena such as ELM’s100. Impurity production and
neutral transport can be modeled as well, although the DIVIMP impurity code is presently used
for these tasks in OEDGE.

a

Thomas and Stacey [Thomas, 1995] argue that the classical charge-exchange data are invalid, but this is due to the
misinterpretation of the quantal data. The error was acknowledged, but a correction to the monograph was not
published [Reiter, private communication].
+
b
The plot of the D − D 2 elastic collision rates in reference [Krstic, 1998] does not map the center-of-mass energies
properly when plotting the EIRENE data, and the momentum and viscosity cross-sections are mislabelled. The
apparent discrepancies with the EIRENE data are resolved when these errors are corrected [Reiter, private
communication].
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4.2 Neutral viscosity
As mentioned in chapter 2, C-Mod produces the highest magnetic field of any existing divertor
tokamak. This allows operation at relatively high ne , which routinely translates into divertor
plasmas with Te < 1 eV and ne > 1021 m-3, as determined from spectroscopic measurements.
These plasma conditions, along with the closed divertor geometry, result in measured divertor
pressures up to 100 mTorr, which are higher than in other divertor tokamaks.
The Knudsen number, Kn, is a measure of neutral collisionality and is defined as
Kn =

λ n−n
,
L

(4.3)

where λn-n is the mean free path (MFP) for collisions between neutral particles, and L is the
characteristic geometric scale length of the system. L ≈ 15 cm is assumed for the C-Mod
plenum, and Kn is estimated in figure 4.1. It is clear that the divertor can occupy the full range
of transport regimes, and that neutral viscosity should be included in the modeling for pressures
above ∼1 mTorr.
C(f) in the Boltzmann equation can be written as an algebraic series of individual
collision terms, and including viscosity requires a term for collisions between neutral particles.
The full collision term for a binary gas, here i , j ∈ {D, D 2 }, is given by
+∞ 4π

C ( f i ) n−n =

∑ ∫ ∫ ( f ′f ′ − f

j =i , j − ∞ 0

i

j

i

v
f j )v relσ d Ωd v rel ,

(4.4)

where σ is the microscopic cross-section, f is the distribution function before the collision,
and f ′ is the post-collision distribution function with a drift speed vrel relative to f . However,
equation 4.2 can only be solved for idealized cases when C ( f i ) n − n is included, even if well
established numerical integration techniques are applied34*.
In order to make the problem tractable, “model equations” are often employed101. The
guiding notion is that approximations to the form of the collision operator can be made such that
the macroscopic properties of C ( f i ) n − n are preserved, at least to the extent required for
comparisons with experiment, i.e. the errors in the calculations introduced by the model
equations are less than the uncertainties in the measurements. A well-known method is termed
the Bhatnagar, Gross and Krook (BGK) algorithm102,103, and it has been implemented in
EIRENE104. The model equations have the form
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C ( f i ) n − n , BGK =

M i − f i M ij − f i
+
,
τi
τ ij

(4.5)

v
where M i is a Maxwellian distribution with drift velocity u for self-collisions of species i, M ij
is the term for cross-collisions, and τ i and τ ij are time constants. The post collision distribution
function in equation 4.4 has been replaced by the more familiar M , which expresses the
tendency of a collisional gas to approach a Maxwellian distribution. τ is representative of the
characteristic relaxation time for this process.
v
There are 20 parameters for the full set of model equations: T , u and τ for the selfv
collisions and each of the cross-collisions. T and u are found by requiring that the model
equations satisfy momentum and energy conservation, and that the “relaxation moments” given
by
v v
∂(ui − u j )
∂t

and

∂(Ti − Tj )

(4.6)

∂t

have the same form as the relaxation moments for the full Boltzmann collision term105. The
latter constraint requires that the nature of the interaction between particles be defined, and
EIRENE adopts the standard assumption that the force law is independent of velocity. Finally,
the relaxation times are set from experimentally determined transport coefficients: τ H and τ H 2
from viscosity, and τ H,H 2 and τ H 2 ,H from diffusivity34*.
However, a known deficiency of the BGK method is that it underestimates the thermal
conductivity of the gas. This is not an issue for studies that involve isothermal gas flows, but it
could be for divertor modeling since neutrals are energized by plasma interactions and cooled by
surface collisions, resulting in significant temperature gradients. The Prandtl number, Pr, relates
the momentum diffusivity to the thermal conductivity
Pr =

cp µ
k

= 23 ,

(4.7)

where cp is the heat capacity, µ is the viscosity and k is the thermal conductivity. For a
monatomic gas at constant pressure it has been determined that Pr = 2 3 , both from experiment
and from the analysis of the complete Boltzmann collision term. However, the model equations
for the BGK method give Pr = 1, and since µ was used to set τ for H and H 2 , the thermal
conductivity of the neutrals may be underestimated by ∼50% in the simulation. More advanced
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model equation methods have been developed to address this problem, but not without
sacrificing the simplicity of the BGK approach.
4.3 Volume recombination and the effect of Lyman series photons
Experimental estimates of the volume recombination source in the C-Mod divertor when Te ≈ 1
eV and ne = 0.5–1.0×1021 m-3 suggest that Srec can represent a large fraction of the total neutral
model
production rate in the divertor106. Therefore, efforts to calculate the divertor pressure, pdiv
,

should attempt to include Srec with some accuracy, in the event that the resulting neutrals make a
substantial contribution to the pressure. However, photon transport effects must be considered
for detached plasma conditions because if the atom density nD in the recombining plasma is
sufficiently high, then trapping of Lyman α (Lyα) photons can significantly reduce the effective
recombination rate36*.
Volume recombination occurs directly via 3-body recombination
D + + e + e → D* + e ,

(4.8)

and radiative recombination
D + + e → D* + γ .

(4.9)

〈συ〉 rec,3-body and 〈συ〉 rec,rad are plotted in figure 4.2 for the plasma conditions of interest here.
Three-body recombination dominates for Te < 1 eV, ne > 1020 m-3, and the ne3 dependence is also
evident, with 〈συ〉 rec,3-body increasing strongly with ne. Volume recombination can also occur
indirectly via molecular assisted recombination (MAR), which is discussed in the next section.
For the associated high-density plasma conditions associated with significant volume
recombination, it can be necessary to consider the effect of the excited state of the resultant atom
when calculating the effective volume recombination rate, since the ionisation rates are much
higher than for ground state atoms, increasing the probability that the atom is re-ionized before
radiative decay to the ground state (collisional de-excitation rates are comparatively small),
invalidating the coronal assumption. The ionisation/recombination balance in the presence of
multi-step ionisation processes can be calculated from a collisional-radiative (CR) model, which
includes excitation and ionisation rates, and the rates for the radiative decay of excited states.
EIRENE employs the CR-model of Sawada and Fujimoto107, that implicitly includes the notion
of complete recombinations when determining 〈συ〉 rec(Te,ne). Note that it is a “0-dimensional”
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model (a balance of rate equations) that neglects particle transport of the excited states relative to
the ground state particles (transport of the ground state particles is calculated by EIRENE).
Following the arguments presented by Terry et al, only atoms that decay to the ground state
before ionizing are counted in the net atom production rate, and are referred to as “complete
recombinations”36*.
“Trapping” refers to the absorption of a photon by an atom and the subsequent ionisation
of the excited atom before re-emission, so that the photon is removed from the system. Lyman
series photons, which are generated by radiative decay into the ground state, are trapped more
readily than those from other emission series because the ground state neutral densities are
typically orders of magnitude higher than the neutral densities of excited atoms. Lyα (n=2→1) is
the most strongly trapped line, and is therefore considered a reasonable approximation to a more
complete analysis that includes all of the Lyman series lines. The absorption of Lyα photons can
influence the effective recombination and ionisation rates by altering the distribution of excited
states, and therefore the ionisation balance. However, a CR-model cannot properly account for
trapping because photon diffusion in space and frequency (Doppler and Stark broadening, and
Zeeman splitting are the dominant mechanisms) must also be considered, that is, a photon
transport code is required. But a CR-model can describe the limiting case of complete trapping
at the source of the photon emission, by disallowing the n=2→1 radiative transition in order to
simulate immediate absorption of the Lyα photon.

Figure 4.3 plots the ratio of the net

recombination rate (3-body+radiative) with and without the n=2→1 transition included, and
shows that the effective 〈συ〉 rec for detached plasmas can decrease by factors of 2−10 due to
Lyα opacity. Therefore, a correction to the volume recombination rate must be included in the
model, since ignoring Lyα opacity could result in a significant over-estimation of the effective
Srec.
Photon transport modeling is currently under development for EIRENE, but
unfortunately it is not available for the present study14*. As a result, some other method is
required for estimating the effect of opacity. Terry et al have characterized36* the effect of
partial trapping by calculating the “recombinations per Dγ photon”, which is denoted S/XBrec
here in accordance with the notation for the “ionisations per photon” concept popularized by
Johnson and Hinnov108. The resulting plot of S/XBrec is shown in figure 4.4 for a range of Lyα
opacity levels. The fraction of Lyα photons that are trapped depends on the number of absorbers
along the LOS of the detector, which is given by N0∆L, where N0 = nD and ∆L is the scale length
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of the trapping region. For complete trapping of Lyα (n=2→1 disallowed), the CR-model used
with EIRENE gives S/XBrec ≈ 10 at Te = 1 eV, ne = 1021 m-3, as shown in figure 4.5. These
figures are used to generate a crude estimate of the effect of partial trapping in the model, as
discussed in section 5.2.2.
4.4 Vibrational excitation of D 2
There have been numerous misconceptions over the contribution of molecular assisted
recombination (MAR) to Srec for low temperature plasmas. The first step in the MAR process
occurs when the molecules are vibrationally excited, denoted H 2 ( ν) , since for detached plasma
conditions the CX rate between H 2 and H + ,
H + + H 2 ( ν) → H + H 2+ (ion conversion),

(4.10)

can be significantly higher than H 2 dissociation rates via electron impact. But the threshold
energies for the dissociation of H 2+ are much lower than for H 2 , and so the rate for the
dissociative recombination of H 2+ ,
H 2+ + e → H + H * ,

(4.11)

can be significant even at low Te. As in the discussion of Lyα trapping, if the resultant excited
atom decays to the ground state then the net effect of reactions 4.10 and 4.11 represents MAR.
However, if the excited atom is ionized before decaying to the ground state, then dissociation of
the molecular ion has occurred,
e + H 2+ → e + H + H + ,

(4.12)

and the net result is molecular assisted dissociation (MAD), and not MAR. MAR results in the
production of H from H + , while MAD does not. Note that MAR can also occur via dissociative
attachment and mutual neutralization:
e + H 2 ( ν) → H − + H ; H − + H + → H + H * ,

(4.13)

but this process can be ignored for ni = ne because the rate coefficients for ion conversion are
much higher than for dissociative attachment34*.
Krasheninnikov et al have suggested that 〈συ〉 rec,MAR ≈ 30 〈συ〉 rec,rad is possible for 1 < Te
< 4 eV and ne = 1021 m-3, so that MAR could result in a substantial increase over previous
estimates of the volume recombination rate that were based only on atomic processes109. But the
CR-model used in the analysis neglected MAD, i.e. ionisation of the excited atom produced in
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reaction 4.11.

The rates for reactions 4.11 and 4.12 are plotted in 4.6, and it is clear that MAD

competes effectively with MAR for the Te and ne values of interest. Reiter et al have suggested
that the enhancement of Srec due to MAR is actually a factor ∼10 lower than Krasheninnikov’s
estimate34*, i.e. 〈συ〉 rec,MAR ≈ 3 〈συ〉 rec,rad.
H 2 ( ν) is of interest for Te < 5 eV because the residence time of the molecules can be
much longer than conventional time scales for attached plasmas. The plasma conditions may be
significantly influenced by plasmas-neutral interactions related to ion conversion, and perhaps
also the electron energy that is transferred from the electron channel to the internal energy of the
molecules.

Spectroscopic studies on ASDEX-Upgrade have been able to quantify the

distribution of the lower vibrational states (ν ≤ 4) in H 2 for detached plasma conditions, and
∼55% of the H 2 population was vibrationally excited110.

However, using a CR-model to

represent the distribution of vibrational states in the corresponding B2-EIRENE modeling was
questionable111, because the model assumes that the vibrational states are in collisional
equilibrium, and preliminary estimates of the experimental conditions indicated that collisional
relaxation times could be longer than molecular transport times. Consequently, EIRENE was
modified so that each vibrational state could be followed individually (20 states in all), providing
a kinetic calculation of the distribution of vibrational states. The effect of including H 2 ( ν) on
the 2D fluid modeling was significant, with the upstream threshold density for detachment
increasing by a factor 1.5−2 (impurities were not included in the model)a. These considerations
are not directly relevant to the plasma modeling in the present study since the detached plasma
profiles are prescribed, but they may be important to future OSM fluid modeling of detachment.
For the thesis modeling, the effects of vibrational excitation are included via the CRmodel, and not by following the individual states. The rates in EIRENE are not ideal for
modeling deuterium plasmas because they are based on data for hydrogen, and the energy levels
of the vibrational states have an isotopic dependence. Heger et al attempted to scale the H 2
rates to D 2 because the required deuterium database is currently sparse, but it was not clear if
the modifications gave meaningful results when used to analyse ASDEX Upgrade D 2 puff
experiments112. However, this is more of an issue for spectroscopic studies of vibrational
populations than for neutral transport studies, because the energy of the resonant states for ion

a

Using the CR model instead of following the individual vibrational states reproduced this result, indicating that the
CR-model was indeed adequate for the particular ASDEX Upgrade discharge being modeled [Reiter].
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conversion, H 2 ( ν = 4) and D 2 ( ν = 6) , have approximately the same energies (∼2 eV).
Therefore, it is a reasonable approximation to use the H 2 ( ν) rates for the present work.
In addition to influencing neutral interactions with the plasma, H 2 ( ν) could affect the
calculated plenum pressure if the flux of molecules entering the plenum were vibrationally
excited. It is possible that the internal energy would be converted into kinetic energy via neutralneutral collisions, increasing the pressure113.

This is discussed further in section 6.3.2.

Unfortunately, a proper investigation requires a kinetic treatment of H 2 ( ν) , which is not
available in the version of EIRENE that is currently used in OEDGE.
4.5 Molecular chemistry
The “cold” plasma associated with divertor detachment is similar in several respects to the
plasmas used by the materials science community, such as microwave and parallel-plate RF
discharges37*. For instance, Te ≈ 1 eV, ne ≈ 1020 m-3 and vibrational excitation of H 2 by electron
impact can be common to all of these plasmas. Traditionally, however, fusion and materials
science research have proceeded independently of each other.

An important result from

technical plasmas that has been ignored by the fusion community is that H − , H 2+ , and H 3+ can
also be significant charge carriers in cold plasmas114,115. The same molecular chemistry may not
be present in detached divertors, but there is no determination as yet because the effort has not
been made to devise the required experiments, or to incorporate multiple hydrogenic charge
carriers into the plasma transport codes. This is relevant to the present study because the
presence of charge carriers other than H + alters the neutral-plasma dynamic, including volume
recombination (direct and indirect) rates and the interpretation of target jsat measurements.
Unfortunately, time restrictions on the thesis have prevented molecular chemistry from being
investigated; the extensions of the OSM plasma solvers to multiple charge carriers, and the
subsequent analysis of the C-Mod divertor are left to future work.
4.6 The surface reflection model for neutrals
Wall and target surfaces in the model are specified to be 100% reflecting for neutrals.

D2

collisions with a material surface are handled in EIRENE by the “thermal reflection model”,
wherein the molecule is assumed to be adsorbed, and then desorbed in the ground state
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(vibrational, rotational and electronic) with a velocity (and hence energy) that is sampled from a
3D Maxwellian about the wall temperature, Twall.

The default angular distribution of the

“reflected” D 2 is diffuse (cosine), and the model applies to all molecules, irrespective of their
incident kinetic energy.
The “fast atom reflection model” uses data from TRIM simulations to determine the
fraction of the incident kinetic energy that is deposited to the wall during reflection94*. The
sticking coefficient is 0 for E D > Ecutoff and 1 otherwise. For atoms with incident energies
below Ecutoff , D is reflected as thermal D 2 in the manner described above. In general, however,
fast atom reflection in a tokamak environment is poorly understood, and the default value for
Ecutoff is arbitrarily set to 1 eV. There is no specific data for (boronized) molybdenum, but
Ecutoff = 1 eV may be high since reflection coefficients of 0.7 have been observed for 0.25 eV
hydrogen atoms incident on room temperature graphite116. Also, estimates for palladium at
400−500 K gave a coefficients of 0.4−0.6 for 0.1 eV atoms117. The effect of changing the fast
atom reflection model is investigated in section 6.4.
Desorption processes can also produce large fractions of H 2 ( ν) 118,119, but again, the
version of EIRENE that includes a kinetic treatment of vibrational excitation is not available at
present, and so wall effects related to H 2 ( ν) cannot be investigated.
4.7 The vacuum grid
In order to model neutral-neutral collisions throughout the entire system, the volume outside the
magnetic grid must also be discretized. A grid generator was developed for this purpose, and the
“vacuum grid” used in the present study is illustrated in figure 4.7. The resolution is 1 cm in the
poloidal plane, which is sufficient to resolve gradients in the neutral temperatures and densities;
see section 6.1. The grid is also resolved in the toroidal direction, because the 3D structures in
model
the divertor (toroidal gaps, port-tubes, and gussets) produce toroidal variations in pdiv
; see

section 7.1. Plasma quantities can be assigned to cells in the vacuum grid, which is done in the
PFZ and in the MC above the bypass and gaps, but only simple prescription methods are
currently available.
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4.8 Summary
It is intended that the various neutral kinetics described above represent a reasonably complete
list of the neutral processes relevant to the detached plasma conditions. In summary:
A. Neutral viscosity should be important in the C-Mod divertor, and is a topic of particular
interest in the present study.
B. The trapping of Lyα photons has been inferred in C-Mod detached plasmas from line
ratio techniques. However, photon transport is not currently available in EIRENE, and
thus the opacity of the plasma to Lyα photons cannot be investigated in detail.
C. The vibrational excitation of hydrogen molecules can significantly alter the molecular
dynamics due to the increased cross-section for charge-exchange collisions between D +
and D 2 ( ν) , i.e. ion conversion. Molecular-assisted recombination has the potential to
increase the volume recombination neutral source in the divertor, but molecular-assisted
dissociation will strongly suppress this effect except for regions of low Te and low ne.
D. Molecular chemistry involving H − , H 2+ , and H 3+ has the potential to alter the neutral
dynamics and the interpretation of Langmuir probe jsat measurements in low ne regions of
the divertor.
E. The understanding of neutral-surface collisions in a tokamak environment is incomplete,
but some studies have indicated that even low energy atoms ( E D < 1 eV) may collide
with a material surface without being adsorbed.
Reiter and coworkers have made considerable efforts to include these processes in EIRENE, but
only neutral viscosity, the equilibrium approximation for D 2 ( ν) , and a rough estimate of Lyα
opacity are considered in the present study. The kinetic treatment of vibrationally excited
molecules is not available in the version of the code being used here, and development of the
photon transport routines is ongoing.

The impact of each process on the self-consistent

calculation of detached plasma profiles is also the subject of future work that will employ a more
advanced, fluid-based OSM solver, i.e. OSM2.
The next chapter details the calculation of the Te and ne profiles in the divertor, which
will be used in chapters 6 and 7 to study neutral production and transport.
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Index

Reaction

Notes

1
2

e + H+ → H + γ
e + e + H+ → e + H

Radiative volume recombination
3-body volume recombination

3
4

e + H → 2e + H +
H + H+ → H + H+

Atomic ionisation
Elastic collisions between atoms (including charge-exchange)

5
6
7

e + H2 → e + H + H
e + H 2 → 2e + H + H +
e + H 2 → 2e + H 2+

Dissociation
Dissociative ionisation
Molecular ionisation

8

H + + H 2 ( ν) → H + H 2+

Ion conversion

9
10
11

e + H 2+ → H + H
e + H 2+ → e + H + H +
e + H 2+ → 2e + H + + H +

Dissociative recombination (MAR with reaction 8)
Dissociation (MAD with reaction 8)
Dissociative ionisation (MAI with reaction 8)

12
13
14

H+H→H+H
H + H2 → H + H2
H2 + H2 → H2 + H2

Neutral-neutral collisions

Table 4.1: The neutral collision processes included in the default EIRENE neutral model.
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DIVERTOR
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Figure 4.1: The Knudsen number, Kn, plotted for the C-Mod plenum at 300 K. There is freemolecular transport for Kn > 1 and fluid transport for Kn << 1. The plenum is in the transition
flow regime for the pressures of interest in the current study (5–30 mTorr).
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Figure 4.2: Rate coefficients for 3-body and radiative volume recombination.

Figure 4.3: The ratio of the Lyα transparent (optically thin) and Lyα fully opaque (optically
thick) volume recombination rates (the n=2→1 transition is disallowed in the 0-dimensional CRmodel).
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Figure 4.4: The “recombinations per Dγ photon”, S/ΧBrec, curves produced by Terry et al for a
range of Lyα absorption levels36*. N0 is the atom density and ∆L is the spatial scale length of the
trapping region, so that N0∆L gives a measure of the number of absorbers along a LOS.
“1.0(18)” denotes “N0∆L = 1×1018 m-2”. The data was produced using the CRAMD CR-model
and “escape factors” that estimate the probability of a photon being trapped. The data are
consistent with results from the photon transport code CRETIN106*.

Figure 4.5: Plots of S/ΧBrec for the CR-model used by EIRENE. The curve for conditions
transparent to Lyα photons is show (dashed) to show the agreement with the upper curve in
figure 4.4. The curves are for fully opaque conditions (solid) where the n=2→1 transition is not
included in the CR-model.
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Figure 4.6: A comparison of the rates for electron impact dissociation of D +2 (MAD) and
electron impact dissociative neutralization of D +2 (MAR). MAR is only larger than MAD at low
ne and Te.

Figure 4.7: The “vacuum” grid (red). Discretization of the volume outside the magnetic grid is
necessary in order to include the effect of neutral viscosity in the sub-divertor region. The grid
extends into the region immediately behind the outer divertor surface so that neutral transport
can be included in the toroidal gaps; see section 7.2.
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5. The Divertor Plasma Solution
The calculation of the divertor plasma solution for the discharge being investigated is
complicated by detachment in the inner divertor and possibly in the outer PFZ. In this chapter,
an attempt is made to match the experimental data is some detail, but the uncertainties in the
plasma solution will be unavoidably large given the incomplete understanding of detachment and
the full range of processes associated with the low temperature, high density plasmas.
Nonetheless, it is anticipated that the representation of the experimental plasma generated here,
for input to EIRENE, is accurate enough that the general features of neutral production and
transport in the divertor can be identified.
A primary objective of the present work is to calculate neutral leakage through the
divertor substructure. The leakage is dependent on the neutral population in the plenum, and
therefore particular attention is paid to the calculated divertor pressure. A simplified structural
geometry is considered initially, that has a closed bypass and does not include the toroidal and
poloidal gaps. This “sealed plenum” should be a reasonable approximation to the geometry at Bport because ports A−C are closed, as shown in figure 2.2, and the poloidal gap is narrow
compared to the dimensions of the plenum entrance. Therefore, comparisons are made with
pBe xpt
,closed ≈ 25 mTorr in this chapter (recall that previous attempts to model this discharge have
18*,19*
) . The sensitivity of pBmodel
resulted in pBmodel
,closed < 3 mTorr
,closed to the parameters of the neutral

model is examined in the next chapter, and the influence of the toroidally asymmetric structures
(gaps, bypass and gussets) is evaluated in chapter 7.
The initial plasma solution is constructed in section 5.1 and focuses on the inner divertor.
Refinements to the inner PFZ solution that improve overall agreement with the spectroscopic
data are made in section 5.2. The calculated divertor pressure is analysed in section 5.3. In
section 5.4, the importance of photon reflections when interpreting the Te,Saha and ne,Stark
measurements in the outer divertor is examined, and the neutral solution for a weakly detached
outer PFZ is investigated. The divertor plasma solution that gives the best overall agreement
with the experimental data is discussed in section 5.5. Comparisons are made between the outer
SOL solution and the F-port vertical scanning probe (FSP) data in section 5.6. Section 5.7
explores the effects of varying the outer target boundary conditions.
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5.1 The initial plasma solution
The semi-empirical methods utilized here involve “building” a plasma solution, where the
appropriate solver is applied to each plasma region based on the general properties of the plasma,
as inferred from the experimental data. As a result, the solution is empirically “constructed” to a
significant degree, certainly more than for 2D fluid modeling, with intuitive arguments used to
guide the structure of the solution.
The boundary plasma for C-Mod discharge 990429019 at 950 ms is modeled by applying
OSM solvers SOL24, SOL28 and SOL22 to the inner SOL, PFZ and outer SOL, respectively.
The experimental data used to constrain the solution were described in section 3.4, and the
solvers were discussed in section 3.5. The core plasma is assumed to be uniform along a given
field line, and is extrapolated from scanning probe measurements made just inside the separatrix.
The initial solution focuses on matching the Te,Saha and ne,Stark measurements in the inner
SOL and PFZ. It is prudent to start with the inner divertor because it is the dominant source of
line radiation, as shown in figure 3.10, and therefore the influence of photon reflections on the
spectroscopic data is minimized. The only outer divertor data used to constrain the initial
solution are from the target LPs. There is no attempt to produce an overall match to the
experimental data at this stage; the sole objective of the initial solution is to develop a starting
point that can be used to evaluate subsequent variations of the model.
The OSM parameters for the initial solution are shown in figure 5.1. LP measurements
are used to set the inner target jsat for SOL24 and SOL28. jsat for the inner PFZ is assumed to be
negligible since the spectroscopic data strongly suggests that the plasma is detached. Tmin and
nmax are set from an initial guess and are adjusted based on comparisons with the measured
values of ne,Stark and Te,Saha. This can be an onerous, hands-on process, and amounts to a manual
inversion of the side-view and top-view data, which must be matched simultaneously. The inner
target LP Te measurements are included in figure 5.1b to show the difference between the LP
data and the values of Tmin inferred from the spectroscopic data. T2 in SOL24 and SOL28 (not
shown) are set based on agreement with the experimental Dγ distribution in figure 3.10.
Tmax for SOL28 is largely a free parameter because it is not directly constrained by
experimental data, except to the extent that it must be high enough to avoid significant Dγ
radiation midstream; see figure 3.10b E. It is assumed that the radial Te gradient across the
separatrix is modest, but that a significant fraction of the neutrals from volume recombination in
the inner divertor is ionized in the PFZ near the separatrix, which depletes the power entering
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cross-field from the outer SOL, and results in a sharp radial drop in Te farther into the PFZ.
Similar gradients have been found in the DIII-D PFZ from Thomson scattering data60*, and on
ASDEX-Upgrade120.

The Dγ inversion also provides some support for low Tmax near the

separatrix, as indicated in figure 3.10b G, although it is difficult to know the reliability of the
smaller features of the inversion. The Tmax profile maximizes pBmodel
,closed , since the low midstream
Te values minimize the PFZ ionisation that occurs away from the seperatrix, increasing the
probability that neutrals in the lower PFZ enter the plenum.
The outer target boundary conditions for SOL22 and SOL28 are set from the LP
measurements, and the boundary conditions for the floor targets near the plenum entrance are
extrapolated from the outer vertical target LP data. This gives Te ≈ 1 eV and ne ≈ 1×1019 m-3
across the entrance to the plenum.
The side-view Te,Saha, ne,Stark and LOS Dα experimental data are compared with the model
in figure 5.2. The Te,Saha and ne,Stark were used to set Tmin and nmax, respectively, which explains
the high level of agreement. However, the simulated Dα values are high by a factor of ∼4
through the x-point. The transient nature of the errors in the Dα signals make it difficult to give a
reasonable estimate of their uncertainty, but the maximum value of a factor ∼4 is almost certainly
excessive, and so a factor 2 is arbitrarily chosen for the upper error bar. This should be
considered a reference for comparing the calculated and measured values, and not an accurate
representation of the experimental error. The top-view spectroscopic data is plotted in figure 5.3.
Agreement with Te,Saha and ne,Stark is reasonable, and again Dα is too high, although the
discrepancy is reduced to a factor of ∼3. Recall that the solution only focuses on the inner PFZ
and SOL, and so the discrepancies in the outer divertor should be disregarded. The calculated
poloidal Dγ profile is shown in figure 5.4, and can be compared with the CCD camera inversion
in figure 3.10a. The distribution is reproduced in the inner divertor and above the inner nose, but
as with Dα, the magnitude is high by a factor ∼4. A 3D LOS simulation of the camera view is
plotted in figure 5.5, and allows the features associated with inner divertor emissions to be
identified in the camera image in figure 3.9. The images appear consistent, although there is
more radiation between the inner nose and the x-point band (red) in the simulation, and the
bright region of the x-point band in the camera image is not reproduced.
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5.2 Refinement of the inner divertor plasma solution
For the remainder of the discussion, the term “standard case” refers to the solution that gives the
best overall agreement to the measured data.

All forthcoming modifications to the initial

solution will either be incorporated into the standard case or rejected, so that by the end of the
plasma modeling exercise, the standard case will represent the best available approximation to
the experimental plasma.
5.2.1 Improved agreement with spectroscopic data
As noted above, the calculated Dα,γ emissions are high by factors of 3−4 in the inner divertor. It
is difficult to know if this represents a discrepancy with the measured Dα, because the upper limit
to the uncertainty is a factor ∼4. However, the experimental error in Dγ is much lower, around
30%, and so it is apparent that divertor emission levels are too high in the simulation. Therefore,
Tmin and nmax should be modified to see if the discrepancy with Dα,γ c an be reduced without
significantly degrading the agreement with Te,Saha and/or ne,Stark. The Te,Saha measurements are
reportedly accurate to ±0.2 eV for Te,Saha < 1 eV, due to the sensitivity of volume recombination
to Te at these temperatures. As a result, any change to Tmin should preserve the sub-eV character
of the simulated Te,Saha values for the inner PFZ. Also, there are already slight discrepancies for
the top-view Te,Saha and ne,Stark data, as shown in figure 5.3 at ζ ≈ 259°, so only modest changes to
these quantities are appropriate.
Working within these constraints, Tmin was increased by 20% and nmax was decreased by
10%. The model is compared with the side-view and top-view spectroscopic data in figures 5.6
and 5.7, respectively. The discrepancies with the top-view Te,Saha and ne,Stark data are increased
slightly, but are not considered excessive. The overall agreement with Dγ (not shown) and Dα
has improved significantly and is now within a factor of 2 (Dα is higher than a factor of 2 for the
side-view data, but lower for the top-view data). Therefore, with the exception of the magnitude
of Dγ, there is simultaneous agreement with the spectroscopic data for the inner divertor, within
the estimated uncertainties. These changes to Tmin and nmax are incorporated into the standard
case.
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5.2.2 Uncertainties in the volume recombination neutral source
An objective of the present study is to estimate Srec, and determine if it contributes significantly
to pBmodel
,closed . Unfortunately, there are several factors that make it difficult to assess the accuracy
of Srec in the model, even if there is broad agreement with the spectroscopic data for the inner
divertor:
A. Srec is a sensitive function of the plasma conditions for Te ≈ Te,Saha and ne ≈ ne,Stark, as
apparent in figure 4.2. In the above example, where Tmin increased by 10% and nmax
decreased by 20% as compared to the initial case, the small changes in Te and ne reduce
Srec by a factor ∼2. Therefore, small inaccuracies in the plasma solution or modest errors
in the experimental data can significantly affect the calculated volume recombination
rate. For example, reducing Te by 0.1 eV increases Srec by a factor ∼2 for plasma
conditions in the range 0.5 < Te < 1 eV and 1020 < ne < 1021 m-3.
B. From figure 4.4, the recombinations per Dγ photon, S/XBrec, curves for ne = 1021 m-3 rise
sharply with decreasing Te for Te < 1 eV, so that Srec increases significantly faster than Dγ
emissions as Te drops. This sensitivity decreases at lower ne, but it can still increase the
uncertainties in Srec when it is based on comparisons with the experimental Dγ
measurements for plasmas with Te ≈ 0.5 eV and ne > 5×1020 m-3, i.e. a 50% discrepancy
in Dγ corresponds to a factor of ∼2 error in Srec.
C. Recent improvements to the method of calculating the electron-impact excitation crosssections (up to n=5) for hydrogen down to Te ≈ 1 eV (utilizing a “R-matrix with
pseudostates approach”) have resulted in a factor of 2 change in the cross-section as
compared to previous values121. This is not directly applicable to the present work since
the model did not include recombination processes, but it does indicate that errors of a
factor 2 are possible for cross-sections associated with line emissions, including Dγ.
D. Lyα opacity can change the effective recombination rate by a factor of 2−10 for detached
plasma conditions, as shown in figure 4.3, and photon transport is not presently included
in the EIRENE neutral model.
E. The method for simulating the Te,Saha and ne,Stark measurements is approximate. In the
model, a weighted LOS average is performed along chords corresponding to the
spectrometer views, and the weight function is either the local recombination rate (used
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for the calculated values shown in the thesis) or the Dγ emissivity.

Recall that the

experimental values of Te,Saha are based on the distribution of photon counts for many
Balmer lines, and that ne,Stark is from the shape of the line peaks, and therefore the
calculated values are not based on a direct simulation of the underlying physical
processes, but rather on the more general property that the measurements are strongly
representative of the plasma regions where the emissivity is highest. Changing the
weight function can vary the calculated Te,Saha and ne,Stark by 10%, leading to a factor ∼2
uncertainty in Srec.
(A) and (B) are fundamental difficulties associated with interpretive modeling of sub-eV, high
density plasmas, (C) requires further refinements to the cross-section database, and the proper
treatment of (D) requires the application of sophisticated radiation transport tools that are not
currently available. (E) requires more careful simulation of the spectrometer data. Due to the
uncertainties in Srec that are associated with these issues, and the approximate nature of the
interpretive methods, it is concluded that further attempts to improve agreement with the
spectroscopic data are not warranted.
An effort has been made, however, to formulate a rough correction for the partial
trapping of Lyα photons, since it is the largest potential source of error in Srec. As a starting
point, it is assumed that there is complete local trapping of Lyα photons, i.e. the n=2→1
transition is disallowed in the CR-model used to calculate the recombination rate; see section 4.3.
Although “high” trapped fractions of Lyα photons have been inferred for C-Mod (> 75%)105*,
there are no data available for this specific discharge. Assuming that the fully opaque limit is an
overestimate of Lyα trapping, an approximate scaling of the fully opaque 〈σν〉 opaque
can be made
rec
using the S/XBrec curves produced by Terry et al for increasing levels of photon opacity; see
section 4.3 and figure 4.4. Estimating No∆L from the simulation, and taking Te = 1 eV and ne =
1021 m-3 as representative of the detached plasma, gives a value of S/XBrec from the appropriate
curve in figure 4.4. Comparing this result with S/XBrec for the fully opaque case in figure 4.5,
since the Dγ emission rates for recombination are much less sensitive
gives a scaling of 〈σν〉 opaque
rec
to opacity effects than the recombination rate (the n=5→2 Dγ transition occurs before reexcitation from the ground state due to photon absorption). Figure 5.8 plots the neutral atom
density, nD , for the Lyα transparent case, which is used to estimate the atom density before the
population is depleted by the ionisation of atoms excited through the absorption of Lyα photons.
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N0 ≈ 8×1019 m-3 on average in the inner PFZ, and estimating the scale length of the atom cloud at
∆L ≈ 0.05 m gives No∆L ≈ 4×1018 m-2. For Te = 1 eV and ne = 1021 m-3, the CR-model used in
EIRENE gives S/XBrec ≈ 10 for fully opaque conditions and the curve for No∆L = 4×1018 m-2 in
figure 4.4 gives a value of ∼30, which suggests that increasing 〈σν〉 opaque
by a factor 3 is
rec
appropriate. In comparison, Srec is a factor 7 higher when the Lyα transparent rates are used in
the model instead of the fully opaque rates. Despite the approximate nature of this scaling, it is
incorporated into the standard case.
The total volume recombination source for the inner SOL and PFZ is calculated to be
9.5×1021 s-1, and is equal to 75% of the total surface recycling source in the system.
Unfortunately, for the reasons expounded above, the uncertainty in this result is large and
difficult to estimate. Dγ is higher than the measured values by a factor ∼2, which suggests that
Srec is overestimated. The increase in S/XBrec with decreasing Te does not appear to be an issue
in this case, however, since the factor of ∼2 drop in Dγ when Tmin and nmax were adjusted
corresponded to a factor of ∼2 drop in Srec. This is because the lower part of the inner divertor (ρ
< -1 mm) contributes significantly to Srec, but while Te ≈ 0.5 eV, ne is less than 6×1020 m-3, which
can be seen from the Tmin and nmax values in figure 5.1. As outlined above, the correction for
partial trapping of Lyα is based on an approximate value of No∆L that ignores first order spatial
variations in the atom cloud, and figure 4.4 is based on an incomplete treatment of frequency
diffusion effects (Zeeman splitting is not included for example). Assuming a 1 eV, 1021 m-3
plasma is also a rough approximation, since the factor of 3 increase actually puts 〈σν〉 rec above
the Lyα transparent values for Te ≈ 0.5 eV; see figure 4.3. Despite the uncertainties, it is
suggested that the values of Srec for the standard case represent an upper limit to the level of
volume recombination in the experimental plasma, given the Dγ discrepancy and the
experimental observation that Lyα trapping can be extensive.
Experimental estimates of the volume recombination source74*,92*,106*,122 in the C-Mod
divertor are typically made for higher ne than in the discharge modeled here, where the outer
SOL is also detached. Therefore, a direct comparison with the standard case is not appropriate,
but it is encouraging to note that the experimental results are in the range 0.5–3×1022 s-1, which is
on the same order as the model result.
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5.3 The divertor neutral pressure
But what fraction of neutrals produced by volume recombination in the inner divertor enters the
plenum? If the plasma pumps these neutrals much more efficiently than those from surface
recycling sources, then Srec will only make a modest contribution to pBmodel
,closed , irrespective of the
magnitude of Srec.
pBmodel
,closed for the standard case is plotted in figure 5.9a, along with the pressure generated
by the separate neutral sources. When discussing divertor leakage, it is natural to organize
sources based on their relation to the divertor and main chamber, but this is not appropriate yet
because the plasma solution is organized based on the magnetic geometry, not the structural
geometry. pBmodel
,closed is 9 mTorr, which is a factor of ∼3 increase over previous efforts to model
this discharge; see section 1.2.1. Neutrals from the inner SOL contribute a mere 5% of pBmodel
,closed .
This is not a surprising result given that the neutral source is predominately at or above the inner
nose, in close proximity to the highly ionizing plasma just upstream of the inner target. As well,
any neutrals from the inner SOL that enter the PFZ must penetrate the detachment front, with a
significant probability of being scattered back into the SOL. 35% of pBmodel
,closed is from volume
recombination in the inner PFZ, and again, it is assumed that this is an upper limit. The pressure
drops to 5 mTorr if Srec is not included (data not shown), which is still higher than past results by
a factor ∼2, and indicates that neutral transport in the divertor plasma has also changed
appreciably as compared to the previous DEGAS2 and EIRENE studies.

Neutrals from

recycling in the outer divertor generate the largest fraction of the divertor pressure, with 50%
from the outer PFZ, and 10% from the outer SOL.
The various neutral source strengths are plotted in figure 5.9b. Note that 50% of the
outer SOL recycling source is outside the divertor.

Neutral production from volume

recombination in the PFZ is a factor of 2 higher than the recycling source in the outer PFZ.
The “relative probability”, srel, is shown in figure 5.9c, and it is intended to represent the
neutral transport properties of the plasma. srel is defined as
pBmodel
srel = ,closed ,i ,
S

(5.1)

where pBmodel
,closed ,i is the contribution of source i to the divertor pressure in the absence of neutral
viscosity, and S is the source strength. srel is “relative” because it is only useful for comparisons
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between sources (srel is scaled so that the maximum value is 1). Viscosity is not included
because it increases pBmodel
,closed due to neutral-neutral collisions in the plenum, and therefore is not
representative of neutral transport through the plasma; see section 6.2. Based on srel, neutrals
from outer PFZ recycling are more than twice as likely to contribute to pBmodel
,closed as neutrals from
inner PFZ recombination. This might be expected since outer PFZ neutral production is closest
to the plenum entrance, and while it indicates that pBmodel
,closed is more sensitive to uncertainties in
the outer PFZ jsat measurements, the uncertainty is Srec is much larger. Unlike the outer PFZ,
neutrals from the outer SOL have a low value of srel due to the attached plasma conditions, and
the correspondingly high probability that neutrals are promptly ionized near the target.
Figure 5.10 is a more detailed plot relating the outer target recycling to pBmodel
,closed , which
shows the pressure generated in the plenum as a function of ρ. The jsat profile from the LPs is
also plotted. The plot emphasises the small contribution from outer SOL recycling, and shows
that recycling on the divertor floor, as specified here, does not contribute significantly to the
plenum pressure. This does not mean that the plasma near the divertor floor is unimportant,
however, which is discussed in section 6.3.
Returning briefly to the topic of Tmax, it was set to ∼2 eV in the lower PFZ, which is
consistent with Te,Saha < 2 eV in the divertor and the prevalence of CX processes at low Te.
Dissociative processes, which are definitely occurring in the divertor based on the high
molecular pressure, also produce atoms in the 2 eV range.

Nonetheless, given the weak

experimental constraint on Te midstream, Tmax ≈ 5 eV or more is certainly possible. However,
raising Tmax to 5 eV in the lower PFZ increases ionisation and reduces pBmodel
,closed by 45%. This
substantial drop in the calculated pressure makes it unlikely that Te ≈ 5 eV in the lower PFZ, and
given the other physical considerations mentioned above, it is concluded that the Tmax ≈ 2 eV is a
reasonable approximation to the experimental plasma.
It was also stated in section 3.1 that the calculated divertor pressure was insensitive to v||,
so that the details of the plasma flow profile in the divertor did not need to be resolved for the
present study. This was confirmed by setting v|| to 0 in the PFZ and finding no change in
pBmodel
,closed , and by setting v|| = cs everywhere and always in the direction of the inner target, and
observing only a 10% reduction in pBmodel
,closed even for this extreme case.
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5.4 Refinement of the outer PFZ solution
The outer PFZ plasma conditions have the potential to strongly influence pBmodel
,closed , since all
neutrals that enter the plenum must pass through this plasma. The outer divertor targets are well
diagnosed by LPs, but the interpretation of spectroscopic data for the outer divertor is not
straightforward because of the strong line radiation in the inner PFZ and SOL. The side-view
data is of limited use since the viewing chords pass directly through the inner divertor region, but
even the top-view and Dγ inversion data for the outer divertor may be influenced by the inner
divertor via photon reflections. This is illustrated in figure 5.7c, where the measured Dα above
the outer nose (ζ > 261°) is fundamentally inconsistent with the calculated Dα values. The
Te,Saha, ne,Stark and Dγ measurements suggest that the outer PFZ is weakly detached, but a more
accurate assessment cannot be made without a better understanding of photon reflections.
5.4.1 Photon reflections
The photon reflection properties of the B−coated Mo armour are poorly characterized, so
limiting cases are investigated here.

Purely specular and diffuse reflection models were

developed, and are calibrated by increasing the surface reflectivity until the inner divertor Dα
increases by 10%, in keeping with estimates of the contribution of reflections to the CCD camera
signals; see section 2.3.5. The LOS integrations are done in the poloidal plane, and secondary
reflections are assumed to be unimportant. A 3D reflection routine is preferred, but is not
presently available.
The results for the standard case are plotted in figure 5.11. The Te,Saha discrepancy above
the outer nose (ζ ≈ 262°) is resolved, although specular reflection gives agreement by sampling
Te just above the inner nose, and diffuse reflection preferentially samples the lower PFZ. The
latter is a result of the cosine dependence of diffuse reflections, which gives more weight to
small angle reflections (relative to the surface). Therefore, views terminating on the upper floor
and the outer target are representative of the lower part of the inner PFZ, where 0.45 < Te < 0.65
eV. There is considerable uncertainty in this result because Te is poorly constrained near the
upper floor: the region is directly diagnosed only by Dγ, and even then, interpretation of the Dγ
data is likely complicated by the low values of Te and photon reflections. However, if the topview spectroscopic data are influenced by diffuse reflections, and Te is ∼0.5 eV in the lower part
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of the inner PFZ, then it provides an explanation for the uniform values of Te,Saha for the views of
the inner divertor and above the outer nose. The slot view is excluded from this trend because it
cannot “see” the lower part of the inner PFZ. Diffuse reflections give agreement in the slot by
sampling Te near the x-point in the outer PFZ. Regarding ne,e,Stark, there is agreement above the
outer nose, but the discrepancy in the slot remains and is discussed below. Dα has increased
above the outer nose, particularly for diffuse reflection. However, Dα in the inner divertor is
higher than the experimental values by a factor ∼2, and a similar discrepancy should be present
above the outer nose. This would be the case if the contribution from reflections to the inner
divertor signals was 20% rather than 10%, but it is difficult to make such assessments. 3D
effects could also be important.
The side-view data is plotted in figure 5.12 for completeness. Including reflections does
not significantly affect the results, supporting the supposition in section 5.1 that data for the inner
divertor are dominated by primary emissions. There is a slight levelling of the Dα profile for
diffuse reflections, making the shape of the emission profile more uniform across the field of
view, and in better agreement with the shape of the experimental profile.
These simple reflection models do not provide definitive answers, but they do
demonstrate that even a modest level of photon reflection can significantly influence the
spectroscopic data for signals outside the regions of peak line emissions. The effect of extending
the reflection routines to 3D, which could particularly affect the results for diffuse reflection, is
the subject of future work. It should be noted that the published values of Te,Saha and ne,Stark are
predominately for views that pass directly through strongly radiating, detached plasma regions,
and so reflections are not likely to have influenced the data.
5.4.2 Plasma detachment in the outer PFZ
Several observations are consistent with an outer PFZ that is weakly detached. Measurable
levels of Dγ in the outer PFZ suggest the presence of volume recombination; see figure 3.10b F.
The Dγ peak is away from the surface, and is less influenced (presumably) by reflections than
measured emissions that are very close to the outer target. LP measurements show Te ≈ 1 eV in
the outer PFZ and are consistent with Te,Saha ≈ 1.5 eV in the slot, suggesting that the Te,Saha
measurement could be representative of primary emissions in the outer PFZ. The simulated
values of ne,Stark are low in the slot, even if photon reflections are included. pBmodel
,closed is also a
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factor of 3–4 below the measured value, and increased volume recombination and neutral
scattering in the outer PFZ may increase the divertor pressure. It is estimated, therefore, that
detachment begins at ρ ≈ -1 mm, where Te,LP drops below 2 eV, and is primarily responsible for
the decrease in jsat,LP for ρ < -1 mm, as opposed to radial attenuation of the plasma at the target.
Experimental studies that focus on the outer divertor have also suggested that a region of cold,
dense plasma develops in the PFZ prior to detachment in the outer SOL74*.
The simple detachment model is applied to the outer PFZ. Tmin is set from Te,Saha and
Te,LP, and nmax based on agreement with ne,Stark and Dγ. Comparisons with the top-view data are
plotted in figure 5.13. There is improved agreement with Te,Saha and ne,Stark in the slot, and Dα is
higher than the measured values for 259° < ζ < 261° by about a factor 2, consistent with the inner
PFZ. The side-view data is the same as in figure 5.12 since the views do not pass through the
radiating region of the outer PFZ. The computed Dγ is plotted in figure 5.14 and it is now visible
in the outer PFZ, improving agreement with the distribution of Dγ in the tomographic inversion;
see figure 3.11. The 3D LOS Dγ plot is presented in figure 5.15, and comparing with figure 3.9b,
it is now apparent that the faint emission band (blue) and the bright spot on the outer nose
(purple) are a result of emissions in the outer PFZ. This does not directly confirm the validity of
the Dγ inversion, but it does offer qualitative support for the gross features of the profile, .i.e. the
camera image does appear to show emissions on the inner bridge, near the x-point, and in the
outer PFZ.
model
The analysis of pBmodel
,closed when the outer PFZ is detached is plotted in figure 5.16. p B ,closed

increases significantly to 15 mTorr, which is within a factor ∼2 of the measured divertor pressure
at B-port. The contributions are now 35% from Srec,PFZ (unchanged), 55% from outer PFZ
recycling, and 5% from outer SOL recycling. Volume recombination in the outer PFZ increases
Srec,PFZ by 15%. However, most of the pressure increase results from the higher probabilities of
neutrals entering the plenum due to neutral scattering off the relatively cold, dense plasma that
now occupies much of the outer PFZ. This scattering effect appears necessary for achieving high
pBmodel
,closed , and is investigated in detail in section 6.3.1.
Due to the improved agreement with ne,Stark, Dα, Dγ and pBmodel
,closed , detachment in the outer
PFZ is incorporated into the standard case. It should be noted that the Dγ inversion is relied on
extensively for identifying the spatial distribution of the plasma features in the divertor, and that
inaccuracies in the inversion or in the interpretation of the Dγ profile have the potential to
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significantly compromise the accuracy of the plasma solution.

However, it is also worth

acknowledging that the distribution of Dγ appears to be consistent with all of the other data for
the divertor, with the exception of emissions near the outer target, and they are likely due to
diffuse photon reflections. This lends some indirect support to the validity of the toroidal camera
method. A useful exercise would be to process a simulated camera image, so that the resulting
2D profile could be compared with a known distribution. Photon reflection models could be
applied as well (once developed) and the effect of the reflections on the inversion method could
be determined.
5.5 The standard case plasma solution
So, what does the plasma solution look like? Poloidal distributions for the standard case are
presented here for a qualitative understanding of the plasma structures in the divertor.
The model generated ne and Te are plotted in figure 5.18. In the inner PFZ, Te = 1 eV and
ne = 1×1021 m-3 just below the x-point, and decrease smoothly along the detachment front to
values of 0.5 eV and 1×1020 m-3 near the upper floor. ne peaks at 1.5×1021 m-3 in the outer PFZ,
with a corresponding Te value of 2.5 eV. The high plasma temperatures of the outer SOL extend
a short distance cross-field into the PFZ, and the inner and outer PFZ have extended regions of
low temperature that are separated by higher midstream temperatures (set from Tmax). Also,
plasma is included on the vacuum grid in the slot as an extension of the high-density plasma
associated with the outer PFZ detachment front. Te on the vacuum grid is set to 1 eV. Te and ne
in the SOL near the inner leg of the separatrix SOL are less certain because Dγ from the region is
low, and therefore is under-represented by the measurements of Te,Saha and ne,Stark. However, as
stated above, the inner SOL is not particularly relevant to pBmodel
,closed , so the poorly constrained
values of Te and ne are not a significant issue for the present study.
Srec and Sion are plotted in figure 5.19. In figure 5.19a, the recombination rate profile is
similar to the Dγ distribution, but note that Srec does not peak just below the x-point as Dγ does,
because of Te is lower farther down in the PFZ and S/ΧBrec increases with reduced Te, as
discussed above (although the corresponding decrease in ne moderates this effect). In figure
5.19b, the ionisation rate is strongly peaked near the OSP at Sion = 5×1021 s-1 m-3, and note that
the scale is reduced so that other features of the distribution are visible. The SOL plasma
conditions along the inner leg of the separatrix give λion ≈ 10 cm for a 1 eV atom, so the
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concentration of ionisation there is due to longer residence times as a result of elastic scattering
along the detachment front. Ionisation is concentrated along the outer leg of the separatrix, but
does not extend far into the SOL. The implications of over-ionisation near the separatrix are
discussed next.
5.6 Comparisons with F-port scanning probe data
There is a large amount of over-ionisation in the outer SOL for the standard case, which results
in strong flow reversal near the separatrix that is not observed with the Mach probe.

If

consistency between the outer SOL and PFZ solutions cannot be demonstrated, then the validity
of the PFZ prescription, and in particular the magnitude of Srec in the inner divertor, is
questionable.
The outer SOL plasma solution is calculated using SOL22, which solves the standard
conservation equations in conjunction with the neutral source terms returned from EIRENE, i.e.
it does not make extensive use of prescription. The cross-field particle source is distributed
uniformly along the ring, and it is assumed that v|| between the outer target and the F-port
scanning probe (FSP) is insensitive to the particle balance in the inner divertor. Energy loss due
to impurities is approximated and set equal to 50% of the volumetric power loss from hydrogenic
electron-neutral collisions.
The FSP provides upstream measurements of M, Te, ne, and pe(Te, ne), and comparisons
with the outer SOL plasma solution are a check of the SOL22 boundary conditions and the
distributions of volumetric source terms between the target and the FSP. However, uncertainties
in the magnetic reconstruction can be on the same order as radial e-folding lengths near the
separatrix, which can make it difficult to assess the level of agreement between the model and
the FSP data58*. Therefore, only gross discrepancies can be identified, and minor differences
have to be dismissed, particularly if they can be resolved by shifting the location of the data by
an amount comparable to the radial scale lengths. In the following discussion, the subscripts “t”
and “u” denote the SOL22 target and upstream quantities, respectively.
pu is compared with pFSP in figure 5.20a. The agreement is reasonably good for most of
the profile, which is typical of attached plasmas since the majority of neutrals are promptly
ionized near the target plates giving Smom << pt , where the overscore denotes integration of Smom
along the field line between the target and the FSP. There is a marked increase in pu near the
separatrix, which is a result of the large dynamic pressure associated with the strong parallel
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flow. pu is lower than pFSP by ∼20% for 0.5 < ρ < 1.5 mm. This can be attributed to pu ∝ jsat ,t
and the jsat,t fit to jsat,LP in figure 5.1e (which reflects a portion of the experimental difference
between pt,LP and pFSP shown in figure 3.7b). The linear dependence of pu on jsat,t is illustrated by
the classic 2-point model82*, where pu ∝ jsat ,t Te ,t2 for MFSP << 1 and Smom << pt, which are both
1

satisfied.
The comparison between Mu and MFSP is plotted in figure 5.20b. There is strong flow
reversal in the model for ρ < 1 mm, and as mentioned above, it is generated by over-ionisation
near the outer leg of the separatrix. This is illustrated in figure 5.21, which plots the ion
source:sink ratio for the outer SOL and PFZ, and shows that neutrals from volume recombination
in the PFZ contribute significantly to ionisation in the SOL. The concentration of ionisation near
the separatrix is a robust feature of the plasma solution, and as a result, an explanation is required
for the low MFSP values upstream.
Over-ionisation in the SOL corresponds to under-ionisation in the PFZ, and particle
conservation implies that there is a resulting cross-field ion flux from the SOL to the PFZ, which
is denoted Γ⊥,PFZ. It has been suggested that radial E×B drifts arising from poloidal temperature
gradients in the outer SOL might generate the required flow92*.

However, an immediate

motivator for investigating Γ⊥,PFZ is that it could reduce the level of flow reversal in the SOL.
In order for Γ⊥,PFZ to be effective, the characteristic time for ion removal via parallel
transport in the SOL, τ||, must be on the same order as the characteristic time for cross-field ion
transport into the PFZ, τ⊥. For τ⊥ ≈ τ||, the following relation must hold:
L⊥ L||
≈ ,
v⊥
v||

(5.2)

where L⊥ and L|| are the characteristic scale lengths for the associated ion transport. v|| ≈ cs,t ≈
104 m s-1 from the plasma solution, and L|| is the distance from the outer target to the x-point, ∼10
m. Significant flow reversal occurs in the SOL for 0 < ρ < 1 mm, which gives L⊥ ≈ 1 cm when
mapped to the outer divertor; see also figure 5.19b where the ionisation contour is within ∼1 cm
of the outer separatrix leg. Therefore, v⊥ ≈ 10 m s-1 is required based on equation 5.2.
The cross-field drift velocity from parallel temperature gradients, v⊥,E×B, is given by
v⊥ , E × B ≈

0.72 dTe
,
eBφ dθ

(5.3)
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where Bφ is the toroidal magnetic field strength, e is the unit charge, and θ is the poloidal
distance along a flux surface (MKS units)92*. The plasma solution gives an average value of
v⊥,E×B ≈ 40 m s-1 between the target to the x-point, which satisfies the requirement of v⊥ ≈ 10 m s1

calculated above, and indicates that radial E×B drifts can compete with parallel transport near

the outer leg of the separatrix.
It is also necessary to show that the magnitude of Γ⊥,PFZ is sufficient to reduce the level of
flow reversal, i.e. in this rough analysis, Γ⊥,PFZ must be on the order of the ionisation excess in the
SOL. Γ⊥,PFZ = A⊥⋅ne⋅v⊥ = 3×1021 s-1 from the plasma solution, where A⊥ is the area of the
boundary between the outer SOL and the PFZ. The excess ionisation near the separatrix is
2×1021 s-1, which is on the same order as the calculated value of Γ⊥,PFZ, and demonstrates that
including an E×B drift is a viable mechanism for reducing flow reversal in the plasma model.
Note, however, that conditions (A) and (C) listed in section 3.3 for the validity of a fluid-based
OSM solver are not met: the cross-field particle flux is large, and the ionisation excess near the
separatrix is more than a factor of 2. The implications of this are not explored, but let it be stated
that the results near the separatrix should be taken with a slightly larger grain of salt than
elsewhere in the SOL.
Also in figure 5.20b, Mu is noticeably higher than MFSP above the outer nose. This may
be due to the large uncertainties in the Mach probe measurements, but it could also be caused by
the omission of main chamber (MC) recycling outside the standard grid. Fortunately, the FSP
probe provides measurements of Te and ne out to ρ = 24 mm. Te and ne are linearly interpolated
between the boundary of the standard grid and the FSP, and are used to prescribe the plasma
quantities on the vacuum grid in the MC. The angle of the magnetic field lines that is required
for calculating the associated ion flux to MC surfaces is extrapolated from the magnetic grid.
The effect on Mu is described below.
Te,u is compared with Te,FSP in figure 5.20c. There is good agreement for much of the
SOL, which is a common characteristic of high-recycling plasmas since Te,u is a weak function of
Te,t when qe,cond dominates, i.e. Te ,u ∝ Te ,t7 . Again, there is a discrepancy at the separatrix, where
2

Te,u is too high by ∼30%. Flow reversal contributes to the disparity since q||,cond must compensate
for q||,conv away from the target, so that qt,conv+ Qe + Qi is satisfied in the divertor (which are
largely independent of the upstream conditions in the OSM). This results in a larger Te gradient
and higher Te,u.
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Next, Γ⊥,PFZ and MC recycling outside the magnetic grid are approximated in the model,
and comparisons with the FSP data are plotted in figure 5.22.
Γ⊥,PFZ is approximated by scaling Sion near the outer leg of the separatrix so that Mu = -0.1;
the shaded region indicates where the scaling is applied (Qe from ionisation near the separatrix is
not scaled). Including Γ⊥,PFZ does not significantly change the calculated v⊥,E×B, the value of
Γ⊥,PFZ, or the amount of over-ionisation in the SOL, and so the above explanation for low MFSP
near the separatrix remains valid.

There is better agreement with Mu above the outer nose, in

the magnitude and slope of the data, but the large uncertainties in MFSP make it difficult to draw
conclusions. The ionisation distribution of the additional MC recycling is plotted in figure 5.23.
It should be stated that the level of agreement with MFSP for 1 < ρ < 3 mm is unrealistically good,
and there is a measure of coincidence that the agreement is excellent for the default model
parameters. The errors in the Mach probe measurements can be large, and reasonable variations
in the distribution of Γion along the ring can change the direction of Mu (although it does remain
small). In addition, neutral leakage through the toroidal gaps and the bypass, which was open for
the FSP measurements, is not included in the sealed plenum approximation and affects the flow
profile; see section 7.4.
The agreement with pFSP and Te,FSP is improved slightly, but Te,u is still high by ∼20%. It
is not unusual to find discrepancies for the upstream quantities near the separatrix, and there are
many potential explanations for Te,u ≠ Te,FSP :
A. Ti > Te for the particle flux out of the core, reducing Te,u for a given pu. Equilibration
occurs rapidly in the SOL, but is not complete for the ring closest to the separatrix.
B. The cross-field power flux out of core may not be distributed correctly, with the flux
between the x-point and the FSP substantially higher in the experiment than in the model.
C. Local cross-field power fluxes from the SOL to the PFZ are not included, but depending
on their radial distribution, they could cause Te,u to increase further.
D. The excess ionisation in the divertor, and the associated power losses, may be overestimated in the model, i.e. Srec and/or the PFZ plasma prescription are inaccurate.
However, only if Srec in the PFZ is set to zero in the model does Te,u = Te,FSP.
E. Impurity power losses may not be distributed correctly.
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Further refinements of SOL22, such as explicitly including E×B drifts and estimates of the crossfield power flux into the PFZ, are the subject of future work. The global power balance should
also be considered, because the total power flux into the SOL from the core can be estimated
experimentally, and represents an upper limit to the power loss from plasma-neutral interactions
in the boundary plasma.

In principle, this limits the total neutral source from volume

recombination, but it is questionable that the power balance can be calculated with the necessary
accuracy, and it also requires that the inner SOL is as well constrained as the outer. A recently
installed swing probe near the inner midplane should prove valuable in this regard.
The SOL plasma near the separatrix is difficult to model, due the proximity of both the
core and the PFZ, and so it is not surprising that discrepancies tend to develop. However, the
main purpose of comparing the model with the FSP data is to confirm that the fluid solution in
the outer SOL is compatible with the plasma prescribed in the PFZ, and this appears to be the
case if cross-field E×B drifts are considered.
5.7 Adjustments to the target Langmuir probe measurements
The Langmuir probe arrays embedded in the targets use angled probes, and should be more
reliable than the previously installed flush mounted probes since grazing angles of incidence are
avoided. However, it is worth examining the sensitivity of pBmodel
,closed to the outer target boundary
conditions, since recycling in the outer SOL and PFZ generates 60% of the calculated neutral
pressure in the plenum.
5.7.1 Higher jsat
Increasing the ion flux to the target in the PFZ is the trivial method of raising pBmodel
,closed . From
figures 5.16 and 5.17, an increase of a factor ∼3 for ρ < -1mm in the outer PFZ would be
e xpt
sufficient for pBmodel
,closed ≈ p B ,closed for the sealed plenum. This is difficult to justify, however, given

that pu ∝ jsat ,t , and pFSP in figure 5.22 affords at most a 30% increase in jsat,t in the outer SOL
before there is significant discrepancy. Presumably, this restriction on jsat,t in the outer SOL also
applies in the PFZ.

There is a remote possibility of a large systematic error in the FSP

measurements, but there is some indirect confirmation of the FSP data from the edge Thomson
scattering system near the top of the machine (not described in chapter 2)123. Higher jsat,t in the
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inner PFZ would be an efficient method of increasing pBmodel
,closed , given the appreciable srel value in
figure 5.9. However, there is no LP data available, and the SOL LP data below the inner nose
suggests that jsat,t is low in the inner divertor.
Another possibility is that there is strong cross-field flow in the PFZ that results in a large
ion flux to the floor of the divertor. This could be similar to cross-field transport inferred for the
MC of several tokamaks124,125, although the driving mechanism is poorly understood and may
not occur in the PFZ. There is no diagnostic currently installed in C-Mod that could detect such
a flow.
Neither of the above scenarios seems likely, which suggests that a reasonable increase in
the ion flux to the divertor surfaces would not, on its own, resolve the discrepancy with pBe xpt
,closed .
5.7.2 Reduced Te near the outer strike-point
The outer SOL LPs give good agreement with the FSP measurements, but the FSP data are not a
good check of the target Te,LP measurements since the dependence of the upstream quantities on
Te,t is weak: pu ∝ Te ,t2 and Te ,u ∝ Te ,t7 .
1

2

Te,OSP was set to 2.5 eV, which is a factor 2 lower than the LP measurement, and target Te
values near the outer strike-point (OSP) were adjusted so that the pressure profile varied
smoothly along the target. Attached plasma profiles persist for Te,OSP = 2.5 eV because ne at the
target is high for the measured jsat, and charge exchange results in diffusive neutral transport near
the target, increasing Sion at these low temperaturesa. The change in pu is minimal due to
pu ∝ Te ,t2 and increased Smom in the divertor. The region of strong flow-reversal broadens, as
1

compared to the standard case, but the arguments related to Γ⊥,PFZ in the previous section are still
applicable. Te,u is not noticeably affected by lower Te,OSP because of the Te ,u ∝ Te ,t7 dependence.
2

Conversely, there is a significant effect on pBmodel
,closed , which increases by 50% to 22 mTorr.
However, it is not possible to discern between the Te,OSP values from comparisons with FSP data,
and attached profiles persist in the model because the target jsat is fixed at jsat,LP, which is likely
a

SOL22 can determine if a steady-state solution with an attached plasma profile exists for arbitrary Te,t and fixed
jsat,t. However, it can not determine if an attached plasma solution for a given jsat,t is physically consistent with a
specified Te,t, i.e. if Te,OSP were indeed 2.5 eV in the experiment, the target may have detached and resulted in a
substantially lower measured jsat,OSP than is applied in the model. The consistency of the Te,t and jsat,t boundary
conditions comes from the fact they are experimental measurements, and it is not guaranteed that one of the
measurements can be scaled without creating an unphysical set of boundary conditions. This is particularly true for
lower Te,t values, because the OSM cannot evaluate the dependency of jsat,t on Smom in its current implementation.
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unphysical for Te,OSP ≈ 2.5 eV, i.e. the plasma would probably detach at this low temperature if
jsat,t was not fixed in the model. Also, the LPs in the outer divertor appear capable of measuring
Te as low as ∼1 eV, in agreement with Te,Saha, so there is no obvious justification for arguing that
the ∼5 eV measurement at the OSP is high by a factor of 2. The reduction in Te,OSP is suggestive,
based on the substantial increase in pBmodel
,closed , but it is not included in the standard case. It should
be noted that Stotler et al have suggested that high-frequency plasma oscillations can increase
the ionisation MFP due to the non-linearity of the ionisation rates18*,126. This effect is not
investigated here, but if it were strong enough, it could increase the contribution to the plenum
pressure from recycling near the OSP, in a manner similar to the reduction in Te.
5.8 Summary
The significant developments include:
A. The semi-empirical plasma solvers have been used to construct the standard case plasma
solution, which includes detached plasma profiles and is in agreement with most of the
experimental plasma data for the divertor. The notable exception is the magnitude of the
Dγ emissions, which are high in the model by a factor ∼2.
B. Discrepancies with the Te,Saha and ne,Stark data for the view above the outer nose was
resolved by considering photon reflections. It was also concluded that the ne,Stark datum
for the slot was not a result of photon reflections, and therefore the outer PFZ was weakly
detached.
C. An inconsistency between the FSP Mach probe measurements and strong flow reversal
calculated near the separatrix was resolved by invoking a radial E×B drift from the outer
SOL into the PFZ.
D. The calculated plenum pressure in the absence of divertor gaps (a “sealed plenum”) was
within a factor ∼2 of the measured value at B-port with the bypass closed. This is a
significant improvement over previous results18*,19*, and was primarily due to more
detailed modeling of volume recombination in the PFZ and the introduction of a weakly
detached plasma in the outer PFZ.
E. About 90% of the neutral population in the divertor substructure was a result of neutrals
produced in the PFZ. Recycling in the outer SOL contributes ∼5%, as does neutral
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production in the inner SOL. This clearly illustrates the importance of understanding the
PFZ plasma, at least for the discharge in question, which is rarely the focus of plasma
modeling studies.
F. The volume recombination source in the divertor was approximately equal to the
recycling neutral source, and the magnitude was consistent with experimental estimates
for other discharges. However, the uncertainty in this result is large given the sensitivity
of the associated rates to Te and ne for Te < 1 eV, and the crude representation of Lyα
trapping. Srec generates only ∼35% of the calculated divertor neutral pressure, however,
and therefore the sensitivity of the pressure to errors in the volume recombination source
is appreciably reduced (unless Srec is grossly underestimated, which appears unlikely
given the constraints provide by the F-port scanning probe).
The broad agreement of the plasma solution does not guarantee that it is an accurate
representation of the experimental plasma, given the approximation nature of the solution
methods, the uncertainties in the experimental data, and the inherent difficulties of modeling low
Te, high ne plasmas, but it is argued here that the basic picture of the divertor plasma is more or
less correct, at least to the extent that quantitative assessments can be made of the processes
dominating neutral behaviour in the divertor.
With the standard case plasma solution in hand, the next chapter focuses on how the
various neutral processes influence the calculated neutral pressure in the divertor substructure,
and whether or not reasonable refinements to the neutral model can improve agreement with the
measured pressure.
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Figure 5.1: Values of the SOL22, SOL24 and SOL28 model parameters for the initial
solution. ’s are experimental data. (a) jsat at the inner target from LP measurements. (b)
Tmin is set from comparisons with Te,Saha data. (c) nmax from ne,Stark. (d) Tmax applied
midstream in the PFZ. (e) jsat at the outer target. (f) Te at the outer target. The values of
s1 , s2 and s3 in the SOL24 and SOL28 are based on figures 3.14 and 3.16.
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Figure 5.2: Comparison of the side-view spectroscopic data with
results from the initial solution. ’s are experimental data. (a) Te,Saha,
(b) ne,Stark, and (c) Dα. There is excellent agreement with Te,Saha and
ne,Stark because they were used to set Tmin and nmax in the inner
divertor. The origin of the angular viewing coordinate, ζ, is in the
direction of the major radius, and proceeds counter clockwise.

Figure 5.3: Comparison of the side-view spectroscopic data with
results from the initial solution. ’s are experimental data. (a) Te,Saha,
(b) ne,Stark, and (c) Dα. Discrepancies for ζ > 258° should be
disregarded since the initial solution is focused on the inner divertor
only.
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Figure 5.4: Profile of Dγ emissivity for the initial solution that can be compared with figure 3.10.
There is good agreement with the distribution of emissions in the inner divertor, but the
magnitude is high by a factor ∼4. The nodular structure of the emissions above the inner nose is
a result of the limited radial resolution of the magnetic grid.

Figure 5.5: 3D LOS Dγ plot for comparison with figure 3.9. There is a slight error in the
orientation of the plot because a 5° rotation of the camera is not included.
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Figure 5.6: Comparison of the side-view data for a 10% increase
in Tmin and a 20% decrease in nmax throughout the inner SOL and
PFZ, as compared to the initial solution. Agreement with Te,Saha
and ne,Stark is maintained, and there is a factor ∼2 reduction in Dα.
’s are experimental data. (a) Te,Saha, (b) ne,Stark, and (c) Dα.

Figure 5.7: Comparison of the top-view data for a 10% increase in
Tmin and a 20% decrease in nmax throughout the inner SOL and
PFZ, as compared to the initial solution. There is a factor ∼2
reduction in Dα, but a slight discrepancy has developed between
the calculated and measured values of Te,Saha and ne,Stark. ’s are
experimental data. (a) Te,Saha, (b) ne,Stark, and (c) Dα.
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Figure 5.8: The atom density, nD , in the divertor for the initial solution, with volume
recombination rates based on Lyα transparent plasma conditions. The scale length of the neutral
cloud is estimated at ∆L ≈ 0.05 m (as indicated by the dashed circle), and the average n D is taken
to be ∼4×1019 m-3.
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Figure 5.9: Analysis of the calculated neutral pressure in the plenum for the standard case,
based on the origin of the neutrals that enter the plenum. (a) The contribution to pBmodel
,closed from
each neutral source. (b) The source strength, S. (c) The “relative probability”, srel, of a neutral
from a particular source entering the plenum (see text for definition).

Figure 5.10: A detailed plot of the contribution to pBmodel
,closed from recycling in the outer divertor.
The jsat distribution at the outer target (blue) is plotted for comparison.
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Figure 5.11: The effect of specular and diffuse reflection models
on the spectroscopic data calculated for comparison with the topview measurements. (a) Te,Saha: Both reflection models resolved
the discrepancy above the outer nose, and the diffuse model also
generates agreement in the slot (ζ = 260.3°). (b) ne,Stark: There is
now a match above the outer nose, but not in the slot. (c) Dα:
Diffuse reflection significantly improves agreement above the outer
nose. The reflection models were calibrated by assuming a 10%
contribution to the inner divertor Dα emissions from reflections.

Figure 5.12: Side-view data with reflection models applied. ’s
are experimental data. (a) Te,Saha and (b) ne,Stark are insensitive to
reflections. (c) Dα is levelled slightly by diffuse reflections,
improving agreement with the shape of the measured Dα profile, if
not its magnitude.
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Figure 5.13: Comparisons with the top-view data with the outer PFZ weakly detached. ’s are
experimental data. The reflections models now produce agreement everywhere for (a) Te,Saha and
(b) ne,Stark. (c) There is a better match to the shape of the Dα for all views that pass through the
divertor throat, i.e. a consistent factor ∼2 too high.
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Figure 5.14: Dγ profile with the outer PFZ target weekly detached.
agreement with the Dγ inversion data for the outer PFZ; see figure 3.10.

There is improved

Figure 5.15: 3D LOS Dγ with the outer target detached. The emission band extending down and
to the left from the inner nose is associated with outer PFZ emissions, and is also present in
figure 3.9, although it is not as distinct. This band also provides some explanation for the bright
spot at the outer target (dashed circle) that can be seen in the camera image.
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Figure 5.16: The change in pBmodel
,closed when the outer PFZ is weakly detached. The inner SOL
sources and the inner PFZ recycling source are not included because they generate less than 5%
of the plenum pressure. (a) pBmodel
,closed increases by 67% to 15 mTorr. The contribution the PFZ
sources doubles, but the value for outer SOL recycling drops slightly. (b) Srec increase by 15%
due to volume recombination in the outer PFZ. (c) The increase in srel is largest for the outer
PFZ.

Figure 5.17: A detailed plot of the contribution to pBmodel
,closed from recycling in the outer divertor.
The results without the outer target detached are also plotted (red). The importance of PFZ
recycling far from the separatrix has increased significantly.
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Figure 5.18: The plasma solution for the standard case. (a) ne distribution. The density peaks at
1.0×1021 m-3 in the inner divertor and at 1.5×1021 m-3 in the outer divertor. The lower midstream
PFZ values of ne are associated with higher Te. Plasma has also been prescribed on the vacuum
grid in the slot. (b) Te distribution. The high Te plasma in the outer SOL only extends a short
distance into the PFZ. A relatively narrow region of higher Te (determined by Tmax) separates the
lower Te regions in the inner and outer PFZ. Te = 1 eV is assigned to the vacuum grid in the slot
(see figure 4.7).
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Figure 5.19: Volumetric sources and sinks for the standard case. (a) Volume recombination (3body + radiative), and (b) hydrogen ionisation.
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Figure 5.20: Comparison of the standard case with the upstream FSP data. (a) The plasma
pressures, p, agree to within 25% across the profile. (b) There is a large discrepancy between the
calculated and measured Mach numbers near the separatrix, indicating that the strong flowreversal in the model is not consistent with experiment. The FSP values are also much lower
above the outer nose. (c) There is excellent Te agreement, except near the separatrix (which is
not unusual in OSM modeling).

Figure 5.21: The ratio of the volumetric ion source on a given ring (ionisation) to the total ion
sink (surface and volume recombination), indicating the distribution of over-/under-ionisation in
the outer SOL. Clearly, a primary cause of the strong flow reversal near the separatrix is the
ionisation of neutrals from volume recombination in the inner PFZ.
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Figure 5.22: Comparison with the FSP data when flow-reversal is actively suppressed near the
separatrix (the radial extent is indicated by the shaded region) and main chamber recycling
outside the magnetic grid is included. There is improved agreement with the experimental data
for all plasma quantities: (a) p, plasma pressure, (b) M, and (c) Te.

Figure 5.23: A plot of the ion source:sink ratio that includes the main chamber recycling outside
the magnetic grid.
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6. The Neutral Solution
Ideally, the vessel structure and neutral processes (and cross-sections) are accurately represented
in the simulation, so that the errors in pBmodel
,closed are a function of the plasma solution only.
However, there are still many unresolved issues related to neutral dynamics in a divertor
environment, despite the fact that the individual neutral processes are relatively well understood.
e xpt
If pBmodel
,closed was significantly lower than p B ,closed , say by a factor of 10 as found in the previous

DEGAS2 and OEDGE studies, then examination of the neutral model is unlikely to yield
meaningful results, since the large discrepancy implies that the basic configuration is not even
approximately correct.

However, pBmodel
for the standard case (in the sealed plenum
,closed

approximation) is within a factor ∼2 of pBe xpt
,closed , and it is plausible that refinement of the neutral
model could significantly improve the agreement. The modeling exercise then becomes a test of
the atomic/molecular physics model itself, in addition to its primary function as an investigation
of the plasma solution and the associated neutral production and transport in the divertor.
The neutral solution for the default model is detailed in section 6.1, the role of neutralneutral collisions is examined in section 6.2, the relevance of molecular processes is investigated
in section 6.3, and the surface collision model is adjusted in section 6.4. All results in the
chapter are for the standard case plasma solution, unless otherwise stated. Also note that
introducing the toroidal and poloidal gaps in the outer divertor will reduce pBmodel
,closed , but this is not
considered until chapter 7.
6.1 The neutral solution for the standard case
The 2D distributions of the atom density, nD , and pressure, pD , are plotted in figure 6.1. TD in
the divertor plasma is representative of the local Te on the magnetic grid, due to the prevalence of
CX and elastic D−D+ collisions throughout the divertor region; the Te distribution is shown in
figure 5.18b. Figure 6.1a shows the concentration of D near OSP recycling source and in the
regions of volume recombination. The density decreases near the plenum entrance as atoms lose
energy in surface collisions, are eventually adsorbed, and then desorbed as D 2 , i.e. D is
converted to D 2 via surface collisions.
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Figure 6.2a shows that the molecular density, nD2 , is much lower in the divertor proper
than in the plenum. The effect of neutral-neutral collisions is evidenced by the density gradient
that extends into the volume of the plenum, where neutrals energized by the plasma enter the
plenum and “push back” the much colder resident D 2 population. There would still be a
gradient if neutral-neutral collisions were not included, due to the conversion of D to D 2 on the
surfaces near the plenum entrance, but it would be much smaller. pD2 in figure 6.2b indicates the
appreciable pressures in the PFZ, despite much lower nD2 than the plenum, which are a result of
the thermalization of D 2 with the plasma via D + – D 2 elastic collisions. The molecular pressure
just outside the plenum is higher than inside, which indicates that the momentum of the higher
energy neutrals in the slot is not fully transferred to the D 2 in the plenum. This is investigated
further in the next section.
6.2 Neutral viscosity
pBexpt
,closed ≈ 25 mTorr indicates that the divertor substructure is in the transition flow regime
between free-molecular and fluid transport; see figure 4.1. An original contribution of the thesis
is the examination of neutral viscosity in a tokamak environment, and more specifically, the
relationship to divertor pressure and leakage.
The discussion of neutral-neutral collision dynamics is limited to the plenum region,
since plasma-neutral interactions tend to dominate the neutral solution in the divertor proper.
The neutral particle flux into the plenum, Φpar, carries momentum, which is either transferred to
the resident neutral population or deposited onto the walls, depending on the collisionality of the
system. Neutral solutions without and with viscosity included are referred to as linear and
nonlinear solutions, respectively, because if collisions are not included, then pBmodel
,closed scales
linearly with Φpar (or the neutral source strength), but when collisions are included, pBmodel
,closed is
also a function of the degree to which momentum is imparted to the plenum gas instead of the
wall, and this also increases with Φpar, resulting in a super-linear dependence.
,linear
,nonlinear
For the standard case, pBmodel
= 9 mTorr and pBmodel
= 15 mTorr, so including
,closed
,closed

viscosity increases the calculated pressure by a substantial 67%. EIRENE converges the neutral
solution by self-iterating with a fixed plasma solution. Selected convergence histories are plotted
in figure 6.3. Figure 6.3a identifies the location of the focus cells on the vacuum grid. Cell 1947
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is near the floor, and the convergence history plotted in 6.3b demonstrates that n-n collisions do
not significantly affect the neutral solution in plasma regions, even those with low ne (ne =
2×1019 m-3 for this cell, which is 2 orders of magnitude lower than the peak value in the PFZ).
The dashed lines represent the neutral temperatures, as referenced to the secondary y-axis, and
pD2 is high in this cell due to partial thermalization with the plasma ions. In figure 6.3c, cell
2303 is just inside the plenum entrance and pD2 increases due to collisions with neutrals entering
the plenum that have been energized by the plasma. TD drops considerably as D momentum is
transferred to D 2 , although pD << pD2 means that the pressure rise in the cell is not a result of
local (to this cell) D− D 2 collisions. In figure 6.3d, cell 2443 is in the “toe” of the vertical port
and is where the quoted values of pBmodel
,closed are taken. Only 5 cm of the port is included in order to
reduce computation times, and increasing the length of the port in the model to its full
experimental length (1.26 m) only increases pBmodel
,closed by ∼5%.
In order to quantify the non-linear behaviour of pBmodel
,closed (Φpar), the neutral source strength
was adjusted by applying a global scaling factor fsrc for a fixed plasma solution. The results are
1.4
plotted in figure 6.4, and indicate that pBmodel
,closed ∝ f src . It is important to note that non-linearity
e xpt
implies that Φpar for the standard case only needs to increase by 45% for pBmodel
,closed ≈ p B ,closed , and

not the 67% increase that might by assumed from the current factor 1.67 discrepancy. It should
be stated, however, that the dependence of pBmodel
,closed on fsrc is a function of the geometry of the
system, the nature of the PFZ plasma solution, and the particulars of the BGK implementation,
1.4
and therefore the f src
dependence is not a general result.

It was mentioned in section 4.2 that the BGK approximation does not give the correct
Prantl number, and as a result the thermal conductivity of the gas is underestimated by 33%. In
order to check the sensitivity of pBmodel
,closed to this approximation, the n-n collision cross-sections,
σ n-n, were increased by factors of 1.5 and 2. Figure 6.5 shows the change in pBmodel
,closed (fsrc), and
for the factor 1.5 increase, pBmodel
,closed is increased by ∼15% to 17.5 mTorr. The required increase in
e xpt
Φpar for pBmodel
,closed ≈ p B ,closed is also reduced to 35% from 45%. Therefore, while the calculated

plenum pressure is mildly sensitive to the inaccuracies associated with the BGK method,
refinement of the neutral-neutral collision model in EIRENE will not, on its own, resolve the
discrepancy with the measured pressure.
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Figure 6.6 shows the efficiency with which the momentum entering the plenum is
imparted to the gas in the divertor substructure. f fluid is the ratio of the momentum flux density
(in mTorr) at the plenum entrance, Γmom, to pBmodel
,closed , so that f fluid = 1 represents the fluid limit
where the walls do not influence the pressure profile. For the standard case, pBmodel
,closed is equal to
∼80% of Γmom, and therefore increasing σ n-n could increase the pressure by a maximum of 25%
to 19 mTorrd. This further illustrates that improving the neutral-neutral collision method in the
model will not fully resolve the discrepancy with pBe xpt
,closed ; an increase in Γmom is required,
through an increase in the number of particles entering the plenum, and/or their average energy.
Also note the asymptotic approach to f fluid = 1 for higher fsrc and σ n-n, which is a result of the
prompt loss of momentum to surfaces near the plenum entrance. This trend persists at higher
collisionality because the structural dimensions at the entrance are smaller than the characteristic
scale lengths for the plenum as a whole, and therefore wall losses are higher, i.e. Kn near the
entrance is higher than the average value for the plenum.
6.3 Plasma-neutral interactions
The molecular mean free paths (MFPs) for electron impact ionisation and dissociation processes
in the lower PFZ are generally large compared to the divertor dimensions. This is illustrated in
figure 6.7, which includes reactions 5–7 in table 4.1. Figure 6.7a shows the MFP for desorbed
molecules, which are assigned values of TD2 that are representative of the wall temperature, and
figure 6.7b is after thermalization with the plasma, where TD2 is taken from the neutral solution
for the default neutral model. Clearly, electron-neutral collisions are not important in the lower
PFZ. The molecular processes investigated here are D+− D 2 elastic collisions and reactions
related to vibrationally excited molecules. The plasma solution is insensitive to changes in the
associated collision rates because the PFZ plasma is prescribed, and charge exchange, ionisation
and dissociation dominate in the outer SOL.

d

Note that this is not a fundamental result because if σn-n were sufficiently high, then neutral-neutral collisions
could dominate the neutral profile in the low density plasma in the slot, i.e. there would be a substantial increase in
the D2 pressure in figure 6.3c as the solution converged. The plenum pressure would then be set by neutral
processes in the slot, rather than by Φpar, and the LOS access to the divertor plasma could result in higher pressures.
model

model

However, for p B ,closed < 30 mTorr, and the small increases in σn-n being considered here, the Γmom limit on p B ,closed
is valid.
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6.3.1 Elastic collisions between D + and D 2
+
Figure 6.8 shows a dramatic drop in pBmodel
,closed to 4 mTorr when elastic D − D 2 collisions are

removed from the model, and a substantial increase to 24 mTorr when the associated collision
cross-sections are increased by a factor 2.
D + − D 2 elastic collisions promote the transport of D 2 toward the plenum as a result of
molecules scattering off the low Te (non-dissociating) plasma in the lower PFZ. The elastic
collision MFP, λ D + − D

2 ,el

, is small enough in the slot that diffusive transport is approached; see

figure 6.9. The gradient in λ D + − D

2 ,el

are in the direction opposite to the gradient in ne, and as

with other transport processes that result from non-uniform collisionality (thermal diffusion in a
gas mixture127, and parallel temperature gradient forces in a fusion plasma128), the λ D + − D

2

gradient promotes transport of D 2 in the direction of increasing λ, which in this case is toward
the bottom of the divertor. This is consistent with figure 6.2a, where nD2 in the plasma is highest
near the divertor floor, and this compression of D 2 near the plenum entrance promotes transport
into the plenum. The thermalization of D 2 with the plasma and ion conversion complicate the
situation, by altering λ D + − D

2

and destroying molecules, respectively, but the basic picture

remains.
A more detailed examination of the role of D+− D 2 elastic collisions is possible by
dividing the total calculated neutral flux into the plenum into the “primary influx”, Φ par ,0 , and
the subsequent influx of neutrals that is made up of neutrals that exit the plenum, scatter off the
plasma and/or walls in the PFZ, and then re-enter the plenum. The probability that a neutral
returns to the plenum depends on the surface geometry and the plasma conditions and is referred
to here as the neutral albedo of the divertor, Adiv . But to what extent is Φ par , the total neutral
influx, a function of Adiv ? In order to determine the nature of Φ par ( Adiv ) , knowledge of both
Φ par ,0 and Adiv is required. Φ par ,0 is found by running the simulation with an absorbing surface
across the plenum entrance and tallying the neutral flux to the surface. Adiv can be estimated by
launching wall temperature D 2 into the divertor proper from the same absorbing surface, and
then recording the fraction of the neutrals that return to the launch surface.
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Table 6.1

characterizes Φ par for the cases in figure 6.8. For the standard case, Adiv = 0.82, so that 82% of
molecules leaving the plenum return before they are pumped by the plasma via dissociation
and/or ionisation. The ratio of Φ par to Φ par ,0 , denoted f A , is 5.4, the large increase in the
+
neutral influx due to the high albedo indicates why pBmodel
,closed drops sharply when D − D 2 elastic

collisions are removed. Also note that Adiv only decreases by 26% when the elastic collisions
are absent, but the reduction in f A is about twice as much at 54%. Similarly, doubling σ D + − D

2 ,el

increases Adiv by only 6%, but f A rises by a significantly larger 36%. The origin of this nonlinear relationship is not related to viscosity (although the corresponding change in pressure
would be), since we are examining the ratio of the total neutral influx to the primary influx for
the linear case here. The explanation is provided by the intuitive expression for f A :
f A ( Adiv ) =

Φ par ,0 + Adiv Φ par ,0 + Adiv ( Adiv Φ par ,0 ) + ...
Φ par ,0

∞

= ∑ ( Adiv ) i ,

(6.1)

i =0

and since Adiv < 1,
f A ( Adiv ) =

1
1 − Adiv

.

(6.2)

The second term in the numerator of equation 6.1 exploits the fact that for the sealed plenum
approximation, the neutral flux out of the plenum must equal the neutral flux into the plenum, so
that the “secondary” influx of neutrals (which comprise neutrals that exited and are re-entering
for the first time) is simply Adiv Φ par ,0 . Similarly, the “tertiary” influx is Adiv ( Adiv Φ par ,0 ) , and so
on. Equation 6.2 is plotted in figure 6.10, along with selected data from table 6.1. Clearly, as

Adiv → 1 , a small increase in Adiv can result in a significant change in f A , and this explains the
sensitivity of Φ par to σ D + − D

2 ,el

for a given Φ par ,0 . And as implied above, the change in pBmodel
,closed

depends even more strongly on Adiv because of viscosity, hence the large sensitivity of pBmodel
,closed
to σ D + − D

2 ,el

.

Including D+− D 2 elastic collisions also increases pBmodel
because the molecules
,closed
thermalize with the plasma. The fact that Eavg ,D 2 is higher than 1.5 Twall = 0.075 eV ( Twall = 600
K) must result from D 2 that is scattered directly into the plenum by the plasma, since the default
surface reflection model specifies that all molecules are launched with a velocity that is sampled
from a 3D Mxwellian about Twall . The structural geometry of the outer divertor dictates that
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neutral can only scatter directly into the plenum from the lower region of the slot, and this
suggests that pBmodel
,closed may be sensitive to Te near the floor, which is arbitrarily set to 1 eV in the
standard case.

However, reducing Te in the region to 0.5 eV does not change pBmodel
,closed

appreciably, as shown in table 6.1.

Eavg ,D 2 is lower by 20%, but the drop in the pressure is

moderated by the fact that the neutral-neutral collision MFP decreases with Eavg ,D 2 , so that a
reduction in Eavg ,D 2 increases the collisionality of the neutrals in the plenum with respect to the
incident high energy molecule (and therefore it is more likely to transfer momentum to the gas
instead of the wall).
The σ D + − D

2 ,el

values used in EIRENE are classically derived cross-sections129 that have

been substantiated by quantal calculations98*. A notable exception is for higher energy D + − D 2
elastic collisions (the collision energy in the centre of mass frame is > 5 eV) where the quantal
momentum cross-section is substantially lower due to the vibrational excitation of D 2 during the
collision, which is not included in the classical theory, but this should not significantly affect the
results here because σ D + − D

2 ,el

is decreasing at these energies, and Te ≈ 1 eV in the lower PFZ.

The agreement of the EIRENE cross-sections with the quantal values reduces the likelihood that
σ D+ − D

2 ,el

is underestimated in the neutral model, but the strong dependence of pBmodel
,closed on Adiv

suggests that the calculated plenum pressure might be sensitive to small variations in Adiv that
result from changes to the outer PFZ plasma conditions. This possibility was investigated by
linearly scaling ne in the outer PFZ by factors of 0.8–1.4, with Te also scaled by the amount
required to keep Srec,PFZ (and therefore Dα,γ) constant. The results are plotted in figure 6.11. In
parts (a) and (b), the simulated ne,Stark and Te,Saha are shown for the view of the slot (ζ = 260.3° in
figure 5.13), with the horizontal dashed lines marking the measured values and the shaded
regions indicating the experimental uncertainties. The vertical dashed line is the standard case.
The plot in (c) confirms that Srec is approximately constant, in (d) pBmodel
,closed is found to decrease
with increasing ne and Te in the outer PFZ, and from (e) and (f), the pressure drop is due to lower
Φ par ,0 and not a decrease in Adiv .

pBmodel
,closed increases slightly when ne is reduced, but a

significant discrepancy with the measured ne,Stark develops. Therefore, raising ne and Te in the
outer PFZ does not increase Adiv , and the net result is a drop in the plenum pressure, due to
increased ionisation and dissociation in the “upper” PFZ.
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6.3.2 Vibrational excitation of D 2
The CR-model used by EIRENE includes vibrationally excited molecules in a collisional
equilibrium approximation. If D 2 ( ν) is not included in the simulation, then pBmodel
,closed decreases
by 20% as a result of lower Φ par (Eavg is unchanged); see figure 6.12. The increase in pBmodel
,closed
with D 2 ( ν) is due to MAR, and is not from changes in neutral transport related to MAD, since
turning off MAR only reproduces the pressure drop. If just MAD is turned off, then pBmodel
,closed
increases to ∼30 mTorr, demonstrating the suppression of MAR by MAD for the standard case,
as discussed in section 4.4. Nevertheless, this illustrates the potential for molecular dynamics to
increase neutral source in the divertor, and efforts are being made to identify alternate
recombination mechanisms130, and the plasma conditions for which molecular effects make the
largest contribution to neutral production131.
The MAR atom source rate, SMAR, for the default neutral model is plotted in figure 6.13
and is highest in the lower Te and ne regions of the slot and inner PFZ and SOL, consistent with
figure 4.6. The total source rate for the divertor is 2×1021 s-1, which is 13% of the total atom
production rate from volume recombination, and in general agreement with the ∼30% value from
B2-EIRENE studies of a detached plasma on ASDEX Upgrade39*. There is also support for the
occurrence of MAR in the C-Mod divertor from Terry et al, where the Lyman series spectrum
for a low-density shot with a detached inner divertor (ne ≈ 3×1020 m-3 in the recombining plasma)
was analysed using a CR-model, and the level of agreement improved significantly if MAR was
included36*. It was estimated that MAR contributed ∼40% of the volume recombination source,
similar to the above results.
A simplifying assumption in the default EIRENE setup is that the lifetime of D 2+ is short
enough that transport along the magnetic field lines can be ignored, i.e. τ e+ D + << τ || . If this is not
2

the case, then the collision rates calculated by the collisional-radiative model will not be
correct132. In order to check this assumption, τ e+ D + is plotted in figure 6.14, which shows τ e+ D + <
2

2

10-6 s except right near the divertor floor (ne is very low there and therefore the region can be
disregarded). The field lines are much shorter in the lower divertor than near the x-point, with L||
< 1.2 m, and for a 1 eV plasma this gives τ || > 10-5 s. Therefore, τ e+ D + << τ || is a reasonable
2
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assumption for the bulk of the PFZ. The low values of τ e+ D + also suggest that molecular
2

chemistry does not significantly affect the PFZ plasma, i.e. nD + is low. The exception could be
2

for D 2+ produced close to target in the lower PFZ (ρ < -1.2 mm), where ne is low but nD is high,
2

and the distance to the surface is small. If D 2+ (or D 3+ ) was a significant fraction of the ion flux
to the target, it could potentially increase the number of neutrals in the system, since the jsat,LP
measurements would actually be indicating 2 (or 3) deuterium nuclei, not just 1. This could
noticeably increase the divertor pressure according to figure 5.17, where outer PFZ recycling for
ρ < -1.2 mm contributes about 15% of pBmodel
,closed . The incorporation of multiple hydrogenic charge
carriers into SOL28 is left to future work.
D 2 ( ν) could also increase pBmodel
,closed directly if vibrational energy transported into the
plenum is converted into kinetic energy via neutral-neutral collisions113*. There is approximately
0.15 eV between vibrational states, so that even low levels of excitation would represent a
significant fraction of the net Eavg ,D 2 for the standard case. However, this effect has not been
included in the model because it is necessary to follow the vibrational states individually in
EIRENE, which is not an option in the current set-up.

The configuration would be very

challenging if done properly, since the BGK model would have to be extended to include selfcollisions and cross-collisions for each of the vibrational states, rather than just the collisions for
a binary gas. It is more likely that a less refined approximation will be made initially, with an
averaging over the vibrational populations in the plenum to get an effective “temperature” for the
gas (on the assumption that vibrational energy is converted to kinetic energy). This should at
least give an indication of whether or not the effect is important. Similar considerations apply to
the rotational excitation of D 2 , since rotational energies of ∼0.5 eV have been observed for
certain desorption processes133. In any case, the dependence of pBmodel
,closed on the internal energy
associated with Φ par ,D2 is also the subject of future research.
6.4 Surface reflection model
The surface reflection model influences Φpar because a large fraction of neutrals experience at
least one surface reflection before entering the plenum, due to the geometry of the slot and
plenum entrance.
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6.4.1 The fast particle reflection model
The sticking coefficient of D on a material surface is a difficult quantity to measure
experimentally. As mentioned in section 4.6, experimental data for the reflection coefficient of
hydrogen atoms suggests that Ecutoff = 1 eV may be too high, even though the divertor tiles are
B–Mo and not C or Pd.

Ecutoff was reduced to 0.1 eV and pBmodel
,closed increased by 20% to 18

mTorr; the changes in the neutral flux into the plenum are plotted in figure 6.15.

Eavg ,D

decreases with the lower Ecutoff , although lower energy atoms have a shorter MFP in the plenum
and so the drop in pBmodel
,closed with the reduction in E avg ,D is reduced, as discussed above for
molecules in section 6.3.1. There is a factor ∼3 increase in Φ par ,D , but no decrease in Φ par ,D2
because Φ par ,0 increases by 5%, and E D eventually drops below 0.1 eV in the divertor
substructure, i.e. the conversion of D to D 2 via surface collisions still occurs readily in the
plenum. Therefore, the fraction of Φ par ,D2 that results from Adiv is largely unaffected. A
limiting case where the thermal accommodation coefficient is set to 0.05 (95% of the incident
energy is retained) rather than from TRIM data (∼60% of energy retained on average) is also
shown in figure 6.16, and the pressure gets to 21 mTorr.
nD is a strong function of Ecutoff in the inner divertor because a large fraction of the CX
atom flux to the wall is in the range 0.1 < E D < 1 eV, due to the sub-eV plasma conditions; see
figure 6.16 and compare with figure 6.1. This is not an issue for the current work because the
representation of Lyα trapping is very approximate, but it may be important when photon
transport is included explicitly in future studies, where the increase in Φ par ,D for lower Ecutoff
could be offset by a decrease in Srec due to increased trapping.
6.4.2 The thermal reflection model
Desorption effects can result in vibrationally excited D 2 , contrary to the thermal reflection
model used in the simulations116*,117*. As with vibrational excitation from electron impact,
including a flux of D 2 ( ν) into the plenum could increase pBmodel
,closed , but again, modeling of the
individual vibrational states is required.
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There are also situations where the thermal accommodation for molecules is much lower
than 1, predominately when the energy of the incident molecule is much larger than the thermal
energies of the surface or if surfaces are highly polished134. This was of practical interest in the
1960’s when there was the need to calculate the drag on satellites in the outer atmosphere, where
molecules are incident with energies of ∼5 eV. The molecular energies in the divertor are closer
to 1 eV for the standard case, and the effect of the surface conditioning is unknown, but perhaps
the thermal accommodation is less than 1 in the experiment, increasing Eavg ,D 2 and thus pBmodel
,closed .
A thermal accommodation coefficient of 5% was specified (95% retention of incident energy) as
a limiting case, and the results are shown in figure 6.15. But despite the fact that Eavg ,D 2
increases as compared to the standard case, the pressure drops by 30%. This is a result of the
lower Adiv for the higher energy molecules in the lower PFZ, due to the larger λ D + − D

2 ,el

, as

shown by the last entry in table 6.1. Therefore, a reduced level of thermal accommodation does
not increase the pressure in the plenum, and the transport of vibration energy would be more
effective in raising the pressure, since λ D + − D

2 ,el

is not increased.

6.5 Summary
In summary:
A. Including neutral viscosity increases the calculated plenum pressure by 67%, although
refinements to the BGK algorithm will not dramatically increase the pressure, since it is
currently ∼80% of the momentum flux density at the plenum entrance. Nonetheless,
increasing σ n-n by a factor 1.5 increases the pressure by ∼15%. Also, the non-linear
dependence of the pressure on the neutral source implies that a 35–45% increase in the
neutral flux into the plenum will increase the calculated pressure to the measured value of
∼25 mTorr (for the sealed plenum), and not the 67% increase implied by the difference
between the 15 mTorr standard case result and the measured value.
B. Elastic collisions between plasma ions and neutral molecules are also critical, due to the
fact that for the standard case, ∼82% of the molecules exiting the plenum will re-enter at
least once before being pumped by the plasma. If D+− D 2 elastic collisions are removed
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from the simulation, the plenum pressure drops by ∼70%. Attempts were made to
increase pBmodel
,closed by varying the outer PFZ plasma prescription, but were not successful.
C. MAR increases the total volume recombination rate by about 15%, and is limited to the
lower density regions of the PFZ. Removing vibrationally excited molecules from the
simulation reduces the plenum pressure by ∼20%.
D. Surface-neutral interactions are not investigated in detail, but it was found that reducing
Ecutoff increases the calculated pressure by about 20%, and significantly affects the
relative populations of D and D 2 in the divertor plasma.
If σ n-n is scaled by a factor of 1.5 and Ecutoff is set to 0.1 eV, both of which are reasonable
presumptions, then pBmodel
,closed is raised from 15 mTorr to 21 mTorr, which is within 25% of the
measured value; the remaining discrepancy can be attributed to errors in the outer target jsat
measurements. The pertinent question, however, is how much will pBmodel
,closed drop when the
divertor gaps are introduced into the model?
The next chapter investigates the toroidal pressure distribution when the sources of
intrinsic leakage are included (toroidal and poloidal gaps, and the bypass), and calculates an
estimate of the associated leakage flux.
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Description

pBmodel
, closed

Primary D2 Influx
Φ par ,D2
Eavg ,D 2

Total D2 Influx
Φ par ,D2
Eavg ,D 2

(mTorr)

(1021 D s-1)

(eV)

(1021 D s-1)

(eV)

fA

Adiv

standard case
D+− D 2 not included
〈σν〉 D + − D ,el × 2

15

3.5

0.59

19.5

0.23

5.5

0.82

4.5

2.5

0.06

6.6

0.038

2.6

0.61

25

3.9

0.75

27.0

0.29

6.9

0.87

Te = 0.5 eV near floor

15

3.6

0.49

19.5

0.19

5.5

0.82

5% thermal
accommodation of D 2

10.5

3.1

1.27

13.6

0.36

4.4

0.79

2

Table 6.1: Characterization of the D 2 flux into the plenum from the divertor.
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Figure 6.1: Atom solution for the standard case. (a) The atom density, nD . (b) The atom
pressure, pD . These quantities do not directly relate to any of the measured data available for
this discharge, but are presented to allow a better qualitative understanding of neutral behaviour
in the divertor plasma (in the model).
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Figure 6.2: The neutral molecule solution. (a) The molecular density, nD2 . (b) The molecular
pressure, p D2 .
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Figure 6.3: Convergence histories for the neutral solution. (a) The location of the vacuum grid cells whose data are plotted in parts (b)−(d).
(b) The convergence history for cell 1947. Plasma-neutral interactions dominate the neutral solution in the slot, so there is little change in the
neutral solution as EIRENE iterates. (c) In cell 2303, p D 2 increases in the plenum as high energy neutrals entering the plenum “push back”
model
the deuterium gas, increasing nD 2 . (d) p D 2 in the “toe” of the simulated port-tube, where pdiv
is quoted from. Truncating the port-tube, as

illustrated in (a), only reduces the calculated pressure by ∼5%, and significantly decreases the computation time. p D is zero.
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Figure 6.4: The non-linear dependence of pBmodel
,closed on the total neutral source, for a fixed plasma
solution. f src is a global scaling factor applied to the neutral source in EIRENE, and
1.4
model
pBmodel
,closed ∝ f src is found. The red lines indicate that doubling p B ,closed from 15 to 30 mTorr only

p (mTorr)

requires increasing the neutral source by a factor 1.65, which is considerably less than the factor
2 that would be needed of the dependence was linear.

Figure 6.5:
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The change in pBmodel
,closed ( f src ) when 〈 συ〉 n-n is scaled by factors of 1.5 and 2.

Limitations of the BGK method suggest that a factor 1.5 increase in the 〈συ〉 n-n rates may be
reasonable.
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Figure 6.6: f fluid versus f src , where f fluid is the ratio of the momentum flux density into the
plenum to the pressure in the port-tube. For higher collisionalities, neutral transport approaches
the fluid regime, i.e. f fluid = 1.
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Figure 6.7: The mean-free path for the dissociation of neutral molecules, λdis. (a) λdis for D 2
desorbed from the walls with TD 2 = Twall. (b) λdis for D 2 that has thermalized with the plasma, i.e.
the local TD 2 is taken from the model. The molecular velocity is set to vD2 = 3TD2 mD2 , where
mD2 is the mass.
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Figure 6.8: The characteristics of the neutral flux into the plenum. Three cases are considered:
the default σ D + − D , no D + − D 2 collisions in the model, and σ D + − D × 2. (a) pBmodel
,closed , (b) Φpar is
2

2

the particle flux, (c) Γmom is the momentum flux density, and (d) Eavg is the average neutral
kinetic energy.
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Figure 6.9: The mean-free path for D + − D 2 elastic collisions. (a) TD 2 = Twall, and (b) TD 2 is from
the model. In both cases, vD2 = 3TD2 mD2 is assumed.
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Figure 6.10: A plot of f A ( Adiv ) as defined by equation 6.1. Small increases in Adiv can
significantly increase Φpar as Adiv → 1. Selected cases from table 6.1 are plotted, and the
discrepancies are due to approximations made when calculating Adiv and Φ par ,init .
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Figure 6.11: The effect increasing Te and ne in the outer PFZ detachment front on neutral
transport in the divertor. (a) The change in the calculated ne,Stark value for the slot (top-view, ζ =
260.3° in figure 5.13). The horizontal dashed line indicates the measured value and the shaded
region is the experimental error. (b) Te is scaled so that Srec (and Dα,γ) for the PFZ remains
constant. The change in Te,Saha is plotted, but all values are consistent with experiment because
of the large uncertainty. (c) The volume recombination source in the PFZ. (d) The plenum
pressure drops as the density increases, which is a result of a lower primary neutral flux into the
plenum, and not a reduction in Adiv , as can be seen from (e) and (f), respectively.
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Figure 6.12: The sensitivity of the plenum pressure to D 2 ( ν) in the model. (a) pBmodel
,closed , (b) Φpar,
(c) Γmom, and (d) Eavg.
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Figure 6.13: The atom production rate from MAR.

Figure 6.14: The mean lifetime of D +2 in the divertor. The D +2 density is calculated from a 0dimensional set of rate equations, and the assumption that D 2 ( ν) is in collisional equilibrium
with the plasma. The transport of D +2 is not included.
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Figure 6.15: The change in pBmodel
,closed when E cutoff is reduced to 0.1 eV from 1 eV. E cutoff = 0.1
eV and 95% retention of the impact energy, which is ∼60% for the standard neutral model, is
also presented as a limiting case for the potential of atoms to transport momentum into the
plenum. (a) pBmodel
,closed , (b) Φpar, (c) Γmom, and (d) Eavg.
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Figure 6.16: nD for Tcutoff = 0.1 eV, for comparison with figure 6.1a.
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7. Divertor Leakage
The principal aims of this chapter are to calculate the divertor leakage and to formulate an
explanation for the apparent insensitivity of the divertor plasma measurements to the state of the
bypass; see section 1.2.2. The leakage through the divertor substructure is proportional to the
neutral population in the plenum, and as a result, the level of agreement between the model and
the measured divertor pressures should correlate with the accuracy of the calculated fluxes.
Therefore, the initial focus is on reproducing the experimental pressure measurements in the
divertor.
Thus far, pBmodel
,closed has been calculated for a sealed plenum, where the only neutral
pathway between the divertor and the main chamber (MC) was through the divertor throat.
However, recall the poloidal and toroidal divertor gaps indicated in figure 1.2, and discussed in
section 2.1. If leakage through the poloidal gap is significant and/or the toroidal conductance
between B-port and the nearest open port is appreciable, then pBmodel
,closed will decrease substantially
when the gaps are included in the analysis, i.e. a detailed 3D representation of the divertor
substructure is required. Therefore, the next task is to relax the sealed plenum condition and
incorporate the details of the structural geometry in the plenum (the ports, gussets, divertor gaps,
and bypass).
Section 7.1 investigates the effect of the intrinsic leakage on pBmodel
,closed .

Section 7.2

examines the neutral solution at E-port, which is an open port and the location of a divertor
model
pressure measurement; see section 3.4. The change in pdiv
when the bypass is opened is

explored in section 7.3, and the divertor leakage is estimated in section 7.4.
The assumption continues to be made that a toroidally symmetric plasma solution is a
reasonable approximation. The standard case plasma solution and the default neutral model are
applied throughout this chapter, unless otherwise noted.
7.1 Intrinsic leakage
“Intrinsic leakage” refers to the neutral flux through the toroidal gaps at the open (∼7 cm wide)
and closed (∼3 mm wide) ports, and the poloidal gap between the outer divertor cassettes and the
main vessel. The poloidal gap is filled with glass block, but spaces of up to 5 mm in width
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remain, and their toroidal distribution is poorly known (and changes between experimental
campaigns). Therefore, results are presented for a toroidally symmetric gap and a range of
widths: 0, 2 and 4 mm. A uniform gap is a reasonable assumption in the absence of more
detailed information, but it adds further uncertainty to the results.
7.1.1 The divertor pressure at B-port (closed port)
When calculating the pressure at B-port, ports K−C are explicitly included in the model; see
figure 7.1, and refer to figure 2.2 for the distribution of the open and closed ports. Including
more than 4 toroidal sections exceeds the memory limitations of the 32-bit Linux system used to
run EIRENE, primarily due to the requirements for the 3D vacuum grid. A larger computational
volume also increases the run time required for acceptable statistics, and the ports K–C
simulations can already take several days on a GHz PC. Periodic toroidal boundaries are
employed, so that particle trajectories exiting the system through the open end of the C-port
segment are continued in the K-port segment, and vice versa. The solution at C-port should be
valid because D-port in the tokamak corresponds to K-port in the simulation (due to the periodic
toroidal boundary conditions) and both are open ports. Similarly for the K-port solution: J-port
is closed, and so is C-port in the model. The toroidal periodicity of the tokamak does not extend
the applicability of the solution beyond D-port or J-port, but it should be sufficient for assessing
the impact of the toroidal asymmetries on the calculated pressure at B-port.
The main chamber plasma and recycling outside the magnetic grid are implemented
based on the FSP data; see section 5.5. Therefore, plasma-neutral interactions are included
above the bypass and along the entire length of all of the divertor gaps. It is necessary to assume
that the main chamber plasma is toroidally uniform, due to the lack of toroidally resolved data,
but this is likely more of an approximation than for the divertor plasma because the prescribed
MC plasma is in the magnetic shadow of the outer limiters, which could result in significant
toroidal asymmetries. The significant of this is addressed in section 7.3 when “plasma plugging”
above the bypass is examined.
model
in port-tubes K–C are plotted in figure 7.2 for a variety of structural geometries.
pdiv

The gaps in the outer divertor target plates are introduced successively, so that the results for the
poloidal gaps also include the toroidal gaps. When the toroidal gap at B-port is added (black),
calculated pressure at E-port drops by 75%, but pBmodel
,closed is reduced by less than 5% and the
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pressure in the neighbouring ports only drops by 20%. This result indicates that the scale length
for toroidal neutral transport in the divertor is less than the distance between ports. Transport in
the lower PFZ is reduced by elastic collisions with the plasma ions, and in the plenum, the
gussets are effective in limiting the conductance. However, introducing the 3 mm toroidal gaps
reduces the calculated pressure at B-port by ∼30% to ∼10 mTorr. Adding 2 and 4 mm poloidal
gaps (blue and green) increases the drop to 40% and 50%, respectively. There is also a flattening
of the toroidal pressure profile as the neutral sinks (leakage pathways) are more uniformly
distributed when the poloidal gaps are introduced. The 0 and 4 mm gaps are considered limiting
cases, but the results indicate that even such small spaces can noticeably affect the plenum
pressure.
Note that the net effect of removing the 3 mm toroidal gaps is not the elimination of the
associated 30% pressure drop if there is a poloidal gap, since the resulting higher pressures in the
neighbouring plenum regions cause the leakage through the poloidal gap to increase. As a result,
there is a partial redistribution of the leakage, so that the pressure only increases to 10.5 mTorr
(results not shown).
7.1.2 Increasing the simulated divertor pressure at B-port
The maximum calculated divertor pressures, where Tcuttoff = 0.1 eV and the n-n cross-sections are
scaled by a factor 1.5, are also plotted in figure 7.2 (orange), and the agreement of pBmodel
,closed and
pBe xpt
,closed to within a factor 2 is almost recovered. However, the results that include the gaps in the
outer divertor substructure clearly indicate that at least one fundamental aspect of the neutral
dynamic is missing from the simulation. The candidate processes are listed in the next chapter,
but the practical implication is that the neutral density in the plenum be artificially increased in
the code so that a reasonable estimate of the leakage flux through the divertor substructure can be
made. It is not sufficient to calculate the leakage for the standard case and then linearly scale the
e xpt
model
result by a factor pdiv
/ pdiv
, due to the non-linear effects of neutral viscosity.

In order to compensate for the apparent deficiencies in the neutral modeling, the
magnitude of the flux into the plenum, Φpar, is calibrated by increasing the neutral source in the
e xpt
divertor until pBmodel
,closed ≈ p B ,closed ≈ 25 mTorr. The optimal method is to puff wall temperature D 2

from the floor of the divertor, since the high probability of the neutrals entering the plenum
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minimizes the required increase in the neutral source, and therefore the impact on the plasma
solution in the outer SOL and the calculated leakage through the divertor throat. The high
D+− D 2 collision frequency for wall temperature D 2 in the slot ensures that the puffed neutrals
that enter the plenum have energies that are characteristic of the plasma conditions, rather than
the injection energy. fpuff denotes the required puff strength as fraction of the standard neutral
~
source in the divertor, Sdiv , which includes neutrals produced from both target recycling below
the inner and outer noses, and volume recombination in the PFZ, and the tilde indicates
integration over the entire divertor. It was found that fpuff = 0.21, 0.30 and 0.41 for the 0, 2 and 4
mm gaps, respectively, and that the characteristics of the neutral flux into the plenum do not
change significantly as a result of the puff, as argued above, i.e. Φ par ,D / Φ par ,D2 and Eavg are not
significantly affected.
For reference, the pBmodel
,closed values with the floor puff included are plotted in figure 7.3.
The calculated B-port pressures are all within 5% of 25 mTorr, which is roughly the statistical
error in the results. The corresponding nD2 and pD2 poloidal distributions at B-port are shown in
figure 7.4, and are located so that the 3 mm toroidal gap is included.
7.2 The divertor pressure at E-port (open port)
Ports E−G are modeled explicitly when calculating pEmodel
,closed .

The same periodic toroidal

boundaries are in place, but the limited periodicity of the tokamak is more of an asset for
calculating the E-port pressure than at B-port, because the open-closed-open sequence for ports
E–G extends all the way from ports C–K. Some of the open ports were occupied by diagnostics
in the experiment, and these are not included in the simulation, but this is considered to be a
second order effect. In any case, this is not an issue at E-port, which was empty. The calibration
of Φpar for the B-port pressure is included.
The results are plotted in figure 7.5, and the values of pEmodel
,closed are all in agreement with 6
< pEe xpt
,closed < 8 mTorr. This is a significant result because it indicates that the calibration at B-port
applies at E-port as well, and therefore the toroidal distribution of the neutral flux into the
plenum from the divertor is indeed approximately uniform. It also implies that the geometry and
the plasma-neutral interactions above the gaps are adequately represented in the model, which
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essential for estimating the leakage. Note that pEmodel
,closed is approximately equal to the K-port
(open port) pressure in figure 7.3, indicating that the E-port pressure is dominated by the large
toroidal gap and is not significantly influenced by the geometry of the neighbouring ports, as
might be expected. Figure 7.6 shows nD and pD at E-port for the 0 mm poloidal gap, and figure
7.7 plots nD2 and pD2 . Recall that including the full length of the port-tube only increases the
divertor pressure by about 5%. The main chamber recycling that was added outside the magnetic
grid (based on the FSP data) contributes only ∼2% to pEmodel
,closed .
The role of “plasma plugging” is difficult to characterize for the toroidal gaps, since
varying the plasma also changes the neutral production and transport in the divertor. Instead,
plasma-neutral interactions above the bypass, where the plasma and geometry are less
complicated, are examined in the next section for a range of plasma conditions.
7.3 The divertor bypass
The divertor bypass consists of 10 units that are equispaced around the torus and can be opened
to increase the neutral conductance from the divertor to the main chamber; see section 2.1. The
implementation of the bypass units in the model is shown in figure 7.8. Many aspects of the
divertor affect the pressure drop at B-port when the neighbouring bypass units are opened: the
toroidal conductance around the gussets and in the plasma, the size of the poloidal gap, and
plasma plugging above the bypass units. They constitute a complex array of sources, sinks and
obstructions in the divertor substructure, which must be accurately represented in order for
model
pBmodel
,open and p E ,open to match the measured divertor pressures when the bypass is opened.

7.3.1 The open bypass
model
pdiv
near B-port, with the bypass open, is shown in figure 7.9. pBmodel
,open is within 30%, 15% and

10% for the 0, 2, and 4 mm poloidal gaps, respectively, and all are considered to be “good”
agreement with experiment given the scope of the model. The 4 mm gap case gives the best
agreement, but it is intended to be a limiting case, and likely overestimates neutral leakage
through the poloidal gap. Removing the gussets at B-port drops pBmodel
,open by almost 40% (green),
and illustrates the importance of including the 3D geometry when modeling the divertor
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substructure. The divertor pressures near E-port when the bypass is open are plotted in figure
7.10, and they are all within 25% of the experimental value. The poloidal distributions of nD2
and pD2 at a bypass unit next to B-port are plotted in figure 7.11. pD2 is relatively uniform in the
plenum, with a steep gradient across the bypass.
7.3.2 Plasma plugging of the bypass
An important question related to divertor leakage is how effectively does the plasma itself baffle
neutrals? In general, charge exchange and dissociative processes, and D + − D 2 elastic collisions,
result in the backscattering of some fraction of the neutral flux incident on the plasma. This was
evident when examining Adiv . With respect to bypass leakage, it has been suggested that the
neutral flux through the bypass is reduced by “plasma plugging”50*, i.e. the scattering of neutrals
off the MC plasma above the bypass, which can be characterized by a neutral albedo for the main
chamber plasma, AMC .
The plasma plugging of the bypass is evaluated in figure 7.12a. The leakage flux through
the bypass, Φ L ,by , is plotted for the standard case and a range of plasma conditions above the
bypass: Te = 2, 5 and 8 eV, and ne = 1018, 1019 and 1020 m-3 (v|| = 0). In these cases, the plasma is
uniform in all directions, unlike the plasma prescription based on the FSP data. ne = 1020 m-3
directly above the bypass is unrealistically high, and is only included as a limiting case. An
unexpected result is that Φ L ,by is insensitive to the main chamber plasma conditions, increasing
only by ∼10% when the plasma above the bypass is removed. Figure 7.12b shows that the while
the backscattered flux (blue) does dependent on the plasma conditions, with the flux a factor of
3–4 higher for the standard case than for the no plasma case, the outgoing flux (red) changes by a
similar amount, so that the net difference in the leakage flux is small. The explanation for this is
provided by figure 7.12c, which plots AMC for a flux of wall temperature D 2 exiting the bypass.
Comparing with the first entry in table 6.1, AMC = 0.40 << Adiv = 0.82, so that even though
∼40% of the neutrals exiting the plenum through the bypass promptly return as a result of
plasma-neutral interactions, the probability is still much higher that they will eventually leave
through the bypass, instead of exiting through the plenum entrance and being pumped by the
divertor plasma. This is consistent with the notion of Pitcher et al, that the flux through the
bypass is determined by processes along the leakage pathway (“flux-limited”), and is not
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strongly influenced by the conductance of the bypass (“conduction-limited”)47*. In addition, the
divertor is the dominant source of neutrals for the plenum, and therefore neutral flow develops
between the bypass (sink) and the plenum entrance (source) that “sweeps” the plenum neutrals
toward the bypass unit via neutral-neutral collisions, although the pressure below the bypass is
only ∼8 mTorr, and this process is less effective at lower collisionality. Although if freemolecular transport is occurring, the probability of a neutral passing through an aperture varies
directly with the cross-sectional area, A, and A = 75 cm2 for a bypass unit and A = 62 cm2 for
each toroidal section of the plenum entrance, so that transport through the bypass is slightly
favoured in this instance as well. The main chamber plasma only begins to appreciably decrease
Φ L ,by when AMC increases substantially for the 2 eV, 1020 m-3 case, and these plasma conditions
are unrealistic. However, figure 7.12d shows that AMC does have a slightly larger affect on the
pressure below the bypass, analogous to Adiv , which decreases by ∼25% when the MC plasma is
removed. This figure also shows that the pressure below the bypass is about 25% lower than
pBmodel
,open , and the implications of this for analytic estimates of the leakage are discussed in the next
section.
7.4 The divertor leakage flux
The calculated divertor pressures are in general agreement with the measurements at B-port and
E-port, for both the closed and opened bypass, and this suggests that the model can provide
meaningful, quantitative estimates of the divertor leakage.
However, before discussing the model results, it is worth reviewing the analytic treatment
of the bypass leakage in the literature47*, since the estimates of the leakage flux were not
consistent with the magnitude of the neutral source in the divertor, and resolving this
inconsistency was a principal objective of the present work. The conductance, C, of a bypass
unit was estimated at Cbyanalytic ≈ 2.3 m3 s-1, based on TD2 = 300 K and the expression for freemolecular transport through an aperture:
Caperture = 41 vA ,

(7.1)

where v = 8kT / ( π mD2 ) is the thermal velocity of the plenum gas and A = 75 cm-2 is the crosssectional area of each unit. It was also noted that the conductance could be higher by up to a
factor ∼2 due to viscous effects. The relation for Φ analytic
is given by the throughput:
L ,by
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Φ analytic
= Cbyanalytic ( pdiv − p MC ) ≈ Cbyanalytic pdiv ,
L ,by

(7.2)

where p is the neutral pressure, and was used to calculate the flux through the bypass. pdiv ≈
pBe xpt
,open was assumed for the plenum volume beneath the bypass, and for the discharge being
21
modeled here pdiv = 15 mTorr, which gives Φ analytic
D s-1 at B-port (1 Torr Litre =
L , B ,by ≈ 2.4×10

3.9×1019 molecules at 300 K). Due to a lack of information regarding the toroidal pressure
distribution in the plenum, this result was multiplied by 10 to get the total leakage through the
~ analytic
≈ 2.4×1022 D s-1. Sdiv
was based on the flux to the outer
bypass for the entire torusa: Φ analytic
L ,by
target only, and was approximately equal to 1.3×1022 D s-1. Thus, the estimated neutral flux
through the bypass was higher than the ion flux to the outer target, a seemingly unphysical result.
The standard case results shown in figure 7.12 allow the reverse exercise: Φ L ,by =
model
5.0×1020 D s-1 and pBmodel
= 1.2 m3 s-1 for the case with no
,open ,by = 6 mTorr, which gives Cby

plasma above the bypass. This is a factor ∼2 lower than the Cbyanalytic ≈ 2.3 m3 s-1 result that was
found by assuming the bypass was a rectangular aperture. The discrepancy is resolved by noting
that the bypass is actually a series of rectangular ducts (formed by the flaps when the bypass is
open), with the conductance for a duct given by:
−1

C duct

 3 ( A + B) L 
≈ 1 +
C aperture ,
 8 AB 

where the opening at each end has width A and height B, and the depth of the duct is given by L.
This more detailed calculation gives Cbyanalytic ≈ 1.3 m3 s-1, which is consistent with the model
result and lowers the analytic estimate by 50%. Figure 7.12 suggests that the pressure below the
~ model
~ analytic
bypass is 25% lower than pBe xpt
increases Sdiv
by ∼100%. The result
,open , and including Srec
of these refinements is that only 30–40% of the neutrals produced in the divertor are found to
leak through the bypass, rather than the ∼200% from the initial analysis.
However, it is also the case that the bypass leakage at B-port represents the upper limit to
Φ L ,by , since the plenum pressure is lower next to the open ports. There is also a non-negligible
leakage flux when the bypass is closed due to intrinsic leakage, and it is not clear what the net
change in the total divertor leakage is when the bypass is opened, since intrinsic flux may be
a

The estimates of the leakage flux in the reference 47 appear to be low by a factor of 2 when calculated using the
method outlines in the monograph. This is unresolved at present, but may be due to the omission of a factor 2
increase when the molecular flux through the bypass is converted to an atomic flux for comparison with the target
recycling flux.
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significantly reduced due to the presence of an additional leakage pathway (the bypass). A more
complete description of leakage is required to address these issues, which is presented next.
7.4.1 The calculated divertor leakage
The calculated leakage flux, Φ L , with the bypass closed is plotted for each of the 10 toroidal
sections in figure 7.13a. The data are compiled from the simulations of ports K–C and E–G
described above. The 2 mm poloidal gap results are considered to provide the best overall
representation of the experiment, with the 0 and 4 mm as limiting cases that can be used to
estimate the modeling uncertainties.
The “inner throat” is from the inner nose to the x-point, and the “outer throat” is from the
x-point to the outer nose. The leakage through the throat (black), Φ L ,throat , is more than an order
of magnitude higher on the inside, and is dominated by neutrals from volume recombination in
the inner PFZ. As a result, the uncertainty in Φ L ,throat is large due to the factors complicating the
estimates of Srec; see section 5.2.2. The leakage flux is much lower for the outer throat because
of the smaller ionisation MFP in the attached plasma of the outer SOL. Φ L ,throat is approximately
~
10% of Sdiv and demonstrates that detachment can substantially increase leakage once the
ionisation zone is outside the divertor. It is also clear that attached plasmas in a closed divertor
are much more effective in baffling neutrals.
Intrinsic leakage is approximately equal to leakage through the throat at the closed ports,
although the uncertainties are lower since the neutral pressure in the plenum is calibrated based
on the measured pressure at B-port. And as might be anticipated, leakage through the toroidal
gaps (blue), Φ L ,tg , dominates at the open ports. The neutral flux through the poloidal gap
(orange), Φ L , pg , is comparatively small, but still appreciable and on the same order as Φ L ,tg at
the closed ports. The leakage through the throat does not depend on the port geometry because
neutrals from Srec that contribute to Φ L ,throat likely do so directly from the inner PFZ, and are
therefore not influenced by the outer divertor geometry.
The values of ΦL when the bypass is opened are shown in figure 7.13b.

Φ L ,throat is

unaffected, for the reason expounded above, and Φ L ,by near the closed ports is only 20–25%
higher than near the open ports. Φ L ,tg has decreased by almost a factor 2 as compared to the
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closed bypass case, and Φ L ,tg ≈ Φ L ,by at the open ports (note that this does not imply that Ctg ≈
Cby since the driving pressures are different).
The critical question now is whether these leakage results provide any insight into the
insensitivity of the divertor plasma measurements to the state of the bypass? It was found
experimentally that opening the bypass has no discernable effect on either the outer target LP
data or the FSP data47*. If the leakage flux is calculated correctly, then the model should be
consistent with these observations. Access to H-mode was also not affected by the state of the
bypass, and if the H-mode transport barrier is indeed affected by the ionisation distribution in the
core, which is being actively investigated, then the model should only show small changes to
core fueling when the bypass is opened. Discussions of impurity studies and the midplane
hydrogenic neutral pressure are beyond the scope of the present work.
The invariance of the divertor LP measurements does not strictly imply that Φ L is
“small” when the bypass is opened, only that the change in ΦL is small. Figure 7.13c compares
the total leakage flux at each port for both states of the bypass (purple for closed and light orange
for open). The flux is expressed as a fraction of the total neutral production in the divertor: f L =
~
~
Φ L / Sdiv , and recall that Sdiv does not include neutrals from the floor puff. The increase in Φ L
at the open port segments is moderated by the corresponding decrease in Φ L ,tg , so that the
increase in f L is ∼0.05, as compared to an increase of ∼0.15 at the closed ports. The LPs are
located at F-port, which is situated between pairs of open ports, and if the Te and jsat LP
measurements are predominately affected by the neutral dynamics near these ports (D–H), then
the change in the outer divertor LP measurements would be difficult to detect because of the
~
small increase in Φ L (only 5% of Sdiv ). Note that this remains true even if Srec is a significant
~
overestimation of volume recombination in the experiment, because even if Sdiv were reduced by
a factor 2 (Srec → 0), the change in f L would only double to ∼0.1 since Srec accounts for ∼50% of
~
Sdiv . This is still too small to be measure reliably (recall that Φ L ,by would not change in this
instance, since the neutral flux into the plenum is calibrated and therefore fpuff would increase as
Srec decreased). The exception might be if the plenum were populated solely by neutrals from
outer PFZ recycling. In that case, the change in f L would be equal to ∼20% of the outer PFZ
recycling source and could have a noticeable effect on the LP measurements. This is not
observed, however, which suggests (albeit weakly with all things considered) that Srec in the
divertor contributes significantly to the plenum neutral population (a large contribution from
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neutrals in the outer SOL is considered less likely given the strongly ionizing conditions there).
The dashed horizontal lines in 7.13c are the model values averaged over the torus, and the global
~
change in the leakage flux is still only ∼10% of Sdiv . Therefore, even if the LP measurements
were affected by toroidally averaged neutral production and transport in the divertor, the effect
on the LP measurements would continue to be difficult to detect. It should be stated, however,
that the model assumes that the divertor plasma remains constant when the bypass is opened, and
is therefore unable to resolve changes that may occur in the bulk plasma, irrespective of the
experimental insensitivity of the LP data to the state of the bypass. This sort of determination
relies on solving the plasma and neutral solutions self-consistently in the divertor, which again, is
left to future work.
The comparisons with the FSP data in section 5.6 were for the sealed plenum
approximation, and therefore did not include the effect of neutral transport through the divertor
gaps or bypass. In order to approximate the impact on the upstream quantities, the outer SOL
plasma solution was calculated for a divertor geometry that included two toroidal segments: a
closed port and an open port. This presumably gives a toroidally averaged representation of the
leakage flux, although the upstream measurements are made at F-port, and this 2-section
approximation will not include the effect of asymmetries in the experimental plasma that result
from the non-periodic distribution of the toroidal gaps. Determining this in the model requires a
toroidally resolved plasma solution and magnetic grid, which is not currently available. Figure
7.14 compares the upstream OSM values with the FSP data for the bypass closed (black) and
open (blue), and it is apparent that including the gaps and bypass does not significantly influence
pu, Mu or Te,u. The results for the sealed plenum are also plotted in figure 7.14 (green), and the
most noticeable difference is for Mu, where there is a decrease in plasma flow towards the target
as a result of the increase in ionisation across the SOL, as shown in figure 7.15 (compare with
figure 5.23 for the sealed plenum case). This is perhaps counterintuitive given that higher levels
of ionisation would presumably translate into a larger ion flux to the target, but recall that the
flux to the target is fixed in the model, so that the increase in ionisation has to result in a
reduction in the upstream plasma flow that is required to satisfy the jsat boundary condition.
Regardless, the quantities of interest here are the differences between the closed and open bypass
cases in figure 7.14, which are modest for all of the upstream quantities, and would not be
detectable experimentally.
Core ionisation increases by 10–15% when the bypass is opened, and the ionisation
distribution for neutrals leaking through the bypass is shown in figure 7.16. No statements can
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be made about the affect on the H-mode density threshold without a better understanding of the
factors affecting the core transport barrier, but the increase in core fuelling does appear to be
modest. A proper treatment of the neutral flux penetrating the core also requires the realistic
inclusion of main chamber recycling, which will be more feasible in future studies due to the
generalization of the magnetic geometry that was done for this thesis.
Therefore, the model is consistent with the insensitivity of the divertor plasma
measurements to the state of the bypass. The total flux through the bypass is ∼4.5×1021 D s-1,
≈ 5.9×1021 D s-1, due to
which is lower than the revised analytic estimate given above of Φ analytic
L ,by
the effect of the open ports, i.e. Φ L ,by is actually ∼20% of the divertor neutral source, and not the
80–90% indicated by the original analytic estimate. The results are similar for the 0 and 4 mm
poloidal gaps: ∆ f L is ∼0.1 for each case when the bypass is opened, although the variations are
from 0.22 to 0.32 and 0.36 to 0.46, respectively. If the value of Srec is found to be much too high
in the model, then these numbers could drop by about 0.1 due to the reduction in leakage through
the inner throat.

Therefore, the total neutral leakage from the divertor is estimated to be

~
(27−15,+5)% of Sdiv when the bypass is closed and (41−15,+5)% when the bypass is open, based
on the limiting cases for the width of the poloidal gap and the potential over-estimate of volume
recombination. If the gaps in the outer divertor were completely closed, and assuming that the
plasma did not change significantly as a result, then the closed bypass results would be
~
dominated by Φ L ,throat and decrease to ∼10% of Sdiv . However, a clear deficiency in the
model
is generated by artificially puffing D 2 from the divertor floor,
modeling is that ∼60% of pdiv

and as a result, the definitiveness of the results is reduced. Adjustments to the neutral model can
lower f puff , and the associated effect on Φ L is examined in the following section.

7.4.2 Adjustments to the neutral model
model
It was identified in chapter 6 that pdiv
could be increased by 15 to 20% by scaling σ n-n by a

factor 1.5 or reducing Ecutoff to 0.1 eV. This leads to a corresponding reduction in f puff . These
changes to the neutral model are reasonable given the limitations of the BGK method and the
uncertainty regarding the atomic sticking coefficient. Figure 7.17 plots the plenum pressures for
the 2 mm poloidal gap, and the results are unaffected by the adjustments to the model. f puff is
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reduced by ∼30% for the σ n-n × 1.5, Ecutoff = 0.1 eV case, and there is no significant change in
the pressure distribution in the divertor substructure. This is encouraging, and suggests that the
results of the previous section will hold if additional refinements to the neutral model are applied
that improve agreement with the measured pressure.
7.5 Summary
In brief:
A. For the 2 mm poloidal gap case, pEmodel
,closed is ∼9 mTorr, which is a factor ∼3 lower than the
measured value, and indicates a major deficiency in the modeling. Scaling σ n-n by a
factor 1.5 and decreasing Ecutoff to 0.1 eV restores agreement to within a factor ∼2. An
artificial neutral puff from the divertor floor was required to calibrate the neutral flux into
the plenum so that the calculated pressure at B-port for the closed bypass was equal to the
measured value.
B. The measured plenum pressures at B-port (closed port) and E-port (open port) were in
agreement with the model for both the closed and opened bypass, which lends credibility
to the leakage flux calculated for the divertor substructure. The 3D representation of the
divertor substructure was vital to this result.
C. Plasma plugging above the bypass reduces the conductance to 1.4 m3 s-1 from 2.1 m3 s-1,
but not the flux through the bypass since the probability is high that molecules in the
plenum will leak through the bypass before they are pumped by the divertor plasma, i.e.
the bypass flux is “flux-limited”, not “conductance-limited”.
D. The leakage through the detached plasma of the inner SOL was ∼10% of neutral
production in the divertor, but the potential error in this result is large due to the
uncertainties in the volume recombination neutral source and the plasma conditions in the
SOL region of the inner divertor. Leakage was nominal for the attached plasma in the
outer SOL.
E. The total leakage for the divertor is estimated to be (27−15,+5)% of the divertor neutral
source when the bypass is closed, and (41−15,+5)% when it is open.
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F. The change in the divertor leakage when the bypass is opened was found to be a modest
fraction (5–10%) of the total neutral source in the divertor, which likely explains the
insensitivity of the divertor plasma measurements to the state of the bypass.
G. A reduction in the magnitude of the artificial puff from the divertor floor, as a result of
increasing σ n-n by a factor 1.5 and decreasing Ecutoff to 0.1 eV, does not significantly
affect the calculated pressure distribution or leakage, which suggests that the results are
not strongly affected by the nature of the puff.
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Figure 7.1: The 3D representation of ports K–C in the simulation. The imaged is generated from the actual surfaces present in the model, i.e. what is
shown here is what the neutral particles “see”. (a) A distant view of the divertor, with the upper and outer vessel surfaces not included. There is a toroidal
gap at K-port, and one of the gussets (red) is visible. The bypass units (green) and the poloidal gap (blue) are indicated. Periodic boundary conditions are
applied, so that the trajectory of a neutral the exits section C through the toroidal boundary is continued in section K, and vice versa. The neutral solution
at C-port is valid because although D-port is open and not included in the model, its effect on C-port is present via K-port, which is also open; see figure
2.2 for the locations of the open ports. Similarly for K-port, J-port is closed and so is C-port. The full height of the vertical port-tubes is shown, but they
are truncated in the model. (b) An end-on view of K port, that gives a better view of the gussets. The entrance to the port-tube is located between the
gussets (purple, barely visible). Only the K-port tube is included in the figure.
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Figure 7.2: The effect of including the toroidal and poloidal gaps on pBmodel
,closed . The bypass is
closed. The calculated pressure for the sealed plenum is plotted (green), along with the pressures
at ports K–C, for 0, 2 and 4 mm poloidal gaps.

Figure 7.3: The neutral flux into the plenum is adjusted by including an additional D 2 source
that is puffed from the divertor floor with TD2 = Twall . The puff is calibrated by requiring that
e xpt
pBmodel
,closed ≈ 30 mTorr. Recall that 27 < p B ,closed < 33, as indicated by the gray shaded region.
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Figure 7.4: Poloidal distributions of the calibrated neutral solution at B-port. No poloidal gap.
(a) nD2 and (b) pD2 .
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Figure 7.5: The calculated pressures in port-tubes E through G. The shaded region marks the
estimated experimental pressure at E-port with the bypass closed, 6 < pEe xpt
,closed < 8, which was not
measured directly because there was no discharge identical to 990429019 except with the bypass
closed..
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Figure 7.6: The neutral solution at E-port: (a) nD , and (b) pD .
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Figure 7.7: The neutral solution at E-port: (a) nD2 , and (b) pD2 .
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Figure 7.8: Details of the bypass geometry in the model. (a) A close-up view of a bypass unit with the flappers in the open position. (b) An
upward looking end-view of the plenum, with the gussets removed. The port-tubes are not shown, but the locations of the entrances to the
tube are indicated (purple).
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Figure 7.9: The calculated pressure at K–C ports when the bypass is opened. The dashed line is
the experimental value. The pressure at B-port when the gusset between the port-tube and the
neighbouring bypass unit is removed is also plotted (0 mm gap), and factor ∼2 drop in the
pressure illustrates the necessity of including the 3D aspects of the divertor substructure.

Figure 7.10: The calculated pressure at E–G ports when the bypass is opened
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Figure 7.11: The neutral solution at the toroidal location of the B-port bypass unit: (a) nD2 , and
(b) pD2 .
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Figure 7.12: The effect of plasma plugging above the B-port bypass for a range of MC plasma conditions. For the standard case, the plasma
conditions above the bypass are based on the FSP measurements. (a) The divertor leakage flux through the bypass. (b) The components of
the bypass leakage: the neutral flux out of the plenum and into the main chamber (red), and the return flux from main chamber into the
model
in the plenum below the
plenum (blue). (c) The MC plasma albedo, AMC, for thermal D 2 exiting the plenum through the bypass. (d) pdiv
B-port bypass (green), and in the B-port port-tube (orange).
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Figure 7.13: The calculated divertor leakage flux for each toroidal section. No poloidal gap. (a)
Closed bypass. (b) Opened bypass. (c) fL, which is the total leakage flux for each section as a
fraction of the total neutral production in the divertor (not including the additional puff required
to calibrate pBmodel
,closed ). Results for the closed (purple) and opened bypass (light orange) are given.
The dashed lines indicate the average values for the torus.
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Figure 7.14: Comparison with FSP data for a simulation that includes 2 toroidal segments, one
closed port and one open port. There is no poloidal gap. This should approximate the average
effect of divertor leakage on the upstream conditions. Flow-reversal is suppressed for the gray
shaded region; see section 5.6. (a) p, (b) M and (c) Te. Data is plotted for both the closed bypass
(black) and the open bypass (blue). The results for the sealed plenum (green) are also shown,
and the effect of including leakage through the outer divertor substructure is most significant for
Mu, where a discrepancy develops below the outer nose. There could be many reasons for this,
e.g. it is not known if the FSP data reflects the total leakage, or toroidal variations in the leakage
due to the non-periodic distribution of open ports. However, of relevance to issue at hand is the
fact that there are only small changes in the upstream values when the bypass is opened, which
would be difficult to detect experimentally.

Figure 7.15: The ion source:sink ratio for the outer SOL.
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Figure 7.16: The distribution of the poloidal ionisation rate for neutrals leaking through the
bypass. 74% of the neutrals are ionized on the vacuum grid, 20% in the outer SOL, and 6% in
the core.
(tor0108w-10)
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Figure 7.17: The effect on the calculated divertor pressure of changes to the neutral model
parameters. Scaling the neutral-neutral collision rate by a factor 1.5 and reducing Tcutoff to 0.1 eV
(from 1 eV) are reasonable modifications given the limitations of the BGK method and the lack
of detailed information regarding the surface sticking coefficient for atoms.
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8. Conclusion
The thesis has attempted to provide a quantitative description of neutral hydrogen production and
transport in the C-Mod divertor using the EIRENE Monte-Carlo neutral code. An approximate
2D description of the detached divertor plasma was required as input to EIRENE, and central to
this effort was the development and application of semi-empirical, prescription-based OSM
plasma modeling tools.
8.1 Summary of results
In the context of this interpretive modeling exercise, the major concluding statements are:
A. The OSM based plasma solvers are able to generate Te and ne profiles that produce
simultaneous agreement with most of the spectroscopic and Langmuir probe data for the
divertor, within experimental uncertainties. The exception is the magnitude of the Dγ
emissions, which are higher in the model by a factor ∼2. The experimental data set is
sufficient to constrain the solution over most of the divertor volume, which suggests that
the basic features of the experimental plasma are represented in the plasma solution.
B. Neutral production from 3-body and radiative volume recombination is found to be
∼1×1022 s-1 in the divertor, which is approximately equal to the divertor recycling source.
MAR contributes an additional ∼1×1021 s-1, and occurs predominately in the lower PFZ,
where ne is lower and nD2 is high. However, two factors lead to a large uncertainty in this
result: the trapping of Lyman series photons is not well represented in the model, and the
rates associated with 3-body volume recombination are very sensitive to Te and ne for
detached plasma conditions.
C. Volume recombination in the PFZ results in significant over-ionisation in the outer SOL,
near the separatrix. However, the estimated E×B cross-field ion flux into the PFZ
appears to be sufficient to suppress flow-reversal, and maintain consistency with
upstream Mach probe measurements.
D. A reasonable configuration of the neutral model gives a calculated pressure of 12 mTorr
when intrinsic leakage is included, which is almost within a factor 2 of the ∼25 mTorr
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measured at B-port. This is a marked improvement over previous studies that were low
by almost an order of magnitude and did not include the divertor gaps, and is the result of
detailed modeling of the PFZ plasma.
E. Neutral production in the PFZ generates about 90% of the neutral pressure for the
discharge in question, with 35% from volume recombination (large uncertainty), and
55% from recycling at the outer target. This suggests that it is worth investigating plasma
and neutral processes associated with the PFZ, so that divertor configurations with pump
access from the PFZ are better understood.

Sources in the inner and outer SOL

contribute ∼5% each to the divertor pressure.
F. Neutral viscosity is an important component of neutral transport in the divertor
substructure, and the calculated plenum pressure drops by 40% when it is not included.
The non-linear dependence of the pressure, p, on the neutral source, S, is p ∝ S 1.4 for the
default model configuration and a fixed plasma solution. Note, however, that this is not
considered a general result, since it is a function of the plasma conditions and the
structural geometry, which are specific to the current modeling exercise.
G. Elastic collisions between neutral molecules and plasma ions result in a significant
plasma albedo for neutrals exiting the plenum through the plenum entrance. As a result,
removing D+− D 2 elastic collisions reduces the calculated pressure at B-port by 70%.
H. The measured divertor pressures at both a closed and an open port are reproduced to
within 20% for both states of the bypass. An additional neutral source from the floor of
the divertor was introduced in order to compensate for the factor 2–3 difference between
the calculated and measured pressures for the “standard case”. Agreement with the
change in the pressure when the bypass was opened required the inclusion of the 3D
divertor structures in the model. The pressure at a particular port is weakly correlated
with the pressure at a neighbouring port, due to the restrictions on toroidal transport in the
plenum imposed by the gussets.
I. Plasma plugging of the bypass reduces the conductance of the bypass by ∼30%, but the
leakage flux is only reduced by ∼10% because for a given neutral in the plenum, the
probability is much higher that it will leave through the bypass rather than exit through
the plenum entrance and be ionized by the divertor plasma. This is simply a result of the
high neutral albedo of the plasma in the outer PFZ, and a 30% change in the bypass
conductance is not large enough to affect this result. The situation would be different if
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there was an efficient pump in the divertor substructure, in which case there would be an
additional sink for neutrals there, and the plasma above the bypass would be effective in
reducing the leakage flux.
J. The total divertor leakage flux increases from (27−15,+5)% of the divertor neutral source
when the bypass is closed to (41−15,+5)% when the bypass is open. These results are
based on the 0 and 4 mm poloidal gap limiting cases, and account for the fact that the
volume recombination neutral source in the PFZ may be a significant overestimation of
the experimental value. The leakage through the divertor throat is ∼10% of the divertor
neutral production and is independent of the bypass state, but the error in this result is
large because it is primarily based on the volume recombination source in the inner
divertor, rather than the calibrated neutral flux into the plenum. For a closed bypass, the
total leakage flux through the toroidal gaps is 10–15%, and 2–3% for the poloidal gap (2
mm). Opening the bypass reduces the toroidal gap leakage to 7–8%, and the poloidal gap
to less than 1%. The bypass is the largest leakage pathway at ∼20%.
K. The divertor plasma measurements are insensitive to the state of the bypass because the
change in divertor leakage when the bypass is opened (or closed) is only 5–10% of the
total neutral source in the divertor, which is difficult to resolve experimentally.
Most of the research objectives listed in section 1.3 have been met with a good measure
of success.

The broad agreement of the semi-empirical model with the comprehensive

experimental data set validates the interpretive methods employed. However, there is still a
factor ∼2 discrepancy with the measured divertor pressure, which suggests that an important
aspect(s) of the neutral model is absent, and may be one or more of following:
A. The transport of rotationally and/or vibrationally excited molecules into the plenum, with
the internal energy converted to translational energy via neutral-neutral collisions.
Desorption processes that result in vibrationally excited molecules would also play a role.
B. Molecular chemistry effects, where jsat measurements in the PFZ include significant
fractions of D 2+ and /or D 3+ and neutral processes in the volume are affected by the
presence of multiple charge carriers.
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C. An increase in the volume recombination source in the divertor, either due to lower Lyα
series trapping than anticipated, large errors in the Dγ emission rate coefficients, or some
unidentified molecular-assisted recombination effect.
D. Reduced ionisation rates near the outer strike point due to large amplitude, high
frequency plasma fluctuations and the non-linear dependence of the ionisation crosssection on Te.
E. A convenient recalibration of the divertor pressure gauges.
Clearly, the advantage of incorporating a large amount of experimental data was not sufficient to
give a match to the measured pressure, but perhaps it is enough to conclude that there must be
more to the neutral story than has been investigated thus far, i.e. the discrepancy with the
measured divertor pressure is no longer ascribed to deficiencies in the plasma solution. This is
not to say that the plasma solution cannot be refined, only that improvements that would
significantly change the neutral solution do not appear likely. It is also difficult to imagine that
the widely adopted 2D fluid approach, which assumes that the entire plasma can be calculated
from first principles, would be able to adequately resolve such a complicated sub-eV system with
the accuracy required for a quantitative neutral study. Indeed, this seems even more unlikely at
present since the semi-empirical OSM method, which gathers a large amount of data directly
from experimental, appears to indicate that an important aspect of the neutral dynamics is
missing from the model, which may be required for a valid solution when calculating the plasma
profiles self-consistently.
Another issue is the inability to present informative statements about the consequences of
divertor leakage without a more complete description of the main chamber.

In order to

determine the contribution of the leakage to the outer midplane neutral pressure, a description of
the plasma conditions in the far periphery is required, and the details of the limiter geometries
must be included. The motivation for discovering where the midplane neutrals are coming from
is the need to determine if there is significant main chamber recycling, which relates to the
effectiveness of the divertor in isolating plasma-surface interactions from the core. In terms of
assessing how a larger leakage flux might affect access to H-mode, a comprehensive model of
the transport barrier physics is required (if related to neutral fuelling at all, which has not been
conclusively demonstrated), and an detailed model of main chamber recycling might be
necessary as well. Therefore, the estimates of intrinsic leakage reported above may be of
interest, but the implications for plasma behaviour in the main chamber are not presented here.
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8.2 Original contributions
The original contributions are:
A. The first application of the EIRENE Monte-Carlo neutral code to a high-density tokamak
environment where neutral viscosity was important.
B. The development and application of SOL24e and SOL28, which are prescription-based,
semi-empirical methods for representing detached plasma profilesf. The exercise was a
success because a detailed plasma solution was produced that gave good overall
agreement with a comprehensive set of experimental data.
C. A quantitative demonstration that Te,Saha and ne,Stark measurements above the outer nose
are likely influenced by photon reflections when the inner divertor is detached and the
outer divertor is attached.
D. A quantitative study of neutral dynamics in the C-Mod divertor for a partially detached
plasma. The sensitivity of the calculated pressure in the divertor substructure to neutral
viscosity, elastic collisions between plasma ions and molecules, volume recombination
(direct and molecular-assisted), and thermal accommodation at surfaces was estimated.
E. The calculation of neutral leakage through the divertor substructure, with a realistic
representation of the 3D surface geometry included in the model. After calibrating the
neutral flux into the plenum based on the B-port, closed bypass neutral pressure
measurement, all of the pressure data were simultaneously reproduced to within 25% (2
mm poloidal gap case).
F. Code related contributions include the generalization of the magnetic geometry in OSM
and EIRENE, the development of a 3D vacuum grid generator and associated analysis
tools, and an OSM-EIRENE interface routine that automatically generates the (rather
complicated) EIRENE input file from a small set of input parameters.

e

SOL24 is partially based on the SOL22 routines, which were modified for the thesis, but are not original work.
“SOL21” was a pre-existing prescription-based method for specifying detached plasma profiles, but the plasma
profiles to be assigned directly, rather from specified momentum and energy source terms. SOL24 is also fully
integrated with SOL22, unlike SOL21, and employs a complex iterative algorithm for determining the shape of the
energy source term so that the solution is continuous across the symmetry point.
f
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8.3 Future work
Potential future modeling tasks include:
A. The modeling of additional discharges in order to confirm both the utility of the
interpretive methods developed here, and the general results for the current study.
However, this empirical modeling approach is necessarily restricted to tokamaks that are
well diagnosed in the plasma boundary.
B. A more detailed (3D) investigation of how photon reflections can affect spectroscopic
data. It would also be a useful exercise to develop a 3D LOS integration routine that
included reflections when producing a simulated camera image from a known 2D
emission distribution. This image could be passed to the tomographic inversion routine
to determine how reflections are expressed in the resulting 2D profile.
C. Upgrade to the version of EIRENE that can simulate photon transport, and investigate in
detail how the ionisation/recombination balance in the divertor is affected by the trapping
of Lyman series photons.
D. Include molecular chemistry, a kinetic treatment of D 2 ( ν) , and desorption effects in the
neutral model and determine the effect on the calculated pressure in the plenum, if any.
E. Apply the model to recent bypass puffing experiments conducted at C-Mod135. In order
to assess the affects of known quantity of gas in the divertor, capillaries were installed in
the plenum and close to the bypass in the main chamber. Additional pressure gauges
were also installed. The neutral flux through the bypass was measured by comparing the
change in the Dα emissions above the bypass with the emissions from a calibrated puff at
the bypass location.
F. Operate EIRENE in time-dependent mode to try and reproduce the time evolution of the
pressure trace when the bypass is opened (or closed) during a discharge.
G. Investigate the distribution of v|| in the boundary plasma. The accurate calculation of the
neutral sources and sinks throughout the divertor is a necessary condition for determining
their influence on the large-scale flow patterns in the plasma boundary.

If the

ionisation/recombination balance is established, then the effect of parallel and cross-field
drifts may become apparent when comparing with upstream flow measurements, similar
to the invocation of a cross-field E×B drift to explain the outer SOL flow measurements
in the present study. A major benefit of calculating v|| with some accuracy is that friction
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between impurity ions and the hydrogenic plasma can be included more realistically in
impurity studies.
H. Study global particle balance and the implications for cross-field particle transport. A
significant amount of volume recombination occurs in the lower PFZ, but very little
ionisation occurs on the rings in question due to low Te. This implies the existence of a
substantial cross-field flux, but what is the nature of this flux? Also, the PFZ as a whole
is under-ionized. Neutrals produced in the PFZ that ionize in the outer SOL likely return
via a radial E×B drift, but this does not directly apply to the appreciable number of
neutrals that are lost through leakage in the inner divertor? What is the return circuit for
these particles?
I. Attempt to calculate self-consistent detached plasma profiles using the implicit onionskin solver (OSM2) developed by Fundamenski84*. This may provide some further
insight into the plasma dynamics governing detachment, as well as the role of the various
neutral processes (opacity, D 2 ( ν) , molecular chemistry, etc.). Knowledge of the Te and
ne distributions from the semi-empirical methods and the generalization of the magnetic
grid should prove useful. Approximate representations of drift effects might also be
incorporated into the model, in keeping with (G) above.
As implied by the long list of future tasks, the thesis work is just the start of an effort to use
detailed interpretive modeling methods to improve our understanding of the physical processes
governing the tokamak plasma boundary. It is hoped that the results presented here provide
some additional insight into the neutral dynamics of the Alcator C-Mod divertor.
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